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001(S
The author & illustrator of

ISlAND BOY
& many other much loved children books
talks about & signs her latest book

HA'ITIE AND THE WILD WAVES

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portllll'ld: November 13 through 19, 1990.

~ on~

Saturday. Dec. 1
from 12 to 2PM

BARBARA COONEY

Lower Falls landing. Route 88, Yarmouth ~ 846·6306
Mon. - Thurs. & Sat. 9-6; Fri. 9-8; Sun. 12-5

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY

Above: Full Size "Studio· Frame.lr Futon
Special $369.
Left: Full Size "Westwood" Frame .lr Futon

Special $399.

• Limited Quantities •
PORTLAND

BANGOR

ELLSWOKfH

288 Fore Street • 170 Park Street.

774.1322

942-6880

major credit cards • in·store financing • free parking

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY

High Street
667·3615

~ allcovering Sale
~

Bonanza
Get rid of the "blahs"
Paper that room this week.

50% OFF
our instock wall coverings.
Special orders up to 30%
off in selected books.
Orders over $100.
earn an extra 5% discount.

Devoe Color Center

\bur brush is wet, your £ · is out,
and the phone is ringmg
It's time you got Phonesmart:

Turnpike-widening bound for
ballot, trains and guns in limbo
Citizens opposed to widening the Maine Turnpike have
gathered enough signatures to put the question on the ballot
next November. But groups who want to restore Portland-toBoston passenger train service and keep guns away from
children are still rounding up signatures. Both those groups are
racing against a Jan. 25 deadline to hand in 52,000 signatures to
Maine's Secretary of State.
Turnpike opposition speeds ahead
On Nov. 14, the Campaign for Sensible Transportation said it
had gathered 70,000 signatures - far more than req~ired t~ put
the issue on the ballot. Eric Johnson, a group orgamzer, said
that 900 volunteers gathered signatures at 200 polling places on
Election Day.
The group aims to stop the proposed widening of the Maine
Turnpike between Wells and Scarborough, a project which has
gained the approval of the Maine Legislature and the Bo~rd of
Environmental Protection. If it passes, the referendum WIll stop
the turnpike-widening, transfer excess funds in the Maine .
Turnpike Authority to the Maine Department of Transportation
(OOT) and mandate the OOT to devise a transportation policy
that allows road-widening only as a last resort.
Guns and children under the gun
"We didn't have the great volunteer base that the turnpike
people did," said linda Lee Foster, campaign coordinator for
Guns and Children. Foster said that "more than 100" volunteers
rounded up 20,000 signatures at the polls to bring the group's
total to 30,000. Volunteers hope to gather the 22,000 signatures
still needed by circulating petitions at workplaces, rounding up
signatures at supermarkets and canvassing door-to-door..
The referendum, which was proposed by Portland Pohce
Chief Michael Chitwood, holds adults responsible when
children use improperly stored guns. Under the ne~ ~a~, those
adults would be subject to a $1,000 fine and a year m jail.
RaIlVlsion steams forw.-d
RailVision, the group that wants to get passenger rail service
between Portland and Boston back on track, gathered 40,000
signatures on Election Day. John Hume, chair of ~ilVis.ion, is
confident the group will gather the rest of the req.U1red sl~a
tures when it sets up signature-gathering booths In the Mame
and Bangor malls during the last weekend of November and
the first two weekends of December.
RailVision hopes to put a $40 million bond issue on the ballot
to buy trains and restore tracks between Portland and Boston.

449 Forest Ave.
FOREST AVE PLAZA
Portland. Maine 04101

775-1979
SALE ENDS 11130190

Photo Christmas Cards~~
20 cards with envelopes

7.99 ~gl~r ~~ative

Ready in just 5 days
or your cards are free!*
Cards can also be made from your color print or slide
for an additional 2.99.
Christmas card orders accepted through December 11, 1990.
'Ask in store for details.

1.I........,..,.....,.,....n~rw-n~rJ Register to Win a Bike
in time for Christmas!

Enter a drawing to win a 10 speed Huffy tounng bike.
See details al counter.

30 City Center, Portland • 772·7296
1PIII;I.I.~LI'&I.II.I~&.I"'I.AAj""""" 71 US Route 1, Scarborough • 883-7363

Quaker escapes
Jail tax
A Quaker opposed to
criminal punishment had a
jail tax waived on her
speeding fine after she
battled the tax in court.
On Nov. 9, Portland
District Court Judge
Alexander MacNichol
waived the 10 percent jail
surcharge on Theresa
Ouellette's $50 speeding
ticket dating from February
of 1989. Ouellette had argued
the 10 percent surcharge
violated her First Amendment religious freedom
rights. She also claimed the
surcharge violated the
constitutional separation of
legislative and judicial
powers.
"I originally wanted to
know if the money could go
to another organization,
something life-affirming,"

said Ouellette. At a hearing in
July 1989, Judge MacNichol
said Ouellette should bring
the case before the
Cumberland County Superior
Court. Since then, Ouellette
acted as her own attorney
throughout the proceedings,
which she said sent her back
and forth between District
and Superior courts.
Cumberland County
District Attorney Paul
Aranson said he will appeal
the decision so that the Maine
Supreme Court can rule
whether the surcharge law is
constitutional.
The 1987 Jail Operations
Surcharge Fund Statute
imposes a 10 percent surcharge on all fines levied by
the state court system. In the
fiscal year ending June 30,
1990, a total of $1,671,309 was
collected under the statute.

Continued on page 4

Introducing PhonesmartWth Caller In
Now you don't have to miss those important
house, it's a stroke of genius.
calls when you're hung up doing something away
Caller ID is just one of the new and innovafrom the phone. Because now there's Caller lO,
tive call management services from New England
one of the new Phonesmart services from
Telephone. It's a service that givcs the ordiNew England Telephone.
... ~\:\
nary phone extraordinary capabilities.
Through a special display
"Ti,.\ s£r"!: ·--)
And it gives you better control over
unit! Caller ID lets you know the
··
'\
your calls.
telephone number of each party who
__ v:;.. \\
Caller ID is easy to use, and
calls you. If you are not at home, or are
\. ~
/.. . even easier to hook up, because it
unable to answer the call. the display
\~, __ /-'- " .~.~ runs through the same New England
unit stores the phone number. date. and
Telephone nerwork you're using now.
time of each call.
Forjust$4.9S a month, you can
For anyone doing work around the
have Caller ID. You can also select
,-">.

the other Phonesmartservices, Call Return, Repeat
Dialing, or Call Trace, for a very reasonable price.
If you would like more information about
getting Phonesmart in your area, please call us at
1-800·922·8383, ext. 981.
Phonesmart is another reason we're the one
for you, New England.

@ New England Telephone
A NYNE-X Company
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Soft & Easy Favorites
~~S YOU TO

~~

Five trucks crash
In four days

8~~

l

Saturday, December 8th
7PM
Cumberland County Civic Center

SKI

••

-Win 4 Front·Row Tickets-Overnight Accomodations-Limo Ride- Photo Session w/Sesame Street Characters-

VIDEOS AVAILABLE AT VIDEOPORT
Blizzard of MHHH'S, The (Greg Stump)
Body Prep! (powder Mag.llnstruction)
Escape to Ski! (Warren Miller)
Extreme Skiing (warren Miller)
Good, The Rad and the Gnarly
How to Thrill ~nstruction)
license to Thrill (Greg Stump)
Snowonder (Warren Miller)
Snowboarding, This is (Team Sims)
Steeps, leaps & Powder (Warren Miller)
Time Walts for Snowman (Greg Stump)
White Magic (Warren Miller)
The Truth abqut Skiing (Instruction)
Into the Snow Zone
Maltese Flamingo (Greg Stump)

Register at PIZZA HUT locations in
Portland, South Portland, Saco, Sanford,
Brunswick, Lewiston and Augusta.
WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED
DECEMBER 4th
LISTEN TO 94.9 WHOM FOR DETAILS
SESAME STREET LIVE I••turlng SESAME STREET CHARACTERS I. pr... nlod by VEE COR·
PORATION In coope ..Uon wlln CHILDREN'S TELEVISION WORKSHOP. SESAME STREET
CHARACTERS, Cl Jlm Henson Productions, Inc.
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Five accidents involving
tt:actor-trailers in Southern
Maine occurred in just four
days, resulting in two deaths,
one critical injury and some
traffic tie-ups.
On Nov. 12 at 4 a.m., a
tractor-trailer jackknifed on 1295 in South Portland. Two
hours later a tractor-trailer
rolled over on 1-95 in
Yarmouth. No injuries were
reported and icy conditions
were to blame, according to
Kathryn Beem, a dispatcher
at the State Police Barracks in
Gray.
On Nov. 13 at 4 a.m., a
tractor-trailer loaded with
fish rear-ended a dump truck
on 1-95 in Falmouth. The
driver of the tractor-trailer
was killed and the driver of
the dump truck is listed in
critical condition. The road
was closed at 5 a.m. and
opened only one southbound
lane at 8 a.m. Speeding and
possible driver inattention
are being investigated as
causes of the accident.
On Nov. 14 at 9:30 a.m.,
the passenger of a tractortrailer truck was killed when
it overturned on the Gray
southbound ramp of the
Maine Turnpike. Speed is
suspected as the cause of the
crash, said Beem.
Finally, on Nov. 15 at 5:30
a.m., a tractor-trailer carrying
lumber rolled over and two
tractor-trailers behind it
jackknifed in the southbound
lane of the Maine Turnpike
between Saco and South
Portland. No one was injured
but both southbound lanes of
the turnpike were closed for
approximately three hours as
the trucks and lumber were
cleared from the road.

Two lobstermen
Indicted for high
seas brawl
One lobsterman has been
charged with reckless
conduct with a dangerous
weapon (a boat) and another
with two counts of criminal
threatening with a dangerous
weapon (a .22 caliber handgun), according to Assistant
Attorney General Lisa
Marchese. Matthew Chipman
and Edward Mains Jr. were
indicted Nov. 8 by a
Cumberland County grand
jury on charges stemming
from a confrontation that
occurred in Portland Harbor
on Sept. 10.
According to Sgt. David
Mauldin of the Maine Marine
Patrol, Norman Solak,
captain of the B&B, pulled up
alongside and boarded
Matthew Chipman's boat,
The Rambler. When Solak
confronted Robert Baker, one
of the crew members, Baker

Unique art
and
jewelr y
f rom Ind oneS ia
and

Keep your toes
warm and coX'! all
year long in our clogs,
shoes and sandals.
Sizes for men & women.

dirkennoc:k'

wallEallout
H_-.. . __
. . . .-·
your Birlcenstock store

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601
--.~

OPEN

EVERY DAY

threw Solak off the boat into
the water. Sgt. Mauldin said
witnesses alleged that
Chipman then turned his
boat and tried to hit Solak in
the water. Edward Mains Jr.,
aboard the B&B, allegedly
pulled out a gun and threatened, '1'm going to kill you."
The incident was one of
several during the summer
involving lobstermen feuding
over territorial rights. In
another encounter, Chipman
allegedly pointed a shotgun
at another lobsterman.
Chipman will be arraigned
Nov. 26 and Mains will be
arraigned Dec. 4 in
Cumberland County Superior
Court. H found guilty,
Chipman faces a maximum
five-year sentence; Mains, a
10-year sentence.

Cops post drugfree school zones
On Nov. 14 the first "Drug
Free School Zone" sign was
posted in Portland and
Deputy Police Chief Steven
Roberts says he hopes it will
help "get rid of those bums."
The sign installed at Jack
Elementary School on
Munjoy Hill was the first of
100 signs that will go up in
Portland.
The signs state, "Portland
Police aggressively prosecute
drug law violators within
1,000 feet of this school" and
aim to promote student and
citizen awareness of increased penalties within the
school area, said Roberts. The
signs also promote a hotline
(772-DOPE) for citizens to
call police with leads.
State law enacted in
September of 1989 imposes
stiffer penalties in the defined
school zones.

Portland off
radioactive hook
Officials in York and
Cumberland counties may
have breathed a sigh of relief
last week when their areas
were omitted from a list of 12
regions under consideration
for a state-run, low-level
radioactive waste disposal
facility.
But John Williams,
executive director of the state
authority in charge of the
search for the sight, said, "H a
landowner volunteered his
land, we'd look at it." To
date, only Maine Yankee in
Wiscasset and the owner of a
remote parcel in Aroostook
County have volunteered
land for a disposal facility.
Williams said that,
contrary to popular belief,
York County and the southern part of Cumberland
County were not excluded
for their high population
densities, a factor that is
considered later in the
process. The reasons were
environmental: Both regions
have sand and gravel aquifers and extensive wetlands,
conditions deemed unsuitable for a disposal facility.

Continued on PIlge 6
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$10.00 Rebate on Caller ID Display Unit.
r-----------------i
This special incoming call display
Heres how to getyour$10.00 rebate:
unit lets you know the phone number of
Mail this completed coupon and dated sales receipt with
the person calling you before you pick
cut-outof"ModeI12S" from the box to: KJ Rebate,
up the phone. Its used with Caller ID,
PO Box 1269, Drawer N, Hampton, NH 03842.
one of the new Phonesmart'" services
Namc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
from New England Telephone. If you
are away or unable to get to the phone,
~~ ---------------Ci'Y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the unit will record and store up to 14
phone numbers, along with the time
S<alC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
and date each call was made to you.
Phone#(
The 125 Caller 10 display unit is
Reproductions and copies cannot be used. Only one (I) rebate per
available at Kmart, Sears and other
product. per household. Mukiple requests will not be honored. Offer
good in the USA. Void where prohibited orocherwise restricted. KJ
retail stores, or by calling Fosdick CorEnterprises will not be responsible finny mail that is lost, delayed, or
mutilated. All rebate requests must be poot-marked no later than
poration at 1-800-933-9377, weekdays
L December31, 1990. Allow 4 to 6 weeks. Expires 12131190.
from 8 am to 8 pm.
Z ip_~-

-----------------~
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cP~TEMPORARY

AFFORDABLE
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CASUAL

z

HANDSEWN
LEATHER
FOOTWEAR

Vermont Precision
~ Bunk Beds S~~~::e'e
~

$395\e

SOLID HARDWOOD FURNITURE.
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32D Main St • Freeport • 865-1444
• parkmg m the rear •

:eo

Matching Dressers, Chests and Nightstands Available
as well as Bookcases, Desks and Mirrors
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101 John ROberts7~g~uth Portland, Me.

o
o

j~

Mon.- Fri. 10--5:30
Sat 10-4
;) • CONTEMPORARY SOLID HARDWOOD FURNItm\~'
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W e offer professional,
permanent hair removal at
a reasonable price. Using
state-of-the-art equipment
and the highest standard of
sterilization, the Electrology
Center provides a clean,
comfortable, relaxing
atmosphere that is always
private and confidential.
Our staff consists of the owner, Carolyn J. Nilsen, c.P.E., a
graduate of the Electrology Institute of New England, certified by the
International Board of Electrologists, and Anita Leblond, C.C.E., a
graduate of the International Centers for the Study of Electrolysis in
Atlanta, Georgia. She is certified by the National Commission for
Electrologists. Together they offer the only method of permanent hair
removal approved by the Food and Drug Administration's Department
of Health and Human Services as both safe and effective.

I f you are tired of
constantly combating
excess hair with
temporary methods
and wish to eliminate
the need for painful
waxing and plucking,
contact the
Electrology Center
today for a lifetime of
trouble free beautiful
skin. You'll be glad
you did!

The Electrology Center of Maine
775-5060

726 Forest Avenue, Portland 04103

Professional
Pennanent
Hair Removal

Holiday Sale

15%
OFF

Entire selection of framed art
on display and in stock prints.
Docs not include previowly
placed custom framing orden
& consignment an.

Gift Certificates
Available

Burnell's Custom Framing
449 Forest Ave., Forest Avenue Plaza, Portland 772·4859
Holiday hours: Mon-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5 • Offer ends Dec. 24, 1990

Orders recieved by
December 18th
"re gu"rRnteed for
Christm~ delivery.

Maine's largest
selection of
Michael Good
jewelry

abacus
american crafts

18k gold single loop earrings

'Wliere to find tlie 'Best :JfofUfay '_:': ; ~
SFtopping in Portfatu{s au Port! ..
<.
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Reported Ily Joan Kantro, Andy
Newman and Randy Wilson
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Imported
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& Wool
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Give Aunt Mia a Chargrilled
Quesadilla or your brother Chip, a
French Dip, by doing your
holiday shopping at Friday's. Our gift
certificates corne in denominations of
$10, $25, or any other amount
you want. And they can be used
for any of our menu items.

To purchase by mail
call 775-4236 or
visit our restaurant at
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Join the lWILlGHT LEAGUE for Breakfast!
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The Maine Moose
and Spruce Watch
~
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This watch is the
Ultimate Maine Gift:
a brown moose
tops the dial,
surrounded by 11
green spruce trees,
on a white face .
Gold hands,
including sweep
second hand,
circle the
State of Maine.
'i' Classic textures
black leather band
'i' Gold front with
stainless steel back
'i' Quartz movement
'i' One year guarantee
Easy to read and
great fun to wear,
this watch will be
treasured for
many seasons
to come.
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We are proud to present the work of
one hundred talented artists and
craftspeople. Exquisite gifts for
discriminating tastes.
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In the Old Port
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• X-C Skiwear

KJutting nud£e.s, 6oo~ & 6uttons.
'We have it af£.
La1lJe seuction of K.-nitting & u1eaving
6oo~ & patterns.
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EXCELLENCE,
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ments are gifts of lasting beauty.
Offeml in 10, 14, and 18 karat gold
filled, and sterling sil ver.
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Save up tomii!ll OIl selected styles and colors
from the Maralyc:e Ferree outerwa.r collection.
_ 772 .,"" _

Y. '--_ _ _ _ _-'--_---'-_ _ _ _-_00._''_ _
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Expert Engraving
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Watch &
Clock Repair
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Gifts

and handling.
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CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET PORTLAND MAf,jE 04101

$55.00
Mail orders add
S5.00 for shipping
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designed exclusively for
Blueberries & Granite
for Christmas 1990
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Friday & Sarurday Nights 11 pm-Sam
5 DANA
OLD
PORT
761.9567
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The American Bistro~
Custom House Square Parking Garage
25 Pearl St., Portland, Maine

Open Sam to 2pm 7 days a week!
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EITHER BRONZE OR PEWTER FINISH
EARING $25. PIN $45. NECKlACES.
lARGER PINS AI'{) LONGER EARJNGS
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lWO PIECES FROM aJR COLlECllON
OF JEW8..ER'f, BY MARY DE MARCO IN
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NEW ENGLAND'S
PREMIERE COLLECTION
OF VINTAGE AND
CONlEMPORARY
COS1UME JEWELRY,
GIFTS AND DECORATIVE
ACCESSORIES FOUND
ONLY AT CONCErTS

The Multi~Purpose,
One~Size~ Fits~ All,
No Assembly Required,
Holiday Gift Idea.
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T.G.I. Friday's®
Gift Certificates.

Delicate, Warm
& Beautiful
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In what was billed as a
reverse press conference at
the University of Southern
Maine's Campus Center on
Nov. 16, Portlanders had an
opportunity to question local
journalists.
But the event drew onl y
one member of the public, so
the journalists went horne.
The event was sponsored
by the Maine Chapter of the
Society of Professional
Journalists and featured
newspaper, radio and TV
journalists. Those journalists
were Jon Kellogg, managing
news editor at the Portland
Press Herald; Bill Muldoon,
news director of WGAN
radiO; Mike Audet, news
director of WPOR; Andrea
Deleon, a reporter for the
Maine Public Broadcasting
Network; and Nancy Cantin,
a reporter for WGME-TV.
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Maine Senator George J.
Mitchell will serve again as
U.S. Senate majority leader.
On Nov. 13, U.S. Senate
Democrats unanimously
elected Mi tchell to his second
two-year term which will
begin when the 102nd
Congress convenes in
January 1991. Majority and
minority leaders set the
agenda for the full Senate.
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Andy Newman

Portlanders yawn
at reporters
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Portland-area residents who buy New England Telephone's
(NET) new Caller ID service can now screen their phone calls_ A
special monitor allows them to view the phone number from
which an incoming call is being placed - whether or not they
take the call.
Caller ID requires a small, calculator-sized monitor to be
attached to a phone_ The monitor displays an incoming caller's
phone number after the first ring. It also stores numbers, dates
and times of incoming calls which aren't picked up. The
monitor costs $40 to $SO at area Sears, Service Merchandise, KMart and other stores; the service costs NET customers $4.95 a
month.
NET says that the service is convenient and will protect some
customers from obscene calls. But Herb Adams, a state representative from Portland, said that local opposition to the
screening service has corne from the Rape Crisis Center and
Ingraham Volunteers, who rely on anonymous phone calls.
"Some people had legitimate concerns," said Peter Kovach, a
spokesman for NET. Kovach said those concerns led NET to
implement a "per-call blocking option_" Callers who don't want
their phone numbers revealed on a monitor can dial "star-67"
on a touch-tone phone or "1167" on a rotary phone before
dialing the number. The word "private" appears on the monitor
instead of the caller's number.
A similar service is already available in eight states and
Canada. California mandated the per-call blocking option that
NET is offering voluntarily in Maine. In Pennsylvania, courts
have ruled that Caller ID is a form of illegal phone tapping and
prohibited it.
"Everywhere it's corne up for legislative review, it's fared
very poorly," said Adams, who predicted that the issue would
corne before the Maine Legislature in January.
Caller ID is one of several new NET services known collectively as Phonesmart. Others allow customers to repeat dialing
a busy number automatically for up to 30 minutes, return an
incoming call to a phone even if it wasn't picked up and have
obscene or harassing calls traced by NET's Annoyance Call
Bureau. There is a monthly fee for the services, which became
available on Nov. 1 in Portland, South Portland, Westbrook,
Gorham, Scarborough, Pownal, Windham, Yarmouth,
Cumberland and on Peaks Island. The service will be available
in Brunswick and parts of York County early next year.
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Controversial Caller ID
service now on line

Mitchell named
majority leader
again
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Lift service
Sunday River has the state's only detachable quad. For those
not in the know, a detachable quad chair is a four-person
chairlift that disengages from the overhead cable as it enters the
loading area. Skiers shuffle on chairs constantly, as if in a conga
line, and get up the hill somewhat faster than their comrades on
a fixed lift. A detachable lift can move about 25 percent more
people uphill per hour than a fixed lift.
The people at Sugarloaf are a little sensitive about its lack of
a detachable quad. They've upgraded the lifts there in recent
years, closing down the "inefficient" gondola and adding two
new chairs, which they call, somewhat redundantly, "highcapacity quad chairs." Don't be fooled. They're not detachable
nor are they faster than the average chairlift.
Next summer Sugarloaf plans to replace the closed gondola
with a new, 8-person, high-speed detachable gondola, restoring
the lost 300 feet of vertical drop and boosting uphill capacity.
Sugarloaf currently has three more lifts than Sunday River,
offering more variety and more escape routes when the crowds
start to thicken.

Sugarloaf and Sunday River
go head to head for skiiers
By Wayne Curtis

Maine downhill skiing has traditionally been viewed as the
Yugo of New England : cute and different, but not very reliable
and certainly posing no threat to the major manufacturers in
New Hampshire and Vermont.
My, how times have changed. This year, readers of Ski
Magazine voted Sunday River Ski Resort in Bethel the best ski
area in the East, eclipsing area stalwarts such as Killington and
Stowe. And readers of Snow Country Magazine voted Sugarloaf
in Carrabassett Valley as the top skiing experience in the East,
ranking it nationally just behind Deer Valley in Utah. As a
destination ski resort, Sugarloaf came in just behind Aspen and
Vail.
The editors of Snow Coun try placed Sugarl oaf' s strong
showing on its list of "surpri ses." Bu t what mi ght come as more
of a s urpri se to Maine skiers is th e rapid ri se of Sund ilY River.
Only recently an inconscq uentiil l ski il red with more tha n Its
share of cold, miserable Children, Sunday River is now a topnotch ski resort receiving more national press than Marla
Maples. With the addition of White Heat, a fearsome expert
slope, Sunday River shed its reputation as "the little ski area
that could" and became the area that did.
While the state's two excellent ski areas hardly constitute an
embarrassment of riches, it does offer some choice, something
that Maine skiers wishing to stay in-state have lacked in recent
years.
Which is the preferred area? For the most part, where you
stand is a matter of how long you're willing to sit. The drive to
Sugarloaf is about an hour longer. "Sunday River is good for
day trips," says Heidi Meader, store manager at Joe Jones Ski
and Sports in South Portland. "ti I had an overnight, I'd head
up to Sugarloaf."
Beyond the longer drive, the choice becomes more a matter
of personal preference, of finding which area is a good fit with
your skiing style. There are a number of factors you'll probably
want to consider.

Vertical drop

Photo courtesy Sugarloaf/USA News Bureau

Readers of Snow Country Magazine voted Sugarloaf/USA _ shown here _ the top
skiing experience in the East, ranking It nationally just behind Deer Valley in Utah_
Readers of Ski Magazine voted Sunday River Ski Resort in Bethel the best ski area In
the East, eclipsing area stalwarts such as Killington and Stowe.

Sugarloaf's decal shows a single pyramidal mountain, high
and narrow. Sunday River's shows a ridge line low and wide.
And that about sums it up.
Sugarloaf is the clear winner on vertical drop, with 25
percent more height than Sunday River. Big vertical drop is
desirable because it means less time waiting in lift lines and
more time on the slopes.
Sugarloaf has traditionally claimed 2,637 feet. With the
closing of the summit gondola last season, Sugarloaf has lost
about 300 feet, leaving it with 2,325 vertical feet. That's still
higher than Sunday River, but it falls well behind Killington's
3,175 feet in the New England rankings. If all goes according to
plan, vertical drop will be restored next year wi th the opening
of a new lift.
In any event, vertical drop can be a somewhat misleading
gauge, like checking the temperature without the wind chill.
Few skiers go top to bottom at Sugarloaf, since the lower half of
the mountain is less than challenging. It's considered just a "run
out" by most skilled skiers, who spend their time working the
upper half. Sugarloaf's longest chairlift, West Mountain chair,
brings skiers up 1,275 vertical feet. That compares with Sunday
Rivers Barker Mountain lift, which offers a vertical rise of
1394 feet.

The champ vs
the challenger
Mountain:

Sugarloaf
1-800-THE LOAF

Logo:

/,

/

Sunday River
1-824-3000
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Slope difficulty
"Expert trails at Sunday River are about as difficult as our
intermediate slopes," says Sugarloaf ski school director Paul
Brown. This comment is met with a considerable "harrumph!"
by Sunday Rivers Skip King: "I defy anyone at Sugarloaf to tell
me White Heat is an intermediate slope."
Sunday River calls White Heat, which opened in 1988, the
"longest, steepest, lift-serviced slope in the East," a phrase with
more qualifiers than the U.S. Open. No matter how you phrase
it, it's an impressive and challenging slope. White Heat gives
Sunday River a nasty edge it lacked in years past.
Sugarloaf tends to get better marks among skiers for more
interesting terrain within each category of slope - beginner,
intermediate and advanced - although it loses some of its edge
on advanced slopes. Sugarloaf's snowfield, open only in the
spring, offers above-timberline. Since the closing of the gondola
to the summit, these steep, ungroomed slopes are accessible
only by hiking from the next highest lift.

Crowds
In theory, slopes at both areas should be equally crowded. At
full lift capacity, Sugarloaf can handle 47.5 skiers per skiable
acre per hour, and Sunday River 47.6 - a dead heat. But skiers
say that the slopes on Sunday River seem more crowded and
congested more ot the time.
A couple of possible explanations. First, a lot of Sunday
River's acreage seems to be in wide, gently sloping beginners'
slopes near the South Ridge Base Lodge. The intermediate and
advanced skiers are compacted into fewer acres up above. Also,
the high-speed quad deposits a major pile of skiers at one pOint.
Despite three major route options open to them, they still get
backed up along the trails.
One other point to consider: Sugarloaf is more of a destination resort, attracting greater numbers of people who come up
to ski for a full week. Sunday River is more accessible to major
urban areas and a favored day-trip destination. As a result,
mid week skiing seems marginally more crowded at Sugarloaf;
weekend skiing more crowded at Sunday River. But differences
are minor: When one's congested, in most cases, so's the other.

Egyptian, Fourth
Dynasty ca. 2500 B.C

Byzantine ca. 1000 A.D.

Snow Country Magazine

Ski Magazine

2,325 feet

1,865 feet

Number of lifts:

13

10

Number of
detachable lifts:

0

1

16,635

20,000

Total skier visits
in 1989-90:

280,000

396,000

Skiable acreage:

350

420

Percentage of
expert slopes:

33 percent

30 percent

Percentage of
beginner slopes:

28 percent

30 percent

Annual snowfall:

158 Inches,tyear

150 Inches/year

80 percent

93 percent

S35

S31/weekday
S36/weekend

Ranked number 1 ski
experience in East by
readers of:
Vertical drop:

Number of skiiers/hour:

Percentage of
snowmaking:

Lift ticket $:

Attitude
Sugarloaf gets consistently good comments for camaraderie
and collegiality among its staff and patrons. There's more of a
sense of place and community here, skiers say. That feeling has
been cultivated over time, aided by a more vibrant night life
and a more concentrated and active base lodge. Sunday River,
only in its adolescence, is still getting a sense of itself. With its
aggressive marketing approach, the attitude now seems a little
Bart Simpsonesque: 'We're Sunday River. Who the hell are
you?" That will likely mellow and improve with age.

Amenities
Both ski schools have excellent reputations. Sunday River,
working on a hunch that intermediate and advanced skiers
don't want to gamble a large chunk of their ski day on lessons,
has introduced the Perfect Tum Program, with skiers signing
up at the summit lodge for 75-minute lessons.
Sugarloaf and Sunday River both open at 9:00 a.m. on
weekdays, but Sunday River opens at 8 a.m. on weekends and
holidays - half an hour earlier than Sugarloaf. In addition, the
first hour of lift service is always free so skiers can check the
slope conditions and weather before laying out cash. This is a
service that should be emulated by every ski area in the country.

Hours from Portland:

2-1/2 to 3

1-1/2 to 2

Price of a 14 oz. domestic
draft at base lodge:

$2.00

S2.50

No. of times "awesome"
appears in literature:

1

3

No, of times "way cool"
appears in literature:

0

1

Amount of time summit
lift closed due to
high winds:

17 percent of season,
or 28 days·

9 hours over
4 different days

Last day of skiing in 1990:

April 15

May 11

May 20, 1972

May 17,1988

Golf

Mountain biking

Latest closing ever:
Predominant
summer activity:

Wayne Curtis is a freelance writer who skis down from the top of
Peaks Jsalnd's Tolman Heights every day - though most often the
conditions are best described as "poorly groomed mud."

• summit serviced by T-bar
on all but 6 days
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SKI MOOSEHEAD
AT BIG SQUAW MOUNTAIN

Family Fun
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19 Trails
4 Lifts
30% Snowmaking
Hotel
Restaurant
Ski Shop
Day Care
Cafeteria
Snowmobile
Center

Mon- "L

(ft earn to Ski" $20
, , Lesson & A

Tu es: "Col/e
" ental
Lift, With?O Day $10

W~1t: o"Two fO; One" $18

ay Lift
~
u: "Mom and Dad"
. 2 Lift, Nursery & p$25
Fr,. "$5
.001
Half 0 DOI/~r Fridays" $5
ay LIft, AM or PM
Th

Child (5)

Ski areas in Maine and New Hampshire bucked the national
trend last season. While ticket sales in the rest of the country
were flat, both states reported an increase in skier visits. And
ski areas in Maine and New Hampshire are bullish on the
upcoming season. You'll find some capital improvements,
primarily in the areas of sno;or.naking, grooming and lodges, as
well as efforts to improve the skiing experience with new
programs and upgraded facilities.

Making snow better

'n Tlcke ices
1990 - 1991 L, WEEKENO 10110 WEEK
Adult
$29
Junior (S-17) $18
Senior (65+) $18
College (wilD) $18

$18

~~!
14
$

fREE fREE

MOOSEHEAD
Resort & Ski Area
P.O.Box D, Greenville, ME, 04441

695-2272

Over the last decade, skiers have come to demand excellent
snow conditions. Ski areas responded with heavy investments
in snowmaking and grooming equipment.
This year the emphasis is on improving efficiency. If ski
areas can make more snow with the same water and energy,
then not only are they improving snow conditions for skiers,
but they're putting less stress on the environment and ultimately saving energy. You'll find improvements in
snowmaking capacity and efficiency at Sunday River, Sugarloaf
and Ski Mt. Abram in Maine, and at Mt. Cranmore, and
Attitash, Black, and Wildcat mountains in New Hampshire's
Mount Washington Valley.
More efficient grooming allows ski areas to meet skiers'
demands for a soft, smooth skiing surface. Both Sunday River
and Sugarloaf have made major investments in grooming
equipment this season.

Building skills

WINTER
~~ ' SPORTSWEAR
FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY!
Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865..0462

1-- - - -- - - - - Luhta's Skiwear Collection
1 - - - - - - - - - Jl1liq1llely Uelliglned and Fabriealed

Men and Women.

The ski industry's national marketing campaign, "Ski It to
Believe It," is designed to halt the decline in skier visits by
introducing new people to the sport and bringing back those
who have fallen away. Both Sugarloaf and Sunday River are
following through on this with innovative ski school programs.
Sugarloaf's Ski School Director, Paul Brown, has constructed a
new educational adventure trail for kids. Moose Alley is
designed to help kids improve their skiing skills and learn
about logging, all while having fun. Kids will ski through
chutes, under bridges and around other log structures.
At Sunday River, the Perfect Turn program makes impro ving one's skiing accessible, affordable and fun. " We've done
away with ski school," says Sunday River's marketing director,
Bill Jensen. "Perfect Turn is a whole new concept. Skiers want to
discover the excitement of skiing better, so we've created a
program that not only builds technical skill, but also eliminates
the hassle of the conventional ski lesson format." The 75-minute
clinics for all ability levels start continually at locations throughout the resort.
Lost Valley has added an inexpensive, one-day, leam-to-ski
package to its roster of long-term programs to meet the needs of
those who can't commit to a longer program.

Trail and lift Improvements
While all ski areas do basic maintenance work through the
off-season, some make concentrated efforts to improve trail
design and lift efficiency. At Sugarloaf, trail improvements were
made to the chute between Spillway and Sluice, the crosscut to
Wedge and the Haulback outrun. Attitash has cut a new trail
featuring challenging, fall line skiing and widened the
beginner's trail "Inside Out." Ski Mt. Abram installed new
padded chairlift seats for skier comfort.
Snowboaru fans will find two new half-pipes to challenge
and entertain them. A 350-foot half-pipe has been constructed at
Black Mountain in New Hampshire, and Mt. Cranmore has
installed a half-pipe that will be lighted for 'night piping:
Racing fans will welcome the new, permanent, dual-format
race arena adjacent to the Monday Mourning trail at Sunday
Ri ver. This arena will allow for head-to-head challenges as well
as NASTAR races. It includes a start shack and finishing ring,
electronic timing equipment, flexible slalom and giant slalom
courses and computerized finish results available on a large
display board.
Lost Valley is implementing a corporate and citizen racing
series this year on Tuesday nights, geared to challenge adults.

Lodge renovations

~
&
LUHTA

78 Main

Holiday Hours,
10:00·4:00 Sunday
10,00·5,30 "on-Wed
10:00-8,00 Thuroday
10,00-5,30 Friday
10:00-5:00 Saturday

Yarmouth 846-6480

Snowbowl

Ski scene 1990

MID WEEK
MADNESS

at its Best

Better grooming, bigger programs
to lure more skiers to Maine.slopes

Base lodges also recei ved attention during the off-season.
Sunday River built the Peak Lodge and Skiing Center at the
summit between North and Spruce Peaks. This lodge houses a
3OO-seat restaurant and a ski shop.
At Black Mountain, improvements include a new sun deck, a
solarium, and expansion of the nursery to make it large enough
to separate children by ages and activities. And at Mt.
Cranmore, they've added a new "brown bag" lunch room,
expanded the children's ski program area and enlarged both the
rental and retail shops.
Hilary M cComb Nangle

Shawnee Peak sunrise

Far from
the furious
crowds

Camden, Maine
(207) 236-3438
Vertical drop: 900'
Number of lifts: three,
including two T-bars
Distance from Portland:
1-1/2 to two hours
Night skiing: until 9 on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays &
Thursdays
Lift ticket prices: $10 weekdays, $20 weekends &
holidays, $10 from 5 to 9
p.m.

Sugarloaf and Sunday
River are the most popular
resorts around - but for some
people, that's a reason to ski
elsewhere. Here is a brief
directory of New England's
kinder and gentler ski areas:

Shawnee Peak

Cannon Mountain

Mt. Abram
Locke Mills, Maine
(207) 875-2601
Vertical drop: 1,070'
Number of lifts: five, including three T-bars
Distance from Portland:
about 1-1/2 hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $12 weekdays, $26 weekends.

Saddleback
Mountain
Rangely, Maine
(207) 864-5671
Vertical drop: 1,830'
Number of lifts: five, including three T-bars.
Distance from Portland:
2-1/2 to three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $18 weekday, $32 weekend

Lost Valley
Auburn, Maine
(207) 784-1561
Vertical drop: 24{)'
Number of lifts: three,
including one T-bar.
Distance from Portland: 45
minutes.
Night skiing: until 11 p.m.
every night.
Lift ticket prices: 5]4.25
weekdays (9 a.m.-6p.m.),
5]6.50 nights (6 p.m.-11
p.m.), $21 weekends (9
a.m.-6p.m.) .

GOOD

Connie McCabe

Moosehead Resort
ClIl!1d Ski Area
Greenville, Maine
(207) 695-2273
Vertical drop: 1,750'
Number of lifts: four, including two surface lifts
Distance from Portland:
about three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $18 weekdays, $29 weekends

Bridgton, Maine
(207) 647-8444
Vertical drop: 1,300'
Number of lifts: five, including one T-bar
Distance from Portland:
less than an hour
Night skiing: from 5 to 10
p.m. nightly
Lift ticket prices: $25 weekdays, 530 weekends
(until 5 p.m.),
518 between 5 p.m. and 10
p.m. every night.
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Introducing the Sugarloaf Card. It's designed for
a passport to the world of skiing-and enjoy unlimskiers who want the best skiing and the best \"Jlues
ited learn-to-ski lessons. Join thc Sugarloaf Card
in Maine.
Club right now. Present your Card at the mountain,
Become a memher of the Sugarloaf Card (luh
and get a complete Start Skiin/!, I package at no cost.
today for just $20 . You'll receive a Sugarloaf Carel
It's a $30 value that includes equipment rental ,
which entitles you to a variety of savings and
limited-access lift ticket, and III/limited Start Skiing
benefits.
J lessons. After you've learned to ski , use your
Save S5 every day you ski Sug-Jrloaf/(JSA. Just
Sugarloaf Card to ski and save the rest of the wintcr.
present your Sugarloaf Card, and get S5 off your lift
Get ready for the best ski season ever. Sign up for
ticket-midweek, weekends, even holidays, all
your Sugarloaf Carel. And don't ski Maine without it I
season long.
To enroll call 207-237Get one free day
2000. Or pick up an
of early- or late-season
application at your local
in
skiing. Present your
ski shop. If you prefer,
Sugarloaf Card any day
complete and mail this
before December 7th ,
coupon 10 Sugarloafl
0 Check enclosed for S20 n Pleas" cha'll" my :
USA, Carrabassett Valley,
or after April 1st, and ski
0 VISA " M...,(erCard 0 American Expr""
Maine
04947.
free one day.
\((('t\l\t\l'II~I.\I'lIl\ll~'\Il.\rt
Enjoy savings on ski
lessons. Use your Sug'''i\.\IIRI
arloaf Card to save $ 5 on
\\,\11
each group ski lesson
you take at Sugarloaf.
Learn to ski. Use
UI
your Sugarloaf Card as
"1\11
Ill'enl>l

***************
Please enroll me the *
* Sugarloaf Card Club *

**
**
** ",_"
*
*

Wildcat Mountain
Jackson, New Hampshire
(603) 466-3326
Vertical drop: 2,100'
N umber of lifts: six
Distance from Portland:
about 1-3/4 to two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $27 weekdays & Sundays, 533
Saturdays & holidays

W!

**
*
*
**
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AUitash Mountain

Loon Mountain
Lincoln, New Hamphire
(603) 745-811]
Vertical drop: 2,100'
Number of lifts: nine, plus
one beginner rope tow
(free)
Distance from Portland:
about two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $30 weekdays, $34 weekends &
holidays

5/91

Dont ski Maine without it!

Franconia, New Hampshire
(603) 823-5563
Vertical drop: 2,146'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland:
2-1/2 to three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $21 weekdays, $29 weekends
without use of tram,
$34 wi th tram

Bartlett, New Hampshire
(603) 374-2368
Vertical drop: 1,750'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland:
about 1-3/4 to two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $26 weekdays, 533 weekends &
holidays

THRU

DISCOUNT SELECTION
Ski Packages Clothing
Packages - No one saves
you more moneyl

There's nothing you
need that we can't get.
Period.

WHILE U WAIT SERVICE
Ski Tunes to Ski Mounts. Super service. One easy trip.
All done while U walt, at Maine's first Super Ski ShOp!
ROUTE ONE
FREEPORT

STORE
HOURS:

.5111i1.PHt
I!J Ind ian

Monday· Friday
10 · &

I.turdty
1-5

865 - 9634

Sud.,.

12 ·5
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A mountainside glossary:

Color me gnarly
The invention of the quad chairlift has done
more for skiing than anything since the
coin-operated glove warmer. Not because it
moves more skiers uphill, but because it makes
for easy eavesdropping and accelerates the
spread of slopeside terminology. In effect, the
quad chairlift has become the petri dish of
radical ski culture.
But even the quad chair can't help poor
New England, isolated as it is from main
linguistic currents. Ski fashions, whether worn
or spoken, flow from the Sierras and the
Rockies. We get the hand-me-downs, with

terms often arriving years after they've fallen
out of favor elsewhere. For some reason, we've
always been a strong net importer of terminology. New England doesn't seem to be fertile
ground for ski talk. If it were, we would have
more words for "ice" than the Inuit.
With Maine's ascendance to the national ski
scene, we're more subject to ridicule for
drawing from an outdated ski lexicon. As a
public service, we offer the following glossary
of contemporary usage, based on extensive
field research performed at no small cost to
Casco Bay Weekly.

.

Awesome: the Sonny
Bono of ski terms - still
around, but a little dated and
tiresome. Used to describe
anything one's parents are
likely to disapprove of.

SkIIng on Ice demands attitude and technique.

~.~

Photo courtesy Sunday River Ski Resort

By Rick Ackerman
Ice is our predominant form of snow: very New England, very hard, very
hurtful and just plain rude. Some people treat it accordingly and have a great
time. Some attempt to deal with it. Others avoid it. A few pretend it doesn't exist.
Peter Ficksman, a photographer and coach of the Freeport High School Ski
Team, very much believes in embracing ice. During training Ficksman takes the
team to the top of White Heat, Sunday River's worst-case scenario. White Heat is
steep and often icy, he says.
"There," says Ficksman, "they look down over the edge and nearly puke."
By the end of training Ficksman says his kids are loving it. Because ice puts
you in touch with your roots, what it means to be a New Englander. '1f you can't
ski effectively on ice you miss out on half the fun of New England skiing,"
Ficksman says.
Ice has been around at least as long as the Ice Age. Because it's generally
damp in New England, and our mountains tend to be fairly low, ice shows up
more often on our trails than those in the West. New England's ski trails also
tend to be narrow, which means more of the topcoat gets pushed off to the sides,
revealing what's underneath: ice. As most skiers are quick to notice, steep trails
get icier more readily thanks to gravity and frequent turning, which causes the
snow to slide down the mountain.
How to deal with ice? Some deal by avoiding the region's slopes, and heading
for the Rockies if downhill challenges beckon. Some New England ski areas have
another way of dealing with ice. They call it something else, or deny its existence.
"We don't have ice here," says Skip King, spokesman for Sunday River Ski
Resort. At Sugarloaf, they don't even want to talk about it.
Here is how King defines ice: "Try and stick your pole in it. If it bounces off,
that's ice. If you can jam your pole in it, it's frozen granular." Frozen granular,
they have. Ice, they don't have. Ice, says King, is "a thing of the past."
When they don't have plain old fluffy snow, ski areas want you to believe
they have something called "product." Product is the result of Mother Nature
and snow- making equipment working hand in hand to produce good conditions. Often they're very good. With good grooming, the surface is pulverized,
creating something with the consistency of styrofoam.
"Styrofoam is a great deScription," says Andy Holman, who runs the Learn to
Ski program at Sunday River. "It crumbles. It's really neat. And you can't not
make an edge on it."
But after the product gets tromped down or scraped off, there it is again. Call
it what you will: ice, hard snow, frozen granular, boiler plate, crust, glass, bonk,
crack, ouch. If you've skiied New England, you know what it is when you see it,
and you certainly know what it is when you're on it.

Get an attitude
The first step to skiing on ice is to get your atttitude in proper alignment. Ice
offers the joy of "gritting your teeth and trying to hold on by your toenails," says
Cameron Bright, who works for Ocean Navigator magazine in Portland. "If you
can ski here, you can ski anyplace. The East forces you to have a good technique."
Skiing on ice is something that you just have to know how to do, says Jeff
Griffiths, a racer and occasional employee of Greg Stump, Portland's extreme

skiing film producer. "It's part of the beauty of feeling and dealing with what Ma
Nature throws you and that's cool," he says. "Personally, I don't want to go to
the mall and know what's around every corner." Ice shows who's got the best
technique.
In fact, some ski areas, such as Vermont's Mad River Glen and New
Hampshire's Cannon Mt., even take perverse pride in not grooming their stopes,
letting skiers handle what nature delivers.

Hone your technique
Once your attitude's in order, then you can start paying attention to technique. Bob Harkins, former coach of the U.S. Olympic Ski Team and director of
skiing at Sunday River, urges aggressiveness in tackling ice. "For beginning and
intermediate skiers a hard surface can be extremely intimidating," he says. "One
has to have a pretty assertive and self-confident attitude in their approach with a
real hard surface or ice. You have to feel in control of the situation." Keeping ski
edge sharp and all equipment in tip-top shape is also essential, Harkins says.
Despite his association with Sunday River, Bob Harkins admits that ice exists.
This is probably because he embraces it. How can you embrace something you
don't admit to?
Stay open and loose on ice. Harkins says, "From a technical standpoint, you
have to be dynamic, very flexible. Most people freeze up, if you will, when they
get on ice. They become static and tentative." By remaining agile and flexible,
you can get on and off edges more quickly.
"If you stay on a turn too long, then your skis will start to skid, to chatter,"
Harkins adds. "Think about it like trying to hold on to an ice cube. If you try too
long it's going to slip through your fingers. You need a loose, supportive, finesse
approach. Present your edges aggreSSively, get on them, get off them, always
committing your weight to the downhill ski. Divide your weight and you slide."
Coach Fick!'man of Freeport High says that sudden moves on ice can lead to
disaster and should always be avoided. "It should be skied like you're skiing on
eggs," he says. "No sudden, jamming movements."
Ficksman notes with a curious optimism that falling on ice is often less
dangerous than falling in powder since it reduces the chances of "catching parts
of yourself under yourself." He also says that icy, expert slopes tend not to be
crowded, "so there's a better chance of coming to a stop, particularly if you fall in
the middle of the trail, before you hit anything."
Here's my two cents' worth: Try not to practice ice skiing on anything that
looks steep to you. Learn to read and understand those little trail signs that can
pop up quickly when you're careening down a trail. Avoid those little black
diamonds, at least in the beginning.
I remember standing one quarter of the way down a slope in France, and
because my French was bad, ending up on something I later found out was
called Raw Meat. Raw Meat. White Heat. Names like that should tell you
something.
Moreover, Raw Meat was icy that day. I remember standing there with a
bunch of other idiots whose French was obviousl y as bad as mine, considering
how they all looked like they wanted to puke, with no choice other than to go
forward. One by one they ventured downward and lost it. Me, I dealt with it.
Obviously the only New Englander in the bunch.

Rick Ackerman is a writer who lives high atop Portland's West End.
He ventures to Europe each year in search of ever more dismal skiing conditions.
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Skiing black and blue
Skiing ice: New England's native art form

Term gaining increased
following on West Coast.

~
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Auguring In: a massive
wipeout. Borrowed from test
pilots' lexicography. (See
Tom Wolfe's 'The Right
Stuff.")

J

I

Bettys: contemporary
version of 1970!': "chicks."
Not yet under assault by
feminists. Frequently linked
with "nice," as in "nice
bettys." Often overheard
when sharing chairlifts with
17-year-old male skiers.

Dude: all-purpose term
that can be appended to any
phrase, statement or question
to assert one's membership in
the club. Recently used to
near-exhaustion by eightyear-old Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles fanatics. Often
used as a subordinate
modifier. ("Yo, DUDE!" is
out; '1ammin', dude?" is
okay.) Could go to the
retirement home this season.
No replacement noted as yet.

Face plant: the result of a
dramatic, high-speed miscalcula tion, usually in vol ving
released bindings and the
insertion of head into snowpack. Variant: head plant. See
also: auguring in.
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Hectic: great, rad ical.
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Hospital air: Excel1ent
height achieved from skiing
off a cornice or bump.
Replacement for prior term,
"beefy air."
Jammln': doing what one
does naturally, but intensely
(e.g., a couch potato would be
"jammin'" prostrate in front
of the tube). Term most
commonly used by those
whose natural preference is
to ski hard and fast. Dated
term headed for oblivion.
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Jimmies: overly precocious, three-foot-tall ski brats
who travel in noisy packs
with great speed and joyous
lack of concern about getting
underfoot. Jimmies come in
assorted shapes and bright
colors_
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Shralplng: cruising the
slopes. Emerging
snowboarding term certain to
replace "shredding" this
season.
Shredding: what
snowboarders do. Often
observed in close proximity
to "dude." "Shred" now used
in corporate communications
of both Sugarloaf and Sunday
River, portending imminent
demise.

GREBER PORTLAND'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF OBERMEYER
SKI FASHIONS
Rte. 1 Oak Hill Plaza, Scarborough 883-2878
Rte. 302 Roosevelt Plaza, N. WindJ)am 892-0123
14 Main St. Fort Andross, Brunswick 725-1155

All Stores Open Seven Days,
Mon - Fri 'till Bpm
Tubular: a surfers' term
used to describe a perfectly
breaking wave. Now used
more generally to describe ski
conditions of considerable
gnarled ness. Most frequently
observed with the modifiers
"like" and "totally."

SKI & SPORT SHOPS

Mute air: clearing upper
edge of a half-tube on
snowboard. Borrowed
skateboarding term.

GREET THE SKI SEASON IN STYLE

Gnarly: once king of the
heap, now dated. Following
on the heels of "groovy" as
trademark term for a lost era.
Teens distressed to see word
adopted by paunchy, 28-ycarold skiers feigning youthful
vigor. Lives on in some
varian ts; see "wa y-gnar"
below.

Radical: like, totall y
excellent. Venerable and
antiquated ski term now
undergOing a revival thanks
to Bart Simpson. Sure
candidate for enshrinement
in the Skiers' Lingo Hall of
Fame. Also abbrv.: "rad."

Yard sale: a face plant
resulting in skis, poles, gloves
and hats strewn about the
slope. Often yelled with
enthusiasm by teenage boys
in chairlifts passing above
skier hosting yard sale.
Variant: "garage sale."
Way-gnar: abbrv. for
"way gnarly." Observed
mostly in the Rockies.
Limited sightings in the East.

Wayne Curtis
CBW illustratrm/Toki Oshima

100% Cotton Heavyweight T"s.SlO pillS $1.25 postage & handling
Specify size· Send check or money order to:

... or stop by at:
547 II Congress St.
2nd noor
772-2117
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Snowboarding New Hampshire's back country

Chase storms or die
By Cathi Buni

"Even if they opened up all the mountains to boarding, I'd
still go up to get away from it all," says Mike Moran, who with
his friend Allan Arnold is one of the region's back country
snowboard pioneers. '1 keep telling friends, you'd love it. Five
hours away and some of the runs are as good as anything you'd
find in Europe. I guess the hike up turns them off."
Moran and Arnold, both of Cedar Island, RI., hope to finally
"do" the five southernmost Presidential Mountains this winter Washington, Clay, Jefferson, Adams and Madison. "Doing"
entails getting a run or two above the timberline before heading
to the next peak. The five peaks are spread across a 16-mile
stretch of open ridge, exposed to brutal winter winds and frigid
temperatures. Moran and Arnold have been turned back by
weather the last three winters near Mt. Washington's
Tuckerman's Ravine.
If the weather performs, the pair figure they could do the
range in two or three days. But given New England's weather,
doing all five will likely require a few weekends and week-long
expeditions of chasing storms across the ridge. They plan to set
out in February and March, when snow is traditionally at its
deepest and best for boarding and building snow caves.
As Moran and Arnold have discovered, snowboarding in
New England isn't limited to places where quads buzz overhead and water-sucking snow machines blow precious white
crystal. Wit; the right equipment and skills, boarders can get
out of line and off-piste, onto untracked peaks, open woods,
slides, drainages and gullies. The extra $40 in their pockets is
just a bonus.

* SUPERIOR SKI CONDITIONS -

98% snowmaklng coverage,
entire mountain groomed dally.

* FLEXIBLE TICKET STRUCTURE
OVer 30 ticket options available.

Kids started It, but anyone can play.

Photo/Bob Grant
\

* CLOSE TO HOME - Just 45 mOe;
from Portland, 140 miles from
Boston, and only 18 miles from
North Conway, NH

Shredding comes of age
Even 40-year-olds can learn to snowboard

SHAWNEE PEAK
at Pleasant Mountain

Shawnee PJak

Box 734, RA #1 .

Bridgton, Maine 04009

For more Information call,or write:

CROSS
COUNTRY
SKIING at

(207) 647-8444
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Bridgton, Maine
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SKI-A-BIT
We have 16 miles of groomed tr~s,
only 15 minutes from Downtown PortLand I

You love to X-Country ski. But where to go?
Don't spend the day driving around looking
for a powerline or snowmobile trail.
Come to Sid-A-BIt and SKU
Rentals &. ReuoMble r_5o

o

Route 112

* West Buxton
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More ski areas are welcoming snowboarders with great
enthusiasm. And with good reason. It's been observed that
when snowboarders travel, they usually bring along their
parents. And parents bring wallets filled with credit cards.
But the youthful snowboard image is starting to change as
the typical snowboarder matures along with the sport "It used
to be all teenage guys," says Paul Brown, director of Sugarloaf's
ski school. "But the median age has moved up."
No longer dominated by teenage boys, snowb~ardi~g now
attracts more and more women, along with folks In their 20s
and 305. Unconfirmed reports have even surfaced of enfeebled
4O-year-olds taking up the sport. . ,
.
.
,
Knowing how to ski beforehand Isn t essential, but It doesn ~,
hurt. "Good skiers don't necessarily make good snowboarders,
says Jason Newell, a Sugarloaf ski instructor. "But skiers .
usually have a good sense of the sno.~." That means knoWl~g
how to carve turns in different conditions. He also says surfing
or skateboarding can help hone snowboard skills. ~pending
on their backgrounds, novices can pick up the sport In anywhere from one hour to two days. People who haven'.t picked. it
up by then are usually too battered or bruised to continue their
efforts.
Your first time out you'd do well to anticipate spending a lot
of time on your knees or rump, instructors warn. 'When you
lose your balance, you fall," says Brown. "You don't become an
.
unguided projectile like in skiing."
One way to ensure you'll quickly abandon the sport IS t?
take it up when conditions are icy. "Learn when the snow I~
soft," Brown says. "The snowboard doesn't handle well on. Ice.
There's no bailout factor." Those who enjoy repeatedly fallmg
on ice are advised to save their money and instead spend the
.
. ,
winter navigating Portland's sidewalks.
Even on soft snow, wearing protection against falls Isn t a
bad idea. The next time you're out, look at the veteran
.
snowboarders. They often wear sweatshirts tied ar.ound their
waists with most of the material hanging over their rumps.
This i; partly fashion statement, partly foresight. Kneepads also
come highly recommended.
How to get started? The most painless way is to take a
morning's lesson at one of the local areas. ~a~y ha~e ~
aggressively courting snowboarders, making It easier for
.novices to learn. Sugarloaf, Sunday River and Shawnee Peak all
offer variants of "learn to shred" programs. These are low-cost,
low-commitment ways to test the waters.
Sugarloaf has an introductory program with lessons, a
limited lift ticket and a board rental for $45 a day. At Sunday
River, a similar program runs $40. Shawnee Peak in Bridgton
offers an hour-and-a-half lesson and daylong snowboard rental
for $25, with lift tickets extra. Most boards are eqUipped ~th
soft bindings that accommodate most winter boots, so bnng
your own. Sorels are the boot of choice. among ~ost boarders.
If you'd rather attempt a trial run Without guidance, Port
Sports on Marginal Way in Portland rents snowboards for $18 a
day. Boots are an additional $2.
Wayne Curtis

Bound for back country

•
1

Back country boarding isn't for everyone. To experience the
thrill, you lug a 6O-pound pack through deep snow and hard ice
for six hours - often much longer - in temperatures down to
minus 20 degrees. All this for two or three runs on terrain that
can kill or maim.
Moran and Arnold have seen a lot of back country skiers
crash and bum, which is part of the reason they've taking up
boarding. "Boarding is simply a better way to go down," says
Arnold. '1n deep snow, boards blow everything else away." In
the three years since he's taken up boarding he hasn't once
reverted to skis. Speed, powder, bumps - the board does it all
but better, they say.
Both Moran and Arnold, who load fairways onto trucks at a
Rhode Island turf farm for a living, got their start on groomed
trails, where they still practice.
'1t's good to go to a resort like
Stowe to get warmed up," says
Moran. When they started, the
double diamond trails were offlimits to boarders. "We told them
we can handle this and we think
you should seriously consider
opening the trails," Moran says.
In response, Stowe kicked them
off the mountain. (All trails have
since been opened to boarders.)
From the ski areas, they set out
for the the back country. 'We
AlI .... AmoId
were ready to explore different
territory," says Moran. "1 like
high speed, I like risk. I like going along and seeing something
natural- that's half the fun." Any other satisfactions in tackling
the Presidentials? '1 like the idea that it hasn't been done yet,"
says Moran.
In good years, the back country ski season in northern New
England can run from mid-December to early April, with
skiable conditions at Tuckerman's Ravine, where Moran and
Arnold have skied at least 25 times in the past four years,
extending into June.
Rated "most difficult" by David Goodman, author of a back
country ski guide, Tuckerman's Ravine can collect up to 100 feet
of snow by winter's end. The snow lingers far through the
spring, attracting those who live for the heart-dropping,
adrenalin-pumping vertical thrill of dropping over the
"headwall," an 800-foot fall line at a sharp SO-degree descent
that gradually mellows to a still-mortifying, 3O-degree "run
out."
To board New England's back country successfully, Arnold
and Moran have learned that you commune with nature or die.
You've got to understand the ways of winter. You've got to be
willing to sacrifice parking lots and heated chalets for the
isolated, raw challenge of the backwoods. Temperatures on
White Mountain peaks average 14 degrees in winter and winds

reach 100 m.p.h. at least once a month.
Most people, Moran says, don't have the winter experience
and common sense to handle winter peaks. Conditions can
change from clear, sunny skies to driving snow and wind
within a matter of minutes. Four people have died in the White
Mountains so far this year, according to the N.H. Division of
Public Health. Twelve others suffered major injuries.
This doesn't faze Moran or Arnold. 'We're gonna handle
whatever the mountains have to offer:~ Moran says confidently.

Avalanche surfing
What the mountains have to offer much of the time are
avalanches. "We're playing with danger," admits Moran. With
40 years of back country winter mountaineering between them,
they feel they can spot dangerous places and conditions soon
enough to stay out of trouble.
"I've been going there long enough, and have seen enough
avalanches to know what to look for," says Moran. If they do
enter threatening territory, they always plan an escape route. '11
a peak hasn't dropped, it could fall. I don't care if you're Joe
Schmoe on avalanches. Bottom line is, if there's a lip overhang,
that baby could drop. I won't go into a chute without an escape
route."
Knowing that boards can cruise much faster than skis also
gives the pair extra confidence. And with a board's extra width,
you can surf your way out of an avalanche. In theory. "It's like
being on a thick, white foam," says Moran. "You lay it right out
and ride it like a surfboard. You crunch down and hold yourself, stay on top and work yourself off to the side."
Chr\.'i Copley, a spokesman for Burton Boards, cites the
width and speed of snowboards as important factors. "If you're
coming down a steep chute and there's a slide or fallout, you
have a wider base that makes it easier to ride out. Boards are
extremely fast in powder situations, are easier to balance, and
you have no tips to cross. If you're in a situation where you
have to go very fast, you can try to outrun a slab." Copley
declines, however; to state that snowboards work well in
avalanches.
The long and short of it is that if you get sucked into an
avalanche, you're going to go down, you're going to eat snow.
Be prepared for the worst.

Shelter In a storm
In the fall of 1989, Moran and Arnold planned their last
assault during a walk-jog of the Presidential range. The following February, they set out equipped with winter mountaineering gear. The second day out the
snows came along with 90 m.p.h.
winds, pinning the pair in their
tent, which failed to survive the
gale. A pole broke, and after a
long, cold fight with some line,
the two managed to rig the tent
and make it through a sleepless
night before descending in the
morning.
Now, when Moran and Arnold
talk shelter, they talk snow-cave
luxury. Having identified prime
snow-shelter spots during preseason scouting expeditions,
Mike Moran
Arnold and Moran can minimize
shoveling time, building a snow shelter in 20 minutes or so.
"It's high enough to sit up without hitting your head," Moran
says. After a few minutes in the cave, they're toasty (the air
inside a snow shelter can be 30 degrees warmer than outside),
kicked back and listening to Frank Zappa or the latest weather
report on their Walkmans.
When you consider the back country boarder's dependence
on the world of weather, the Walkman plays a key role, both for
information and for killing time while waiting for conditions to
improve. "Basically, we're chaSing storms," says Moran. They
have to because of the fierce winds typically found on White
Mountain summit s, winds that strip away snow and leave
frozen ground, boulders and cairns buck naked.
"It's tough to hit it right - too much snow, too little snow,"
says Moran. 'What I would like to do is get midway through,
and find some good snowfields and chutes. Build a snow cave.
Watch the weather for awhile, and when conditions are just
right, hit it. That's the game plan."
'We're looking for boardable places, places we haven't even
seen before," Moran adds. "Being out in the back country
makes you appreciate life a little bit more."
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Maine's
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Bird Experience!
Discount Prices
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Everyday Special
Young Parrakeets
$8.99
736 Rear Forest Avenue
(in the Sullivan Photo Bldg.)
Portland • 828-0236
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81 Ocean St.,
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"Recycled prodUCIS lhal
make a difference"

The gift that
shows you care!
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recycled stationery
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Hold off on that second mortgage

On top of it all
at SugarloaflUSA

Downhill deals
By Hilary McComb Nangle

Add up the damage for a full day of skiing for two, complete
with equipment rental, placing junior in the nursery, lunch and
a snack, and you'll find it easily totals more than $100. ]s skiing
becoming a sport only the wealthy can afford?
Hardly. Affordable skiing is possible, especially if you do a
little homework. You'll want to consider two issues: where to
ski and what to ski on.

See yourself in that
great new cut,
color or perm
BEFORE it happens

Special passes
The Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel
Enjoy Iiftside IMng, 120 deluxe rooms, private spa,
fine dining, and a staff that knows skiing.
Take advantage of our special rates before Christmas,
January daily lodging & lifts from $57 ppdo,
and great packages in February and March.
For reservations or information call

1·800.527·9879
or write for our eelor brochUn!
Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel, Box 518, Carrabassett Valley, ME 04947

with
VIDEO IMAGE
HAIRSTYLING

o University of Southern Maine

The Possibilities are

Endless at

Spring Semester Admission
Application Deadline

CUe] iC) iRiC) leu CJ iC] i9 1mi51 iCJ Ie] i9 iI

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center
854-1365

December 1, 1990

Call for a frt'e brochure

Spring Semester Begins January 14

12 Westbrook Conmon
Westbrook, ME 04092

For an application or further information,
write to the Admissions Office,
USM, 96 Falmouth St, Portland, ME 04103
or call (207) 780-4970

Gift certificates make holidays
special.
visa/mclamex

SI{I UTAH
4 DAYS 3 NIGHTS
.Round trip Air from Portland
Accomodations lincluding tax)
Alamo car rental
• Bonus Features

*

Dr. Kathleen Norris
Chiropractor
is pleased to announce
the opening of

Atlantic
Chiropractic
222 St. John St. • Suite 322

*

51 9

Starting at S

(price pIp based on dlol
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148 High St..
Portland. ME 174-8294

Reservations" lickets " Anytime" Anywhere

Portland, Maine 04102

•

Care for:
• Accidents &: Whiplash
• Sports &: Martial Arts Injuries

GET IN SHAPE
for the ski seasonl

• Work·related Injuries

In December,
Union Station Fitness
will become
Maine's finest full
fitness facility.

• Back &: Neck Pain, Headaches

Services include:
• Family Health Care
• Nutritional Counseling
• Massage Therapy
• Exercise Instruction

For an appointment
or initial consultation
at no charge,
call 772-6411

~~

.e-_ Look for us at our NEW location at
~~Union

"JXl&at.,
.

~

Station Plaza in Portland.

Union Station
Fitness De ot
The Tolal Health and Fitness Center
Fin< Adonno BuiJoIna • 122 St. John SL

879~9114

Ski areas in Maine and New Hampshire offer a number of
good deals, even on weekends. For starters, consider any of the
three season passes offered by Ski Maine Association, all of
which are accepted at the 13 member areas state-wide. The
Family Pass booklet includes five completely transferable
tickets to each area. It sells for $450. If you use all 65 tickets,
your day tickets average $7.50 per day. Even if you only ski the
bigger areas, you'll save big money over the daily lift rate.
The State-Wide Season Pass is offered to individuals or
businesses for $1000. It is completely transferable and entitles
the bearer to ski any area at any time.
The Senior VIP Pass, available to skiers 70 and older, sells for
$75. It is non-transferable and allows the pass holder to ski at
any area, anytime. For information on any of the Ski Maine
passes, call 761-3774 in Portland. Some passes are limited in
quantity.
Want to get a friend started in the sport? Circle the week of
December 1"5 through 21 on your calendar. Ski areas throughout
Maine and New Hampshire are offering a free lesson, equipment rental and lift ticket to first-time skiers. All you have to do
is call the area of your choice for reservations and information.

Family programs
Families are the most frequent complainers about the cost of
skiing, and rightly so. Ski areas have heard their pleas and
responded with a number of innovative ideas. While most ski
areas allow children under 5 and adults over 70 to ski free or at
greatly discounted rates, Shawnee Peak in Bridgton has broadened its program to include children 7 and under. Shawnee
Peak also offers Family Day on every non·holiday Sunday. If
you buy two adult twilight or night tickets, you'll receive one
junior ticket free and up to three additional junior tickets at
half-price.
Attitash in Bartlett, NH also features Family Day on Sundays, allowing children 12 and under to pay only their age in
dollars for a lift ticket.
Families willing to drive over to Black Mountain in Jackson,
NH can benefit from the Family Passport. This program allows
mom and dad and four juniors under the age of 16 to ski for
only $56. It's available most weekends with the exception of
Christmas week, Martin Luther King's birthday and Presidents'
weekend. Wildcat Mountain, just up the road from Black, treats
children up to 15 as juniors and offers midweek rates on
Sundays.
If you prefer night skiing, bring everyone to Family Fest at
King Pine in East Madison, NH on Tuesday nights, when the
whole family skis for $25.

Ticket tricks
Another way to save is to search out areas with flexible
ticketing programs, especially if you usually buy a full-day lift
ticket but only ski a portion of the day. Lost Valley in Auburn
offers 10 ticketing options during the course of its 8:00 a.m. to
11:00 p.m. day. Ski Mt. Abram in Locke Mills, King Pine and
Shawnee Peak all offer morning half-day tickets. Attitash has a
Last Run ticket, available daily at 2:45 p.m. for $10. Shawnee
Peak, Mt. Cranmore, Lost Valley and King Pine all offer night
skiing or twilight skiing which is not only less expensive than
day skiing, but usually less crowded, too.
Another option is Mt. Cranmore's three-day Holiday Ticket,
available on holiday weekends. It offers three 14-hour days of
skiing for $79 per adult, and $45 per junior. If you ski every
available minute, it averages just over $1 per hour for a child
and under $2 per adult.
Buying multiple tickets or a ticket discount card in advance
is another way to save. Try Shawnee Peak or Saddleback. Many
areas also offer savings if you purchase a two-day or longer
ticket or a multi-area ticket.
You can also plan ahead to ski only when the savings or
rewards are greatest. Bring a can of food to Sugarloaf for
donation to a needy family and ski for only $17 on Saturday,
December 16. Saddleback offers a pre-Christmas rate of $25 per
adult and $14 per junior. Join Sugarloaf's White White World
Week January 20 through 24 and buy your lift ticket for $17. Ski
the Bronco Buster Trail at Saddleback top to bottom without
stopping or falling during the weekend of March 30 - 31 and
you'll win a three-ciay pass for next season. Sugarloaf ends its
season with Awesome April Skiing with midweek tickets priced

$17 all month and also on the weekend of April 20 to 2l.
Decisions about where and when to ski are essential to skiing
cheap, but you'll also need to decide before setting out whether
to make an investment in equipment.

To rent or buy?
There's no easy answer. ]t depends upon many factors,
including the level at which you ski, how often you ski, why
you're renting and whether you have the money available to
make a major purchase. Here are some choices in renting, and
some guidelines for when you're ready to buy.
Beginners are the primary users of rental equipment because
rentals let them try the sport without making a major investment in it. It's relatively inexpensive to rent; equipment rental
in Maine averages $15 per day for skis, boots and poles, with
discounts available for longer rental periods. ]t can also be more
convenient.
If you're a beginner or lower intermediate skier and ski only
a few times each season, then renting is probably the way to go.
"If you're bitten by the sport, become addicted, and know you'll
ski often, then it's a good idea to buy right off," says Paul
Brown, ski school director at Sugarloaf/USA. For others, it may
be best to wait a full season or more before deciding whether to
purchase. "The skier who skis onl y three to five times a year,"
Brown says, "is not losing anything by renting." And many ski
shops, like Carroll Reed in Portland, allow you to pick up your
rental equipment up to a day and a half in advance, so you can
pick up your skis on Thursday afternoon for the weekend,
aVOiding lines at peak times.
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33 Miles North of Portland
on the Maine Turnpike.
(Take Exit 12 in hlbum,
minutes from the hlbum
Mall
)

OPEN TILL 11 PM
7 DAYS A WEEI{!

LEARN TO SKI BETTER
Adult Program $47*
6 two hour lessons. One night
a week for 6 weeks.
Begins week of January 7th
7:30pm
• if registered on or before 12/21

Looking for high performance
Renting equipment also gives intermediate and advanced
skiers some options such as high-performance rental skis. Not
all ski shops or rental outlets offer them, and you will pay more
for a high-performance rental. However, if you're considering
purchaSing a ski that's available as a high-performance rental, it
might be advantageous to rent first, according to Brown,
because you can play with length and model before you buy.
Another option is "demo" skis. These are available through
most retail ski shops. Generally, demo skis are limited to only a
few models and sizes. Most ski shops will deduct the cost of
demo rentals from the price of an actual purchase. Both rentals
and demos give skiers a chance to try a ski they're considering
purchasing before laying out big bucks for it.
Another way to test skis before buying is to attend a "demo
day" at a ski area. These feature representatives from the major
ski manufacturers with the latest model skis for all abilities that
you can try for free. You usually have to leave behind a major
credit card or your driver's license when you try them, but
you'll be able to ski a few runs and compare how certain
models work for you. Upcoming demo days include December
1 and 2 at Sunday River, December 1 at Attitash and December
8 and 9 at Sugarloaf.

.rCall 784-1561
Corporate & Citizen Racing Series,
Tuesday evenings. Call 784-1561 for more info.

come
motor

Don't trust your friends
Ask around for recommendations from ski area personnel,
eSpecially instructors and patrollers. Read the latest equipment
issues of major ski publications. "Usten to the pros, not to your
friends," says Sugarloaf's Brown. "It's the same as consulting
your friend for legal advice."
When you're ready to buy, your first purchase should be
boots, Brown says, because if your feet hurt or are cold you
can't ski. Expect to take at least 30 to 40 minutes for a fitting.
When selecting skis, expect to be asked how many times per
year you ski, what speed you like to ski, your basic technique
and other questions to help determine your ability and how fast
you're improving.
You can find good, affordable packages that include skis,
binding, poles and sometimes even boots at most ski shops.
"Usually packages are a good deal," says Brown. "The ski
companies have done a good job of trying to make the sport a
little more affordable. But," he cautions, "don't under-buy."
You can grow out of a ski fast when you're a beginner, especially if you ski often and improve quickly .
According to Laurie Fitch, assistant manager of Carroll Reed
Ski Shop in Portland, a lower-end, beginner's ski package (skis,
bindings, boots, poles) costs approximately $350. A similar
lower intermediate package retails for about $400. If you shop
early, you can find good deals at many area ski shops.
Ski swaps are another place to find good, affordable equipment. Most equipment at swaps is used, so you need to be very
careful, warns Brown. If the bindings that come with the skis
are old and obsolete, they're unsafe and no reputable ski shop
will work on them. Also be careful with boots. Boots need to fit
properly; if they feel like bedroom slippefS, they're probably
not right for you.
Once you've made the investment, how long will your
equipment last? Fitch says that ski equipment is usually
designed to last 100 skier days. For a hard skier, like an instructor or patroller, this could be one season. If you ski only half a
dozen times a year, your equipment will last much longer .

Hilary McComb NlltIg/e, owner of Bayside CommuniCJItions,
skis ail CYVer ereRtion but liiles in Bath.
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Holiday Greetings!
Create your own holiday cords
with your favorite color photo
and one at these special greetings.
It's never too late to order for Christmas!

25 cards for $9.75
EACH GREETING IS FULL COLOR. ENVELOPES I:-JCLUDED • LARGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM
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PHOTO
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37 Ocean Street, South Portland 767-2007 •

157 Middle Street (Old Port) 761-2882
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Election Issue
helpful

That guy w.o. Cutlip he's from away, isn't he? If he
were from this county, he'd
have known that Northgate
(CBW 11/15/90) was not
located in Westbrook, but
was the semi-legendary
Northgate Bowl-A-Rama.
The Bowl-A-Rama, located
on Allen A venue, right up
from the fire station, was
quite a place. They had both
candlepin and "big balls," so
the ITadi tionalists and the
flatlanders were both satisfied. In its later years it had
food and day care-ish
services. When my mom
played in leagues there, she
used to get a pizza from
Troiano's, drop my diapers
off at Dy-Dee diaper service,
and then go work on her
trophy-class game.
Now, the Bowl-A-Rama is
a Citibank, and Troiano's and
Dy-Dee are gone, replaced by
an extended Mobil station
and a People's Heritage Bank.
Somehow it's a fitting
monument to our preoccupation with gas and money, and
our lost values. Bowling, nondisposable diapers and fresh
fruits and vegetables used to
mean something.

I'm writing to let you
know how delighted I was to
see that you had published
an election issue (CBW 11/8/
90). I picked up a copy last
week, and I can now say I feel
completely confident about
the choices I'll make at the
polls tomorrow.
I don't watch much
television, and I admit I'm
not patient enought to read
everything that comes out in
print during an election; I
much prefer leaming through
personal conversations and
experience. But that method
can leave gaps, and I do like
to feel informed enough to
vote intelligently.
Therefore, it's important
for people like me to have
access to a source that offers
fair and thorough, yet concise
coverage of issues and
candidates - something we
can absorb in one sitting, if
possible. That's what I found
in your paper, and it has been
a tremendous help. Not only
were your articles informative and balanced, they were
also fun to read (especially
W.o. Cutlip's assessment of
the Rolde-Cohen race).
I also appreciate the
pictures of candidates and
the information on page 17
("Are You Ready To Vote?").
My only suggestion for
improvement is that you
provide some due as to
which district race people in
Portland need to study. If it is
not practical to publish a
map, you might simply
include a note at the beginning of the Maine Senate
page and at the beginning of
the Maine House page,
letting Portlanders know the
number to call to find out.
Of course it is not your
fault that I can't remember
that sort of detail from one
election to another. I did
finally find the number on
page 17, and I called the next
morning. That was a minor
inconvenience compared to
all the trouble I would have
had to go to if! hadn't had
your election issue to begin
with.
Thank you for doing such
a fine job. I hope you will do
the same thing before every
election.

£ -tv Eo.ALf\e-'1
Stu Bonney
Lewiston

Respect child-care
workers
Day care: a labor of love
(CBW 11/15/90) serves to
highlight the only bright spot
in the day-care issue: Given
the hard work and low pay,
we can be reasonably sure
that most who work in child
care do it for love.
Within our society there
are many jobs that, although
not always pleasant or wellpaid, must be done. It is of
benefi t to us all that they get
done. We should be thankful
that some people are willing
to make financial sacrifices to
care for other people's
children. It is our duty to
work at finding ways to make
those sacrifices unnecessary.
I have used some form of
day care for six years. It has
always amazed me that
anyone would consider, as a
career, work that involves
such chaos. Child-care
workers deserve support and
respect from us all. They also
deserve better pay and
equitable benefits.
To all the child-care
workers out there I offer my
deepest thanks.
The services of child-care
workers benefit all of society.
Isn't it society's responsibility
to care for them?
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Join us for an
Evening of Art
lisa bonarrigo on friday
marty chabot november 30
lisa dombek 6-9 pm
nick humez
padi mayhew bain
cindy mcguirl f.o. bailey
or1ando olivera-najara 137 middle st.
jay piscopo portland, me
larry plass 207.774.1479
david pollock
steven priestley
lee rosenblum

Breakfast in Bed!
IjYou
love ...
wwing

11/21 ... Slevle & Ihe Blackouts (FREE)
11/23 & 11124"'* Broken Men ($3)
11/25 ... All Accoustic Concert (FREE)
6pm Zane Michael Raven
7:30pm Darien Brahms Duo
9pm Moxie Men
Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Dam Dayl
'f

Amaryllis Clothing Co. ' "
772-4439
parking stamps available

Info. 773-6886. EDtertalnment Hotline 775-2494
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ATELIER FRAMING
Classic & Contemporary Framing
• Gold Leafing. FTP/nCh Mats
• Conservation Framing

• Fine H

Frames

• No need 10 trovello Boston for quolity framing and exP"!t advice. The
finest materials & work ore ollOilatile in Por~and at Atelier Framing. I
highly recommend Ateli"'·.
Dean Velentgas. Dean Velenlgas Gallery

82 Middle SI. , Portland. 774·2088. Mf 9-5
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Weeks Till
Christmas

Gift Certificates
Available

NOW

Qet1til of tllt «-ottb ot
Astonishing Arts from the Andes
• Alpaca Rugs
• Tapestries
• Ponchos
• Musical Instruments
• Alpaca Sweaters

Helen Foss
Portland

• Pottery
• Jewelery
• Andean Music (Tapes & VV'''frY'9
• Colorful Wall Hangings
• And much more!

27 Wharf 51. In the Old Part. Portland·
-t .••

,.,

41 Exchange Street. Portland. ME 04101
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• Thanks for the manifold:
Tom and Ray Magliozzi
have been ladling out large
portions of good humor and
good advice on National
Public Radio for almost two
years now. Aren't you
thankful? Join Tom and Ray
for a big helping of corny
jokes and a side dish of
carburetor talk on their live
Thanksgiving Day program,
"Live From Greaseland: A
Car Talk Special." In their
first variety special, the
brothers are joined by their
mother (Mrs. Magliozzi),
NPR's Susan Stamberg and
other guests starting at 4
p.m. on WMEA, 90.1 on
your FM dial here in
Portland. For more information, call 941-1010.

• The Society of Southern
Maine Craftsmen will hold
a craft show featuring the
work of over 60 artisans,
including basketry, toy
making, doll making,
woodworking, pottery,
photography, jewelry,
Christmas ornaments and
"everlastings," decorativt!

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thunday prior
to publication. Send your Calendar and LIstings
Information to: Ellen L1burt. Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress., Portland, ME 04101.
arrangements of dried
herbs. Admission and
parking are free. The show
runs from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
today, and from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. tomorrow (Nov 24), at
the Elks Club Lodge, 1945
Congress St., Portland. For
more information, call
Marla Muzzy at 657-2288.

• The big switch: The
Bennington Marionettes, a
touring professional marionette and puppet theater,
will perform The Nutcracker at 3 p.m. today in
The Chocolate Church, 804
Washington St., Bath.
Previous performances of

The Nutcracker have
featured people acting like
toys; this version features
puppets acting like people
acting like toys. Who
woulda thunk it? Tickets are
$7 for adults and $4 for
children. For more information, call 442-8455.
• The big sale: The Down
East Ski Club is holding its
annual Ski Equipment Sale
today from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
in the USM Portland
Gymnasium. People interested in selling their equipment may register items at
the gym on Nov 23 from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. For more
information, call 874-1111.

• Bill of the blues: If
nobody ever hurt as bad as
you do and all you have to
tell it with is an old acoustic
guitar or a rusty harmonica,
then come on down to
Uncle Billy's Bar-B-Q, 60
Ocean St., S. Portland,
around 7 p.m. Uncle Billy
has an acoustic blues jam
here every Sunday night,
and he serves up the area's
absolute best spareribs
seven days a week - ribs
you could leave home for,
ribs you could die for. If
that don't cure your blues,
nothing will. For more
information, call 767-7119.

• Raising the rails: The
American Experience, PBS'
premier American history
series, presents 'The Iron
Road" tonight at 9 p.m. on
Channel 26. This documentary looks at the efforts of
more than 20,000 laborers
who hand-drilled tunnels
through miles of rock, who
endured the ravages of
blistering deserts, 30-foot
snowdrifts and countless
Indian attacks to complete
the transcontinental railroad. Popcorn is recommended.

Is this Bazaar or what?
See Dec. 1.

Prilceless fingers: Peerless
pianist Jeannie Yu debuts
with the Portland Symphony Orchestra tonight at
7:45 p.m. in Portland City
Hall Auditorium. The
program includes
Prokofiev's Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra No.3
in C Major, Brahms' Symphony No.2 and David
Lang's International Busi-

Poetry at

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

ness Machine. A free
concert preview, conducted
by Ms. Yu, will precede the
concert at 6:30 pm in the
auditorium. Tickets: $28,
$21, $16 and $10. For more
information, call 773-8191 .
• Yer basic definition: A
Man's A Man, a play by
Bertolt Brecht, is a slapstick
comedy about a laborer
who is turned into a human
fighting machine. Witness
this weirdness tonight in a
special preview performance at 7:30 p.m. in the
Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. (See Stage listings
for the dates and times of
further performances.) For
ticket information, call 7740465.
• Yer not-so-basic bass:
Bass players often live
frustrating lives of anonymity and subservience. While
singers and soloists are
allowed to step into the
lights and frolic, bassists are
often relegated to the role of
supporting musician. No
longer! Bassists Craig
Whitaker and Jeff Taylor
present 2Bass Hit, a demonstration of the bass as a
melodic instrument, today
from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
Tuesday Cafe in the College
Room of Portland USM's
Campus Center, Bedford St.
This performance is free,
but it doesn't come cheaply.

EAT. DRI\I\ &BE PERRY!
(\I.I'UII, Ihal i~ ... )

Steve Luttrell
reads from

\ THURSDAYS
HAVE ARRIVEDI
Fresh music from the wo~d's
greatest dance clubs, spun by Dale
Charles, D.J. from Boston's
hotspot - The Hub Club. Every
Thurs. Including Thanksgiving.

The Green Man
Thurs., Nov. 29
7:30pm

Only at ZOOTZ
31 FOREST AVE • 773-8187

10 Exchange Street • Portland • 773-1310

Wed & Thun 'eU 8PM, Sundays 12·5.
555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND· 761·3930

• On-the-air pollution: The
Southern Maine Cable
Television Consortium
presents the 2nd Annual
Dynamic Community
Television Conference from
, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Holiday Inn by the Bay,
Portland. This conference is
dedicated to enhancing the
use of television for public
purposes, which is clean,
contrary to the operational
ethic of television as we
know it. For infonnation on
how to register, call 8746540.
• Without-the-air pollution: Concerned about
pollution in the Casco Bay
watershed? Attend a
seminar from 9 a.m. till
noon today at Maine
Audubon headquarters,
Gilsland Farm, Route 1 in
Falmouth. The seminar,
presented jointly by the
Maine Audubon Society
and the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection, will explore the causes
of pollution in the bay, and

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials
Monkfish
marinated in a
balsamic vinagrettc
wi th a roasted garlic
cream sauce

RECORDS • TAP

\1\ \l~

For more infonnation, call
874-6598.

Solve a Hilarious Murder Mystery
over a Four Course Dinner!
attN

$8.

95

One of many entrees under $10

present ways that individuals can help diminish them.
Registration, which covers
the cost of materials used in
this seminar, is $5. To
register, contact Carol
leMere at 781-2330.
• Sans sight pollution: Are
you aesthetically malnourished? Tired of the mundane trappings of everyday
life? Well, feast your eyes!
Four Brunswick art galleries - Hobe Sound Galleries
North (58 Maine St.), 0'
Farrell's Gallery (46 Maine
St.), the Elements Gallery
(56 Maine St.) and the Icon
Contemporary Art Gallery
(19 Mason St.) - have
scheduled a simultaneous
mass-opening today from 5
to 7 p.m. Come see the
work of many of Maine's
finest artists and artisans,
and help yourself to a
variety of exotic and tasty
refreshments as you peruse
half a block of aesthetically
uplifting sights. For more
information, call 725-8157
or 729-1108.

• You will like this man,
Sam-I-Am: Steve Luttrell,
poet, editor and musician,
will read from his newly
published collection of
poetry, The Green Man and
Other Poems, this evening
at 7:30 p.m., in Raffles Cafe
Bookstore, 555 Congress
St., Portland. For more
information, call 761-3930.

• Help yourself: Looking
for something rare and
beautiful? The SELFHELP
Crafts Sale features the
work of craftspersons from
35 developing countries.
Find that really unusual
birthday/holiday gift and
help craftspersons in
developing countries
provide nutritious food,
medicine and education for
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• The Danforth Gallery, 34
Danforth St., Portland,
presents "Prints for Peace,"
a benefit show and sale for
Very Special Arts Maine.
Artwork in the exhibit
includes woodengravings,
limited edition etchings
and monoprints by 20
Maine artists. Very Special
Arts is a non-profit organization dedicated to developing enrichment pro-
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What's this print for?
See Dec. 1.
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more infonnation, call 7812330.
• The United Society of
Shakers will hold their
annual Christmas Fair
today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the Sha.ker Store,
Sabbathday Lake, Shaker
Village, Route 26, New
Gloucester. There will be
homemade baked and
preserved goods on sale, as
well as evergreen wreaths
and herb wreaths, handknitted and sewn wear,
Shaker yam, Shaker-style
furniture, toys, White
Elephants, the Sabbathday
Lake line of herb products,
books, stationary and
calendars. For further
information, call 926-4597.

concert "new wave" folk
music that starts at 8 p.m.
in the First Parish Church,
425 Congress St., Portland.
Tickets are $10 in advance.
For more information, call

\
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Tilt:

grams in all the arts for
people with and without
disabilities. There will be a
reception for the artists
today from 3 to 6 p.m.
Gallery hours are noon to 5
p.m., Tuesday through
Sunday. "Prints for Peace"
will be on display through
Dec. 23. For more information, see the Art/Around
Town listings or call 7756245.
• See the work of Verner
Reed, silversmith, and 20
other seldom-exhibited
artists and craftspersons at
the Global Holiday Bazaar
to benefit Maine Audubon
Society, 9:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in the Woodfords
Church, 202 Woodfords St.,
Portland. Pick up some very
unique gifts! Admission is
$3 for non-members, and $2
for Society members and
MAS coupon holders. For

3OMina.

t71
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their families. The sale will
be held from 7 to 9 p.m.
today and 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
tomorrow (Dec 1) at the
Church of the Servant, 35
Lafayette St., Portland, on
Munjoy Hill. For more
information, call 761-4776.
• The Portland String
Quartet will premier North
Coast Lights, a piece by
composer Kay Gardner,
along with Quartet in B Flat,
"Sunrise" by Haydn and
Brahms' Quartet in A
minor, at 8 p.m. in the
Immanuel Baptist Church,
High St., Portland, across
from the Sonesta Hotel.
Tickets are $12 general
admission, $6 for kids
under 12 and for persons
over 65. For more information, call 761-1522.
• Christine Lavin, John
Gorka, Patty Larkin and
David Wilcox will take the
stage tonight for "On A
Winter's Night," a special

Friday Ii"" Dance Party

18+
Chem Free

A WATERFRONT RESTAURANT

""I~I

NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS FOR THE
HOLIDAYS
• ENTERTAIN ON THE ROYAL RIVER •
• PRIVATE PARTIES FOR UP TO 40 PEOPLE •
LOWER FALLS LANDING· YARMOUTH· 846-1226

c~~amoYie
Half the "ice ofother IIIder 21 clubs

Atrd alol more run lllan MTV!

Zootz Fridays • SUII oal,
31 FOREST AVE. • 773-8187
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SILVER
SCREEN
WHAT'S WHERE

Omtinubi frrm 10-dily CALENDAR

CNId'. Play 2 John LaflQ's sequel aboul

Nickelodeon

a murderous doll named Chucky, who
roost kill an innocenl child to reduce his
lime in purgalory. Really.

Temple and Middle, Portland.

n2-9751
All times through Nov. 29
Wed: first, third and fourth shows
Thursday (Thanksgiving): second,
third and fourth shows
Moo-Thur: first, third and fourth
shows
Dane. . WIth Wolves (PG-13)
12:45,4:15,7:45
The R..cuers Down Under (G)
1 :10,4:20,6:55,9:15

-7L
7L
..

~

(

I

PNcIlltor II (R)
1:30,4:00,7:20,9:45
Rocky V (PG)
1 :40,4:10, 7:30, 9:55
Jacob'. Ladder (R)
1 :20,3:55,7:10,9:50
Henry ..,d June (NC 17)
1,3:40, 6:50, 9:30

~

..----

IMainle's Most Comprehensive Health & Racquet Club.

196 U.S. Route 1- Falmouth, ME - 781-2671

Through Nov. 30

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South Portland

n4-1022
The Nutcracker Prince (G)
1:15,3:15,5:05,7,9
Three Men and
a Little Lady (PG)
(playing on two screens):
1:30,4,7,9:20
12:45,3,5:15,7:35, 10

(

Dan~. WIth WoIv. . Kevin Keslner is a

New Age man in a Civil War solder's
body. He communes with one-<limensional, stereotypical New Age versions
of the Sioux Indians, who give him a
real-cool, nalure-boy name.
Th. Detec:tlw Father Brown (Alec
Guinness) is an amaluer sleuth who
finally gelS a chance 10 solve a real
crime when Ihe parish is robbed.
Right of the Eagl. Three Iale-19thcenlury balloonists face "fle ice of implacable reality' in a fateful attempl 10
reach the North Pole by air.
GoIng Plac.. Two Frenchmen go on a
small crime spree, bully men and
women, steal cars, snatch purses. Are
they JUSI haPPYilo-lucky, fun-loving
guys, Of" something l1lO(e sinister? The
answer Is yes.

Paclttc HeIght. Matthew Modine and
Melanie Griffith play a young coupla
who buy an old house and, aller lots of
hard work, rent an apartment In flair
newly renovated home 10 a psychopath
(Michael Kealon). The plol synopsis and
the cast might lead you to believe this is
going to be funny. Oon't be fooled. This
movie takes itself seriously.
Predator I An alien takes on Los Angeles drug punks. Wrth Danny Glover and
Gary Busey.
The Promoter A washerwoman's devious, opportunistic son (Alec Gulnness)
schemes 10 become mayOf" of a small
town.
TheRncuers Down Under 8ernard and
Miss Bianca, crime-stopping rodents of
the 19n Disney release The Rescuers,
do it again - in Australia. Fealuring the
voices of Bob Newhart and Eva Gabor.
ReftrAl of Fortun. Claus von Bulow is
tried and convicted of murdering his wffe
in a three-ring legal circus. With Jeremy
Irons. Glenn Close and Ron Silver.
Rocky V Sylvester Stallone is reunited
here wilh Of"iginal Rocky directOf" John
G. Avildsen. Rocky Balboa is in debt to
the IRS, but too mush-brained to dimb
back into the ring. Real-Iffe boxerTonvny
Morrison becomes Rocky's protege,
which doesn't sit well with Rocky Jr..
played by real-~fe son Sage Stallone.
Sibling Rivalry Cart Reine(s comedy
abouta housewife's affair with astranger
with a (fatal) heart condition. With Kirste
Alley and Carrie Fisher.
ThrM Men and a Little Lady In this
sequel 10 Three men and a Baby, the
baby (Robin Weisman) is now five years
old and her mother (Nancy Travis) has
moved in with the boys. Mommy and
Tom Selleck fall In love. Whal comes
next? Spellbinding.
nght little 1.land During WW II, a ship
loaded to the plimsoll line willi Scotch
whiskey is beached on a small Island in
the Hebrides. Localofficiais have a bil of
Irouble 1hereaftet" k.eeping things straight.
Whit. PaI_ Susan Sarandon is a waitress on the poor side of town and James
Spader is the younger man in her life.

Child'. PI.,. 2 (R)

Holiday Gift Wrapping
starting at $1.83

1 :15, 3:15,5:15,7:15,9:15
Home Alone (PG)
12:45, 3,5:20 , 7 :40, 10
White Palace (R)
1, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10
ahem (PG)
1 :30,4:15,7,9:50

CLUBS

Party Plates & Napkins

)
!
~

as low as $1.39

~dies

..t.. 'Rl'l>O.ill StwvL. and ~car
.iiI~T
from $5.25
from $3.50
C ANO"

S

THURSDAY 11.22

Evening Star
Tontine Mall, Brunswick

729-5486
Avalon (PG)
6 :50,9:10

Cinema City
Bradlee's Plaza
Exit 8, Westbrook
854-9116
Listings run through Nov 22.
CaH ahead for movies and times.
Avalon (PG)
7,9
Sibling RIvIIlry (R)
7 :15,9:15
Mat Sat-$un 1:15, 3 :15
R..cuers Down Under (G)
7, 9
Mat Sat-$un 1, 3

Henry and June Henry Miller, June
Miller and Anais Nin launch a (small)
sexual revolution in Paris. Fred Ward,
Maria De Madeires and Uma Thunnan.
Home Ala- Mom and dad forget 10 hire
a babysilter and suddenly iI'S a game of
burglarsversusl'infant terrible. With Joe
Pesci and Daniel Slem .

Jacob'. Lactder (R)
7:15,9:15
Mat Sat-$un 1:15, 3:15
(PG)
7:15,9:15
Mat Sat-$un 1:15,3:15

M...,.,........

Mark the joyous start to the
holidays with Handel's

The Movie.
10 Exchange Street,

Messiah performed by
PooIand's Choral Art Society,
the Messiah Orchestra and:
Andrel Mathews, soprano
Kenneth Fitch, countertenor
Frederick Urrey, tenor
John Osterdorf, Ims

Portland

772-9600
OoIngPla-.
Nov 21-25
Wed-Sat 7, 9 :15
Sat-$un Mat 1

Three BrttIsh Comed'-:
Nov 24-27

1, TIght Little Island

SAT., DEC. 1, 8PM - SUN., DEC. 2, 3PM
Pordand City Hall Auditorium

Tickets: $22/18114/10
Portland Concert Association
262 Cumberland Avenue
Pooland, Maine 04101

772-8630

@

Sponsored by
New England T.lephon.

Sat 3:15; Sun 5; Tue 7
2. The Promoter
Sat 4 :45; Sun 7; Mon 8:45

3. The Dlltectlve
Sun 3:15; Moo 7; Tue 8:45
The Flight of the Eag"
Nov 28-Oec 2
Wed-Fri 7, 9:15
Sat-Sun 1, 7

Jacob'. Ladder Man is lrapped between

awful reality and ugly unreality as he
searches for sanity In NYC. With Tin
Robbins, Elizabefl Pena and Danny

Aiello.
The !(rays Twin brotlefs Nle London's
underground during the 19605. Directed
by Peter Medak, with Billie Whitelaw,
Tom Bel I, Steven Berkoff and Kate
Hardie.
Marked for Death Steven Seagal plays
a retired drug enfOf"cemenl offlOllr who
returns home 10 find hisold neigIlbofllood
destroyed by drugs.
~phl. Belle Malflew Modine stars In
this movie about a WOI1d W.. l1 bomber
crew on its final mission.
Mr. Destiny Jim Belushi plays a man who
wonders whal his lile mighl have been if
he hadn'l stNck out in a high school
baseball game.
The Nutcracker Prince Animated slory
of a young girl who dreamsof a fairyland,
the Mouse King and the Nutcracker
Prince - a love inleresl, see? Featuring
the voices of Kiefer Southet1and, Pelet"
0' T cote and Phylis Diler and theoriginal
Tchaikovsky Nutcracker score.

The SenH (rock) Moose Aliey , 46 Mar1<et
St, Poriand. n.-5246.
Panic station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moullon 51, Portland. 7744144.

FRIDAY 11.23
Mr. Molo'. Big Night 0' BI~ (blues)
Blue Moon, 425 Forest Ave, Portland.
871-0663.
I(.BarrySaunders Bllndfeaturtng Alan
Nevew (jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. n2-8114.
Hurricane Mountain (rock) Dry Dock,
84 Commercial St, Portland. n.-3550.
Barry ArvIn Young Band (rock) Gene's,
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Sean Sheerlns (Irish) Gritty McDuffs,
396 Fore St, Portland. m-2739.
Thunder Bay (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle S~ Portland. 773-3501 .
Roy Fra. . Trio (jazz) Little Wille's, 36
Market St, Portland. n3-<4500.
The SenH (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar1<et
St, Por1and. n4-5246.
Panic station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
MOIIlIon S~ Portland. 7744144.
Broken Men (rock) Raoul's, 865 FOf"est
Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
The w.lt.,. (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

SATURDAY 11.24
Mr. MoJo'. BIg Night 0' BI_ (blues)
Blue Moon, 425 Forest Ave, Portland.
871-()663.
K.BarrySaunde... BllndfeaturtngAian
~ Oazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. m-8114.
The Whigs, steel C_ (rock) Dry Dock,
84 Commercial St, Portland. n4-3550.
The Darnbullders, .....11 Town No
Airport (rock) Geno's, t 3 Brown 51.
Portland. n2-7891 .
Karaoke (lip sync, Interactive entertainment) Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St,
Portland. n3-3501.

N~ 22,1990

December 7,8,9,13,14, 15,16
Port/and City Hall Auditorium
Karen Stickney, Soprano
Jeff Barnd, Narrator
Magic of Christmas Chorus
Portland Brass Quintet
The PariSh Ringers
Ray Corni/s , Organ

Portland
Symphony
Orchestra
Left to right: ..nnlfer
back In the Caf. NoIr,

Ubby, Tom V.II.1Id Jane Bergeron kkk

Murder at the Cafe Nolr
The Mystery Cate, a recent addition to the Baker's Table menu,
has served up its first dramatic presentation: "Murder at the Cafe
Noir." The basic draw - "Solve a romic mystery while enjoying a
delicious four-course dinner" - is utterly irresistible to any dramatic or literary hack with a healthy appetite. Hey: [ bit.
"Murder at the Cafe Noir" was written by David Landau as a
sendup of Dashiell Hammett and the rest of the '3IJs /' 40s detective
genre. He is criminally successful at this, layering pun upon
groaner upon visual gag until you're listening to the dialogue with
the most painful expectation. This is a script that would easily bear
a second hearing - if only [ rould bear to shell out the $29 for readmission.
The acting is first-rate - of course! Nothing less would do at
such close range. The players are known hereabouts, and it's worth
noting their names: Jane Bergeron, Seth Berner, Carol Chase,
Jennifer Libby, Mark Mannet, Tom Scannell and Tom Vail.
Of particular interest were Mannet's "Anthony Cairo," a
wonderfully expressionistic and totally depraved version of Peter
Lorre's more memorable characters; and Chase's "Madame
Toureau," a wicked, fully realized hostess from hell. I was Silly
Putty in her hands.
The menu is limited but acceptable - you are in the good hands
of the Baker' s Table, remember. These people really know how to
set a table. However: I am told that the pasta entree lacked
sufficient garlic. This is unfortunate, but not necessarily criminal.
For those who have been to other, more "innovative" dinner
theaters, do not let t~lOse experiences dissuade you from attending
"Murder at the Cafe Noir." You will not be required to distinguish
the actors from the audience and you do not have to come up with
any of the dialogue on demand. No one in the audience is put on
the spot - well, not much - and the good humor that pervades Cafe
Noir makes that little bit of extra attention bearable. I was awarded
first prize in the "Bone-Headed Solutions" category myself, and
was never phased, shrinking violet that I am.
One word of warning: claustrophObes are advised to come
fashionably late, as the entrance fills up rather quickly and the
ceiling is quite low.
The Baker's Table is located at 434 Fore St., Portland. Performances of "Murder at the care Noir" run every Friday and
Saturday evening beginning at 7 p.m. Dress dramatically and
remember to watch your back. For reservations, call 883-1035.
W.O. Cutlip
Roy Fra. . Trio (jazz) Little Winie's, 36
Market SI, Portland. n3-4500.
TheSenH (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, PorUand. n4-5246 .
Panic station (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 7744144.
Broken Men (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, POf"tland. n3-6886.
The Walt.,. (rock) Spring Poinl Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

SUNDAY 11.25
Caf. No Jazz Jam, open jam session
with rhythm section (byo jazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth 51, Portland. m-81 t 4.
Sonny Paul Blu. . Band Open Jam
(blues) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland.

n2-7891 .
Danny Gr.vl. (blues piano) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore 51, Portland. n22739.
Bay Of PIg. (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton St, Portland. 7744144.
Sund.,. Brunch In the Ballroom, fe..
turing a CI• •leal Duo, Portland Regency, 20 Milk Street, Portland. n44200.
Unplugged Concert.Acou8t1c mu.lc,
no cover. Tonight: Zane Michael Raven,
Darien's Duo, Moxie Men. Raoul's, 865
FOf"est Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Ac_tlc Blu. . Jam enry Sunday
starting at 7 pm at Uncle Blly's, 60
Ocean 51, S. Portland. 767-7119.
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MONDAY 11.28
Spill. (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
Monday NIght Football WIde Screen
1V (culture) Moose Ailey, 46 Market St,
Portland. n4-5246.
Bey Of Pig. (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton St, Portland. n44144.
Open Mlc Nlght,Raoul's,865ForesIAve,
Portland. n~886 .
Monday Night Football WIde Scr. .n
1V (culture) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

TUESDAY 11.27
Poetry reeding wlthJameII Lewl80hn
(words) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8t 14.
Spll18 (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
Kevin Midgley (blues) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Blue st_1 (movie) Moose Aley, 46 Market St, Portland. n 4-5246.
Rettex(rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St, Portland. n4-<l444.
Rick Ma...t .... Jazz and Vocal. (big
band jazz) Salutes in the Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, Portland. n4-4200.
Open Mike Night with Pater OIea8On,
Spring Poinl Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
POf"dand. 767-4627.

Call 773-8191

Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. Noon-6

Tosfliyuki Shimada

Sponsors : ~'n5ave

Name ______________________________
Phone: Bus.___________ Home _ _________
Address _____________________________
City{St.!Zip _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

o Check to PSO o Visa /MC
No.
Sig. ___ _ __ __

Exp.

$2 added to charge orders Enciose a self-a ddre;sed
stamped enve lope
MAIL PSo. )0 M yrtle St r\}r tland ME 04 101

Continued on I"Igt 24

_~.Lf:..

Ind,icate concert. price,
number of tickets:
A. Fri .. Dec. 7. 8:00 pm
DB. Sat .. Dec. 8. 2:30 pm
C. Sat. . Dec. 8. 8:00 pm
D. Sun .. Dec. 9. 2:30 pm
DE. Sun .. Dec. 9. 8 :00 pm
OF. Thu .. Dec. 13, 8:00 pm
DC. Fri .. Dec. 14 . 8:00 pm
H. Sat .. Dec. 15. "2 :30 pm
OJ· Sat. . Dec. 15. 8:00 pm
OK . Sun .. Dec. 16, 2:30 pm
L. Sun .. Dec. 16, 8:00 pm
$25 _ 523 _ 520_ 516 _ 59 _

o
o
o
o

o

InqUire about discou nts

'nlke-Out Jibod Just 1bok
A 'JUliO Jibr The Better.
Introduc~Emny K's Rotisserie Chicken 10 Go:

A Unique Alternative In 1ake-OutFood.

Now there's an easy way to enjoy a homemade meal-without
cooking it yourself,
Emily K's brings
rotisserie chicken and a healthy
menu to Portland,
The Most Tasty
Chicken Around.
Our chicken is marinated
with seasonings and herbs...
then slow cooked and
browned to perlection on a
rotisserie, a method that
sears in the juices and flavor.
The result is moist. tender,
delicious chicken ... naturally
low in cholesterol and high
in protein.

Leg And 1biah

Fresh Side Dishes~\

Enjoy the taste of Emily K's crisp, fresh
vegetables like lightly spiced carrots or
broccoli. Our homemade mashed potatoes, seasoned rice, Boston
baked beans, and cole
slaw are all prepared fresh
throughout the day,

Quirter Plat£er

FamDy Dinner
Special

Our savory chicken plus homemade
mashed potatoes or seasoned rice. a
fresh baked roll or cornbread , and
your choice of one other side dish .

A wholesome meal for everyone at the
table. One whole chicken. a family
sized portion of mashed potatoes or
seasoned rice and side dish. Your

$389

~

Round Out A
~~~_~~
Complete Meal. ~~-~;~

'""~$ii95

Let's Get On A RoD.

And then there's our bakery.

ourcom~
bread
., +- __ ,.;if
and~.c

~~

rolls ~
-r-=
are baked daily. made
from scratch. Desserts? Of
course! Luscious cookies and
brownies finish up the feast.

Breast Quarter
Platter
A plump breast and your choice of
homemade mashed potatoes or sea·
soned rice, plus a fresh· baked roll or
cornbread, and one more side dish .

$429

~~~:::~. .~
285 Forest Avenue' Shop 'n Save Plaza' Exit 6B 295 . Portland
OpeD 11 am to 9:30 pm, We cook fresh dailJl After 9 pm all prepared food Is 50% olr,

Call ahead for quicker service. Phone: 879-2500 Fax: 879·2553

~

ta1~
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MusIC DII('ctor and CcmrilU/Qr
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Serving You and Your Business
General PTaclice of Law Including:
• Divorce, Custody

• Criminal Defense
• QUI/ OAS

& Support

Commercial Law
• Worker's CoIllJl./personallnjury
• Real Estate /Tltle Insurance
•

BRUNEI IE, SHUMWAY & RVER
Auburn Street Professional Building
222 Auburn St., Portland
EASY ACCESS
797#2700
FREE PARKING

David J. Werlin
in association with

GREAT

The

NORTHEAST
PRODUCTIONS. INC.
","_nls

CLUBS

Indigo
Girls

Thurs., Dec. 13 e 8PM
PORTLAND EXPO
Advance tIckets available at all T1CKETRON outlets Including Cumberland County Civic Center
Box Ortlce In Downtown Portland;
The Record Exchange (Old Port);
Strawberries Records
(Maine Mall).
Tickets lIYailabl. 8t Expo Box
omce on cI"Y
show only.

0'

WEDNESDAY 11.28

....rtlCh_.. Trtcll (rock) 7:30 pm.
Cumberland County Civic Center. Portland. TlCkets$17.50advanoe.$18.50at
door. 775-3458 or 1-1100·678-TIXS.
.JurIn" Yu In debut with Portland
Sym ..hony Orch••tra Prokofiev's
ConcerIo for Piano and~tra No. 3
In C Major. Brahms' SYJTl>hony No. 2
and David Lang's International Business
Machine (classical) 7:45 pm. Portland
City Hall Auditorium. A free concert
preview. conducted by Yu. will precede
the concert at 6:30 pm in the auditorium.
TICkets: $28. $21 . $16 and $10. 7738191 .
2Bau HIt (bass as a melodic instrument)
5-7 pm. the Tuesday Cafe in the CoIege
Room of Portland USM's Campus
Center. Bedford 51. Free. 874-6598.

.Jennlf... Port... and friend. (jazz) Cafe
No. 20 Oanforth St. Portland. 772.a114.
A Nit. WIth Dan Knight (rock) Geno·s.
13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891.
Acouatlc Cla..lc: eMl. Curt ... Henry
McCracklng, Br.nda Moor.
(acoustic) Horsefealhers. 193 Middle
St. Pcriand. 773-3501.
Bachelor Night (xxxxx) Moose Alley. 46
Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Reftex(rock)OIdPortTavem.l1 Mouhon
St. Portland. 774.0444.
Reel light " - (rock, r&b) Raoul·s. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.

DANCING
Zootz, 31 Forest St, Portland. Wed :
Progressives. Thu : Live Music. Frl: Post
Modern - Chern Free; Sat: Cutting Edge
Oance; Sun : Request Night. 773-8187.
TIM Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nighlly. 8pmon ... Fri-SatuntU3 am. No
cover. 871~ .
...ut. .. 2OMiIkSt. Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside S~ Portland. Fridays. 16+. Open Fri-5at until 3 am.
Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772.a033.
T-BInI'• • 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. FriSat Dancing '50s & '60s. Wed Contemporaries. 773-8040.

CON

WEDNESDAY 11.28
ar-

Wedneed.,
Bag Concert ...
rI_: Organl.t Henry Hokan. ..
Trumpet... Jon Strand (classical)
12 :15 -12:45 pm. The Cathedral Church
of 51. Luke. 143 State St. Portland. 7725434.
Catle Curti. (folk) 7 pm. Horsefeathers.
193 Middle St. Portland. Freeactnission.
773-3501.
Ext_In Concert (with two other acts)
(rock) 7:30 pm. Cumberland Country
Civic Center. Portland. Tickets $12.50
G.A. 775-3458.
Tho Talli. Schol... ,"-rfo"" Vocal
Mu.lc oftho Renal ••ance (English a
ClippeIIa) 7:30 pm. Bowdoin College
Chapel. Brunswick. limiled seating.
Tickets: $10. $8 seniors. free wilh
Bowdoin 10. TICkets available at Events
OffICe. Moulton Union. 725-3201.

UPCOMING
Portland strtl19 Quartet North Coaat
Lights by It., Gardner, Quart.t In B
Flat, ~Sunrl ••• b, Ha,dn and
Brehrna' Quartet In A minor. (classical) Nov 30 at 8 pm. TICkets: $12. $6
for kids under 12 and for seniors over
65. 761 -1522.
Bob Franll. (blues) Dec 1 at8 pm. USM's
Luther Bonney Auditorium. TICkets $6
advance, $8atdoor. kids half price. 7739549.
Christine Uvln, John Gorka, PattJ
Larkin .. David Wilcox ~On A
Winter'. Night" (folk) Nov 30 at 8 pm.
First Parish Church. 425 Congress St.
PorUand. Tickets are $10 in advanoe.
773-6205.
Johnn, Clyde Copeland (blues) Nov 30
at 9 pm. Raoul's Roadside Attraction .
865 Forest Ave . Portland. Tickets: $8.
773-6886.

THURSDAY 11.22
8tevIe and the Blackouts (rock) 8 pm.
Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. Free admission . 7752494.

SATURDAY 11.24
Archangel JIIIz 8ancI (jazz by Russian
delegation) 1 and 3 pm. Maine Mall. S.
Pcrland. 823-1455 or 774-{)303.
Gordon Boll, John and Ellen QawIer
(fo4k) 8 pm. Piclulrd Theater. Bowdoin
College. BrunswIck. TICkets: $10 In advance. $12 at lie door. with special
ral88 for aenIors and slldents; acc0mpanied children under 12 are free. 832-

6863.

TIM Mueic I!ducatora, .1M! _ _Ion
(jazz) 2-4:30 pm. Nov 24. Verrillo's Restaurant. Exit 8 of the Maine Tumpike.
Portland. Special guest: Ralph NoMa.
saxophonist. 846-9741 .

NAPPI DISTRIBUTORS, PORTLAND, ME
•

Copenhagen . Performancesare~

uled for Fri and Sat eves. with Sun
matinees at 2:30. Call box offICe to reS81Ve tickets: 799-1421 or 799-6509.
A Man'. A Man by BertoIt Brecht Slapstick comedy about a laborer who is
lumed inlo a human fighting machine.
Nov 27-Dec 16. Preview performances
Nov 27-28.7:30 pm. Perfoonances are
Tue-Thu at7 :30 pm; Fri at8; Satat5 and
9; and Sun at 2. For ticket information.
call 77H1465.
Myatery Caf.: Portland'. Only Dinner
TlMat... Solve a hilarious murder mystery over a four-course dinner. Fridays
and Saturdays. 7 pm. The Baker'sTabIe.
434 Fore St. Portland. For more information . call 883-1 035.
TIM Nutcrack... with the American BaItet East Orchestra and guest artists from
the Washington Ballet. Portland City
Hall Audilorium. Nov 23 and 24 at 2 and
8 pm. Tickets $16. $14. $12 and $8. Call
878-3032.

CHECK lJS OlJT!

~BREAKFAST

~~'~:'rf.~"~\""ljt

$25

• Egg Dishes-Plain or Fancy

Complete Breakfast Specials
(w/colfee or tea)
from $1.95 - $2.45

~LUNCH

• Pancakes

• Muffms & Bagels
• Belgian Warnes-plain or lopped
• Omelets
• Much more!
• Salads
• Soups

We bake our own White,
Rye & Wheat Breads.

• Veggies

• Hot & Cold Oilmen
from $3.95 to $5.95

~DINNER

At Scatborough Only-Dinner
Classics from 4pn-8pn Daily
(exc. Sun.) $5.95 &

$6.95.
Mon-Wed: Two $5.95
Classics for $8.50.

giN certificate to cafe always
will buy
someone you know

• Sruffed Pork
• Chicken Cordon Bleu

a

4

• Baked Ham

• Turkey Ditmer
• Baked Mannicotti
• Much more!

entrees from $9.95
-reservalions accepted-

BREAKFAST SER\'ED ALL DAY

47 middle sl.
portland

The MAGIC MUFFIN Restaurants
RL I Scarborough·
Marlcet Place· Fax

883-1462
883-1419

course dinner

at portland's most
consistently creative cafe

774-9399

551 Congress St • 773-6951
Portland • Fax 761-7094
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OPENING
TIM Baxter Gallery, Portland Sc'-l
of Art. 619 Congress St. Portland.
Faculty Exhibition . through Dec 21 .
Public Reception Nov 29 from 5-7 pm.
Gallery hours: Tue-Sun 11 arn-4 pm, on
Thurs till 9. Free admission. 775-3052.
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth 51. Portland. Prints for Peace. a benefit show
and sale for Very Special Arts Maine.
Artwork will include woodengravings.
etchings. limited editions and monoprints
by 20 Maine artists. Very Special Arts is
a non-profit organization dedicated to
developing enrichment programs in all
the arts for people with and without
disabilities. Reception at the gallery on
Dec 1 from 3-6 pm. Hours:Tue-Sun . 125 pm. through Dec 23. 775-6245.

WAITERI
AT YOUR MUSICAL SERVICE

""'' '
A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Foo;;d~....~~=

AROUND TOWN

CERTS

PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY

Han. Christian AncM,.." wi" be presented by the Portland Lyric Thealer on
three consecutive weekends beginn ing
Nov 16. This seIdorn-seen stage show
Is based on the Danny Kaye movie. and
features lyrics and a score by awardwinning Frank Loesser. including songs
such as Thumbelina and Wonder1ul

2.

SUNDAY 11.25
ar-..

Archangel Folk Chorua
(folk
choraIs by Russian delegation) 1 and 3
pm. Maine Mall. S. Portland. 623-1455
or 774-<l303.

STAGE
TIM Art of BIacII Dance and Mualc LA
Arts pr_ts New England's premier
AfricanIAmerican danoe company performing traditional dance. music and
folklore with exotic inSlrUments and costu/oos. 2 pm. Nov 24 althe High Street
Congregational Church in Auburn .
TICkets are $4 and are available at LA
Arts. 36 Oak S~ lewiston. or call 7827226 for information.
.........., MovII19 Theatre. a singing.
acting. mime and movement company.
4 :30 pm. Nov 25. Kennebunk High
Schoot auditorium. River Tree Arts
members $5 for adults. S3 for kids. Add
$1 if you are not a member. 98s.4343.
Tho Bennll19ton ~ perform
The Nutcracker In a production which
incorporates the original score by
Tschaikovsky. 3 pm, Nov 24. Tickets
are $7 foradultsand$4 for children. The
Chocolate Church. 804 Washington St.
Bath. 442-8455.
Tho Collection and Tho Dumbwalt....
two one-act plays by Harold Pinier. will
be presented by Mad Horse Theatre
Company from Nov 23-Dec 16. Tickets
are S14 Thurs-Sun . S15 Frl-Sat. with a
52 discount for seniors and students.
For more information, call 797-3338.

Barrldotf Gall.rIes, 26 Free St. Portland. Paintings by Sigmund Abeles
through Dec 1. Also at the gallery is a
selection of 19th- and early 2OtIHlentury American paintings. Hours: MonFrl10 arn-5 pm. Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
BayvI_ Gallery, 75 Market St. Portland. Watercolor images of Portland's
archilecture and cltyscapes by PorUand
artist George ·Bear· Blake through Nov
22. A portion of the proceeds from the
exhibH will be donated to Greater Portland landmarks. Hours: Mon-Sa~ 10
arn-6 pm. 773-3007.
Congr••• Square Gallery, 42
change St. Portland. Holiday exhibition
of small paintings by galtery artists in all
media for holiday gift-giving. Also on
exhibit w~1 be han<k:olored photographs
by David Klopfenstein, scutpture by
Carmen Melito and MeHta Brecker.
Gallery hours : Mon-Sa~ 11 am.a pm;
Sun . 11 am-4 pm ; evenings after
Thanksgiving. For further information.
call 774-3369.
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St. Portland. "The Maine Artists' Spaoe: an
exhibit of works by emerging artists
through Nov 29. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am5 pm. 775-6245.
Dean VoI."tg. . Gallery, 60 Hampshire
St. Portland. Island Portfolios: an exhibit
of color woodcuts completed on
Vinallaven Island. Maine. during the
sunvner of 1990. by Charles Hewitt,
Alison Hildreth and Katarina Weslien.
Gallery hours: Thu 12.a pm. Frl-Sat 125 pm. Sun 12-4 pm. or by appt. 7722042.
Dlrnora, 26 Exchange S~ Portland. Mixed
media collages by Lori Austill and portrait photography by Kevin Wells through
Nov 30. Open daily. 775-7049.

ex-
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CHRISTINE LAVIN
JOHN GORKA
PATTY LARKIN
DAVID WILCOX
_ in concert _

ON A
WINTER'S NIGHT
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30 8:00 PM
FIRST PARISH CHURCH

42S Congress Street, Portland

•

·tlckets·
$10.00 In advance at
RICORD EXCHANGE., Portland
MACBlAN'S. Brunswick • .u SntAWBIRRIES

$12.00 at the door

207

BRING TIlE FAMILY TO ANJON'S
Affordabk Ekgance for tbe Whole Family
"LUNCH SPECIALS" 11:30 am-5pm, 7 days
• Fish & Chips • Liver & Onions
• Meat Loaf & Gravy • Eggplant Parmigiana

YOUR CHOICE $:z.95
• Fried Shrimp • Broiled Salmon
• Chicken Parmigiana. Terriyaki Beef Tips

YOUR CHOICE $3-95
• Fried Scallops • Tortellini Seafood Carbonara
• Lobster Roll • Fisherman's Platter (Haddock, Shrimp, Qams)

YOUR CHOICE $4.95

"DINNER SPECIAlS"
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 am 'til Closing • Fri. "Sat. 11:3Oam 'til6pm
• Boiled Lobster Dinner with Lemon, Drawn Butter.
French Fries. and Cole Slaw
• Sicilian Sirloin laced with Fresh Garlic and Italian Parsley.
with Potato or Pasta
• Chicken Parmigiana with Choice of Pasta
• Maine Shrimp Scampi served over Linguini
• Baked Haddock Fromage with Potato or Pasta
• Raviolis or Spaghetti with Meatballs or Sausages

YOUR CHOICE $6.95
Above Dinner Specials Served wilb our own Homemade Freshly
Baked Italian Bread and Butter, Soup or Salad, and Coffee or Tea

• i:la1'l'Y Hour Mon.-Fri. 4-Spm
• FREE Appetizers in our Lounge
• All Major Credit U!ds Accepted
• Plenty of Free Parking
• New Family Priced Menu
• Children's Menu Available
• Now Taking o,risrmas Party
Reservations

ANJON'S
ItaUaD ILettauraat
aadLoUDle
.lDce U.57
521 U_S. Route 1
Scarborough, Maine
883.9562
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Uptown Portland offers the finest variety
with personal attention for holiday shopping •••
and all year 'round!
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your

, Facial Scrub
, Shaving Lotion
, Soaps
' Bath Creme
, Appetite

Balancing Spray
(ask aboul Aroma Therapy)

•
•

eyes.

Beads & Supplies
also
Handcrahed Jewelery
Sterling Silver
Greeting Cards

BIODEGRADABLE
NO ANIMAL 1ESI1NG
NO ANIMAL PRODUCfS

DROP ME ALINE ...
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP

579 Co!tgress St_ PUd
MOll 772-8929

sat -

reg, $17 ,95

~ Now $13.99

~

MaK?

Navy Fragance
Gift Set
for Christmas

144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND . 773-5547

OPEN EVERY DAY

Element. a."ery. 56 Maine St,
Brunswick. Art to Wear: one-<)f-a-kind
and out of the ordinary clothing, jewelry
and acoossories. Wearable art for winter, holiday dressing and gifts with contemporary style and w~ for men and
women. Through Jan 16. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sal, 10 am-5 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm in
December. 729-1108.
Evarw Gallery. 7 Pleasant St, Portland.
Blackandwhite photographs byGeorge
Daniell through Dec 1. Hours: Tue-Fri
10am-6pm, Sat 11 am-4 pm. 879-0042.
F_O_Bllller.137MiddeSt, Portland. New
art in lhe form of paintings, photography,
jewelry, glass, pol19ry and handwoven
blankets. Artists showing include Lisa
Bonnanigo, MartyChabot, UsaDombek,
Nick Humez, Padi Mayhew Bain, Cindy
Mcguln, Orlando OIivera-Najara, Jay
Piscopo, David Pollock, Steven PriesUy,
Larry Plass and Lee Rosenblum.
Opening from 6-9 pm, Nov 30. For more
information , call 774-1479.
F..-t Gully Gallery. 25 Forest Ave,
Ponland. New paintings by Thomas
Crotty and Eric Green presented through
Nov 24. 12-5 pm, Mon-Fri . 773-2555.
Greenhut Gallerl... 146 Middle St,
Portland. Holiday Group Showing consisting of all new
works by 20
Maine artists. Through Dec 31. Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat, 10:30 am-5:30 pm. For
more information, can 772-2693.
MIlley LeonIIrdeon. 57A Bracken 51,
firsl
The Martini Show, an art
opening of original graphic design,
pastels, portraits, chwingsand Sculpture
by Ashley Leonardson, from 5-9 pm on
Dec 1 . Thereafter, gallery open on Saturdays from 5-9 pm for the monfl of
December. For more information, call
761 -4696.
M ..... National""" 400 Congress St,
Portland. Works by Phyllis Wolf Wilkins
on display in the lobby through Nov 30.
Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-4 pm. 775-1000.
Payaon G.. lery of Art. Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland. "Impressionism: Selections from the Colby
College Art Museum and The Joan
Whilney Payson Gallery of Art CoIlections'through Feb 17. Hours: Tu&-Fri 10
am-4 pm (Thu un~1 9 pm), Sat-Sun 1-5
pm. 797-9546.

11'E'~~

Storelilide

538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Pr i nls
Boughl & So ld
Highesl ~rices Paid
Search Servi ce
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single items or large collections wanted

BROWSERS AlWAYS WElCOME
10 am to 5 :30 pm lIIon , -Sat,

OPlNZ

TlMI PI.,. Tree Shop anet Beyvlew

COME

UP
&

SEE

US

~~ ~,,~!~!~~!~
Congress St, Portland

SOMETIME
•••

visit us In
our new
UPTOWN

offices!

•

FREE
TOPPINGS
ON ANY
PIZZA
Mention coupon

when calling .
Not to be combined

with other offers.

1

coupon per 8,zza.

Explrea 11/3 190

554 tONGBESS STREET

551A

Congress
Street

CascoBav
""EEKLY

775-6601

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABUSHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH - - -

• unique carvings
• stylish batik clothing
• colorful handwovens

~al \1i/~

~C

~

~

Be Ready For Christmas:

Save on
Guitars. Amps • Diamonds. Jewelry

Use our convenient lay-Away plan

14k Gold $ 13.95per gram
BUY -SELL-TRADE
starting at
$14_95

545 Congress St.
ForUand

879·1676

•

Sun 12-5 ' M.J> 9:30-5::50

I'rt

~

Sat 9::5O-apm

Oellery. 75 Marllet St, Portland. Images of Portland in Watercolor: George
"Bear" Blalle. Through Nov 30. Special
Holiday Show, featuring Santa sculptures and watercolors by Robert
Stapleton. Also on exhibit are watercolors by Carol Sebold and black and wh~e
photographs of Maine by Neal Parent.
Show runs fromDecI-31.Galeryhours:
Mon-Sat, 10 am-6 pm; through Christmas, Sun, 12-4 pm. For more information, call 773-3007.
Portland Museum of Art. Seven Congress Square, Portland. 'Perspectives:
Celebrating the Contemporary,' features
the work ot six contemporary Maine
ansts: Dozier Bell, Katherine Bradford,
Alison Hildreth, Frederick Lynch, William Manning and Abby Shahn, through
Dec 2. "Reflections of the Built Environment,' an exhiboon 01 31 paintings,
drawings, sculpture and cerarrics on
loan from the permanent collection. Exhibitiondamonstrateshow, overthepast
century, architecture has continued \0
play a diverse role In art. both as imagery and as a physical presence assumIng a sculptural form. Through Jan 20,
1991 . "The ArtIsIS' Model,' an exhibi1
that concentrates on the human form
and examines lie relationship between
artist and model is on view through Feb
17. Hours:Tu&-Satl()-5; Sun 12-5; free
onThu eves,5-S. For more information,
call 775-6148.
Portland Public UbrMy, Monument
Square, Pcrland. "The Art of lliustration: Works by Sylvia Orchard and Nantz
Comyns' through Nov 29. Hours: Mon,
Wed and Fri, 9 arrHI pm; Tue and Thu,
12-9 pm; and Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700.
Portland Wine .. C,-". 8 Forest Ave,
Portland. OU paintings by AI Waterman
and watercolor paintings by Frieda
Lundberg. Through Dec 31 . Hours: 10
am-5 pm. 797-9450.
T1Ie
Club Reet.u,.nt. One
Exchange St, Portland andThe Bal<er's
Table Restaurant, 437 foreSt, Portland
presentSpiriled Works by MaineArtists.
Artists appearing in this show are as
follows (anists with ' by their names are

"'l1l8I1'.

~M..-rI"Llbrary.6SconOyer

Rd, Cape Elizabeth . Bernice Madinek
Gllxman will display a selection of her
sculpture through Dec 8. 799-1720.
Unlwrslty of N_ England. 11 Hills
Beach Rd, Biddeford. Exhibit of paintings, watercolors and mixed media by
Susan CoIbum-Molta and paintings by
Satazaronviewthrough Dec31 . Hours:
8 am-5 pm. 283-0171 .

OTHER
their works, sponsored by the Union of
Maine Visual Artists, will be held on the
firsland second floors of One City Center,
Portland, from 10 am-6 pm, Nov 24.
Contemporary art at affordable prices,
with many works salling from $15-$1 00.
775-0712.
Art
The Museum Guild of the PMA
hold a rarne featuring prizes including luxurious getaways. A trip for four to
Disney World, a weekend at Northeast
Harbor, a weekend in Boston including
four ticllets 10 a Bruins game and a trip
forIWoto8ermudaareamongtheprizes.
The rarne drawing will be held on the
evening of Dec 2 at the Guild's holiday
benefit. Rania tickets wiN benefit the
Portland Museum 01 Art and are $100
each. Call 797-5565 for ticket Information.
ConI'"
Part! at the comer of
High and Congressstreets. For the fourth
year in a row, Uptown & Co. and Portland School ot Art have joined forces to
sponsor the annual Art in the Park
compe~tion which places a temporary
sculpture In the Congress Square Park
area. This year's winning entry is designed by Jeanne Slnvnons, and consists of a nine-foot 'image of woman'
which llteraly springs from the ground.
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Crafts, Incluclng Wayne Higby, Seth
Stem , Christine Frederlghl , Bob
Trotman, Dennis Gilbert, Susan Groce,
Marjorie Moore and 27 others. Through
NCN 24. For more infonnation, call Lynn
Hendry at Hobe Sound Galleries North,
725-4191 ; or Bill Robertson at Elements
GaIIery, 729-1108.
MaI... AudlIbon8oclety.GltslandFann,
118 U.S. Route I, Falmouth. Exhibit of
wildlife wood carvings and sculptures by
David Smus of Pownallhrough Dec 2.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5
pm, 781 -2330.
-Route 1. 111110 from Kittery to
Brurwwtck, A Senior ......pec:tlw.a Danforth Gallery showing at Huntington Common, 11 Ross Rd, Kennebunk.
Juried exhibit of works by 20 artists from
Southern Maine. Through Jan 6. Hours:
Tue-Satll am-5 pm. 775-6245.

TlMI Annual Hoflday Art BaZllar. an
indoor gathering of Maine artists and

sma.

(JJ[PC'p's

HO- HUM SHOPPING GETTING
S YOU DOWN?

showing at The Baller's Table): B.J.
Bateman,' Samrlth Chap, Diane
Cothern,' WoIcon Dodge, Mini Feld,
Denise Frohlick, EIlIeen Gillespie, Ken
Hendrickson , Donna Hodgkins,'
LawrenceKelleY, lverLotuing, Tm Mack.
Tom Mavrais, Christina Moulen, Bonny
Neson , Jamie Salmon , Kathleen
Sweeney, Andres A. Verzosa and
lauren Zust. Show runs through Dec.
31. 767-597e for more information.
TlMI stein Gallery. 20 Milk St, Ponland.
James Holmes' blown glass vase forms
in abstract fruit shapes, through Nov 30.
Stephen Nelson and Daniel Gaumer's
Interpretations in glass of impressionist
paintings. Dec 1-Jan 15, 1991 . Gallery
Hours: Mon-Satll am-6 pm, Sun 12-5
pm. 772-9072 .
Thoma. Mo.er Cabinetmaker'.
Showroom. 415 Cumberland Ave,
Portland . An exhibition of quiHs by Maine
artists Debb Freedman and Barbara
Smith through Dec 31. A slide show
presentation on the history of quilt- making will be held at 2 pm on Nov 17.
Showroom hours: 9am-5 pm, Mon-Thu .
774-3791.
USM'. AREA Gallery. Campus Center,
96 Falmouth St, Portland. Dulch Treat:
Perceptions of HoRand, a group show of
mixed media through Dec 15. Gallery
Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-l 0 pm, Sat-Sun 10
am-lO pm.

Sq.,.,.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin CoM... e Museum of Art.
Brunswick. "From DOrer to Picasso: Five
CenturleSoiMaster Printsfroma Private
Collection' through Dec 9 ; TwentiethCentury Art from the Collections through
Mar 31 . Museum hours: Tue-Sat lOam5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm. For more information ,
call 725-3275.
The Centerfot'the Arts at the Chocolate Church. 804 Washington S~ Bath.
The President's Show, works by David
Brooks, Maury Colton, Lynne Harwood,
Carlo PllIore, /lJJby Shahn and Pam
Smith - all fonner presidents of the
UMVA. exhibit continues through Nov
24. Hours: Tu&-Fri lOam- 4pm, Satl24 pm. 442-6455.
Cryofthe~Route302 , SouthCasco .

Exhibi1 of paintings and drawings by the
winners 01 an exhibit juried by Martin
Dibner.655-506O.
OWer Ubntry. YOII\ Institute Museum, 371
Main St, Saco.
-8crlb8IVaiatl_11H1O.-exhibitof2O
calligraphic interpretations on the theme
of children on view through Nov 30. Also
on view: Close Ups: Photographs of
Biddeford and Saco, 1880-1915, includes CNer 80 early photos from the
Oyer Ubraiy and McArthur Public LIbrary coIIectons. Many of the pictures
were printed from recently discovered
glass plate negaliYes and have never
been publicly displayed. Close Ups presents a cross-section of local life at the
tum of the century. Exhibition will be on
view through Feb 21, 1991. In conjunction with the exhibition, there win be a
slide lecture on the history of photography at 7:30 pm, Nov 29 at the museum.
Hours: Tue & Wed, 1-4 pm and Too 1-8
pm. 282-3031 .
aa"ery Fr.mlnl, 12 Pleasant St,
Brunswick. "Often, Less Is More,' an
exhibition 01 photographic imagery from
the lens of Lee J. Hargadon. Hours: 9-5
Mon-Fn, 1()-2 Sat. 729-9108.
QoldlSmlth 0aI1ery. 7 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. Collage and Abstractions by Helen St. Clair, figurative drawIngs by Abinas Eiskus, drawings by
Fraas-Slade, acrylics by John Vander
and mixed media on paper by John
Kimbal. Through Nov 24. Gallery hours:
Wed-Sat, 10 am-5 pm, or by appt. 6336252.
Hobe Sound a.tlertes North and Elements Gllltery, Brunswick. Haystack
Faculty 90, an overview of works of the
faculty at Haystack Mountain School of

Go take a tookl
New EngI8nd foundation fot' the Arts
offers supportforartislS working in crafts,
photography and experimental media.
Two grant programs, thG NEF AlNational
Endowment for the Arts Regional Fellowships for the Visual Artists and the
New Forms Regional InitiatiVe, are
available for individual artislS throughout the New England region in 1991.
The fllSt r i award 10 awards in crafts
and lOin photography this year. All
awards will be for $5,000. The second
wi. support the creation 01 new work by
emerging and lesser-known artists In
the contemporary and tracitional arts.
Six 10 12 awards, ranging trom$2,OOO to
$5,000, will be distributed. The deadline
for subrrissions for both is Jan. 31,
1991 . Program guidelW1es and application forms are available by contacting
the New England Foundation for the
Arts, 678 Massachussetls Ave., Cambridge, MA, 02139; telephone (617) 4922914. Information and assistance may
also be obtained by contacting any of
the six New England state arts agen-

cies.
Wliclife Art PhcIto Competition sponsored by Maine Arts Commission and
Dept. of Inland FISheries and Wilclife:
emphasisthisyaar ison photos of Maine
wildlife species. To be eligible, Maine
photographers, 18 years 01 age and
older, rrust deliVer up to 2 original 35
mm slides of flllir photographs by the
deadlne. No prints wiD be accepted for
judging. Winning entrieswil be cisplayed
in the GCNernor's Gallery Space In the
State House in Iwgusta from Jan 31March 20,1991. For a copy 01 the contest guidelines, contact the Maine Arts
Commission, State House Station 125,
Iwgusta 04333, or call 299-2724.
~ Tl'lllnlntt The Portland Museum
of Art is seeking enthusiastic women
and men \0 participate In tis volunteer
Docent Training Program, beginning In
January of 1991. Docents are trained
guides who provide fours for school
students and other mernbersoflhe public; they also wOll\ at the front desk 01 the
museum providing information and visitor services. Please call 775-6148 for
further information and an application
fonn. Appication deadlne is Dec I , 1990.
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Mind Your Knees

Adwrtlslng Club of ar..ter Portl.nd
This month's meeting will feature
speakers Mike Weymouth of Weymouth
Design and Jim Fitts of Clarke, Goward,
Fitts Maneson, Boston . Tickets are $10
for members and $15 for guests and
Skiing New England's bumps delivers two orthopedic
may be reserved by calling 799-2599 by
surgeon's nightmares for the price of one: ice on the downside,
Nov 26. Held at the Sheraton Tara Hotel
in South Portland .
and thick, oatmeal snow at the base. Losing control on the ice
AIDS Aw• ....,_ DIll' DiSaJssion panel
leads to bone fractures. Getting caught in the slop leads to torn
including two persons living with AIDS, 7
knee ligaments.
pm, Nov 28. Tharewillalso bea showing
Of the two, damaged ligaments are the far more common
of Names Project Quilt from 6-7 pm.
problem among skiers, says Dr. Linc Avery, a surgeon and
Chase Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
For more information, call 786-6255.
sports medicine specialist with Orthopaedic Associates in
Book Signing .t H.rbour Books BarPortland. This is due in part to changing equipment. "Fifteen or
bara Cooney, author and Illustrator of
20
years ago, spiral boot-top fractures were common," says
Island Boy and many other children's
Avery.
books, will discuss her latest, Hattie and
the Wild Waves, 12-2 pm, Dec 1. 40A
With the advent of higher boots and better binding releases,
Lafayene St, Yarmouth (at Lower Falls
these types of fractures have become less common, he says. The
Landing) . 846-6306.
bad news? Well, the leg bone is connected to the knee bone, and
CI••n Air Act And Its Impac:t On You
the new boots tend to transmit the force upward, leading to "a
Congr ••• expects to pass major
drastic increase in severe knee injuries." In fact, knee injuries are
amendments to the Clean Air Act this
fall. On Nov 28, from 1-4 pm, Legal
the second most common type of ski-related injury today.
Winds of Change: Business and the
"It's usually a pretty violent event," says Avery ot a torn
New Clean Air Act, a national video
ligament. "You know it when it happens."
conference, will provide participants with
The bumps eat their share of knees, but ligament injuries
information on how fie new regulations
more commonly afflict skiers plowing through the damp, heavy
wil affect businesses, how they will impact operations and profits, and the exspring snow for which New England is famous. Lulled by the
pected environmental benefits. WCBBsoft landings, skiers aggressivley shift their weight to turn. But
TV, Channel lOis the open site for South
the skis, bogged down in the slop, often continue onward down
Central Maine. Forinlormationonhowto
the fall line. The weak link is your knees.
attend, call 783-9101.
Avery, who traveled as team physician with the U.s. Ski
Conc:erMd About Pollution In the
Cac:o 1liiy WIIt...hecI1 Attend a
Team's Western Regional Division to Austria in October, says
seminar from 9 am till noon on Nov 28 at
that excerises can strengthen key muscles and reduce the
Maine Audubon headquarters, Gilsland
chances of knee problems on the slopes.
Farm. The seminar, presenled jointly by
He suggests first strengthening muscles through weightlifting
Maine Audubon and the DEP, will explore
the causes of pollution in the bay, and
or Nautilus workouts. This helps prepare knees for sustained
present ways that individuals can help
abuse during a hard day's outing.
diminish lIam. Registration is $5 to cover
But that's not enough. The muscles also need to be trained to
the cost of materials. To register, conlact
respond quickly to rapid shifts in direction. Toward that end,
Carol LeMere at 781-2330.
En.rgy Con.en.tlon CI_.. The
Avery recommends agility drills such as dry-land slaloming (for
Energy Conservation Division of the Dept
example, running down a hill and around trees), or jumping
01 Economic and Community Developrope while hopping sharply from side to side. "With training.
ment wiH conduct a series of worIIshops
skiers can get tendons and ligaments stronger and more resilient
on energy conservation this fall. Upon
to injuries," says Dennis Leighton, chief physical therapist at
~tionofthe workshop, participants
wil receive a certificate for a 50 percent
Orthopaedic Associates.
rebate up to $200 for weatherization
The most common injury is a thumb sprain, if you were
materials, energy effICient lighting prodwondering.
This usually results from the thumb getting levered
ucts and heating syslem maintenance.
over a pole during a fall. Don't bother exercising for this. Avery
The REAP worIIshops wil be conducted
throug h area adult education programs.
suggests simply cutting off the straps so poles fall freely from
Con1act your local Adult Education Diyour hands when you go down.
rector or the Energy Conservation Division at 289-6000 for workshop times and
WayMCurtis
places nearest you.
-How Maine PnwIcIed Gr8ll1t. to the
World,- alectureby Eleanor Richardson ,
Dec 12at 5:045 pm (preceded by acocktai M.lne Audubon Public: Educ.tlon The Rlalng CoIIt of ....Ith Ca,.: Is
Programon~IngMamAudOOon
n,e,. • Solution? The Portland Area
hour). MaineMaritime Museum presents
Society is offering a series of one-day
League of Women Voters is holding a
one in a series 01 frvelectures. Program
workshops for teachers and community
includes an informal social hour with the
dnner (at 5:30 pm) and forum addressleaders. The workshops are designed to
lecturerbeforethetalk.lncividuallectures
ing this Issue, Nov 28, at the Holiday Inn
provide basic information on resource
are $9 for non-members and $6 for
by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland. Resuse
in
nature
and
human
society;
"how
members. For more information about
ervations needed; deadlne is Nov 23.
to' information on recycUng , reusing and
registration lor the series, or about other
Forum, at 6:30 pm, Is Iree. dinner Is
reclamation; hands-on activities, dem$11 .50 for members, $15 lor non-memofferings by the Museum, such as cononstrations and problem-solving. These
bers. For either reservations, call 767certs of traditional sea roosic, conlact
workshops are Dec 1 at Bonney Eagle
27804 or send a check payable to the
Maine Maritime Museum, 2043 WashHigh School in West Buxton and Jan 5 al
Portland Area L WV, c/o Marion
Inglon St, Bath 04530, or call 443-1318.
the Maine Audubon Headquarters in
Hoishouser, RR IS , Box 62, Cape
LsngusgeTsbles for people whowantto
Falmouth. Fee is $25. For more informaElizabeth 004107. Open to the public. For
leam how to speak French, German,
tion,
call 781 -2330.
further inlonnation, call 767-2784 or 787Russian or Spanish. The USM Dep't of
3737.
Foreign Languages and Classics has IMw Inslghta on Downtown Greater
Portland Landmarks has invited nation- A SocI8IIst VIew on the Changes In
scheduled staff members to help people.
ally recognized experts to presentmodels
E •• t.rn Europ. Southern Maine
The sessions are scheduled lor week01 downtown revitalization for a series of
Democratic SocIalists 01 America will
day aft's and early eve's through midnoon lectures. The final presenlation in hold a public meeting at which Bogdan
December. Members of the public who
the series is a panel discussion titled
Denitch - chair of the annual Socialist
are Interested in finding out more about
'The Local Perspective' offered Nov 27,
Scholars Conference, contributing writer
this service can call 780-4290.
12 pm at the First Parish Unitarian
to Dissent magazine and vlc&-chair of
Made In Maine: Mal . . Women Bual_ o-rs Special Public television Church,0425 CongressSt, Portland. Free the Democratic Socialists of America and open to the public. For more Inforwil speak at 7:30 pm, Nov 29, In the
slation WeBB-TV, Channel 10 will air
mation, call n04-5561 .
porn and Public Safety Bldg, Middle
thisspec:ial exploring the nux of women's
Street, Portland. Free admission.
entrepreneurship and gives viewers a Opera On Film A series of six opera
videos will be shown at Bowdoin College Start Your Own Busln_ Workshop
chance to meet the special women who
In Kresge Auditorium, VISUal Arts CenPortland SCORE, Service Corps of Reown these businesses. Features are
ter. All six will be shown on Suns at 7
tired Executives, a volunteer organizaMaralyce Ferree Contemporary Clothing
pm;"The Rake's Progress' on Nov 25.
tion supporting small business, will hold
of Portland; Erda, Inc., a leather goods
Screenings are free and open to the
a wOf1(shop covering all important conmanufacturer in Cambridge; and New
public. For more information, call 725siderations in starting a business, inEngland Screen Door Co. of Bristol. Nov
3254.
cluding how to organize, budgeting,
22 at 8 :30 pm.
marketing and record-keeping. Nov 29,
at the Score o"ices at 66 Pearl St, Port·
land. For more information and reserva·
tions, call 772-11.7.

Getting prepared for bumps and slush

HOLIDAY 1990
Gitt Ideas • Hanging figures by Sarena Mann

Glass ornaments
$50 and u nder.• Fimo
clay fish pins and eaHings by Tory Hughes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silver earrings by Carol Berry
Glass pins by Elodie Holmes
'Art Saves Lives' pins by Marta Moya
Ean1ngs by Jane Meyer
Trillium muIti-colored scarves
Rosewood chopsticks by Deborah Doyle
Ceramic mugs, bowls, plates, trays

Holiday Hours:
Open SUndays starting November 25th and
Evenings starting December 10th.
Portland, ME 04101

367 Fore Street

,

207·775·3822

,

i

Community
Cable Network

1

,l

fM

W88k of 11/23/90

Living TJpestries:

G

Guests from the Brighton Medical
Center discuss Caring for the Elderly
(1/2 hour)

A Yur 01 Art:
Impressionists Art Work from Colby
College & Payson Gallery (112 hour)

People Helping People:

Jobs for Maine Graduales (112 hour)

Financial Planning lor Colle g.:

I

Representatives from USM, SI.
Joseph's & SMTC discuss college
costs (1/2 hour)

,

Protecting a
Great City

~

I

, ,,

Ireland Today:

Community Development (112 hour)

A Prolile:
James Phinney Baxter, Founder of the
Portland Public Library ( 1/2 hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm,
and are repealed Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. sam-noon.

, ,

,,
,

Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, &Scarborough. Channel varies in Gotham .

,-

•

.

,

. ,

.....

Frl,dav a

saturday. Nov. 23 a

SPECIAL THANKSGIVING PARTY
at
Wu-Xan, Main Street, Saco
no cover
Witmer'S oj' 4 Maine Music Awards!
Raoul's Dance Party Every Wednesday Night
Now booking weddings and corporate partIeS for fall.

CALL 8

-2802

Steve Lutt ..... poet, editor and roosician,
wi. read from his newly published collection of poetry, The Green Man and Other
Poems, 7:30 pm, Nov 29, at Raflles Cafe
Bookstore, 555 Congress St, Portland.
For more information, call 761 -3930.
U....• Qroup The Downeast 9gers, a
group of owners of Texas Instruments
home computer and related hard- and
software, are interested in helping anyone owning a TI99/04A find what sihe
needs to make the system more productive. Monthly meetings held every second Mon at Maine Specialty Foods, 18.
Read S~ Portland. For more info or directions, call Tom Berman at n .-5048
or Patrick Powell at 934-2952.
U.lng Television for Public: PurPOSH
The Southem Maine Cable Television
Consortium presents the Second Annual Dynamic Community Television
Conference , dedicated to strengthening
the use of television for the public purpose.8am-4:3O pm, Nov 28, Holiday Inn
by the Bay, Portland. For information on
how to register, call 874-6540.

22, 1990 29

HARD TO FIND GIFfS •..
FOR THE HARD TO PLEASE?
MAKE IT EASY
AT

HARD CIDER FARM

RARE,
OBSCURE,
STOCKED •••
Our music selection offers

C.D.'s & Tapes
from around the world!

·.ibjl

Wi ..

-----~

Small Turkish kilims from $25.00
Afghan Balouch rugs from $35.00
Handwoven India dhurries from $25.00
Thrldsh kilim pillows $15.00 to $75.00
Persian Rugs from $150.00
Thrkish Ezine from $55.00
Handhooked rugs from $54.00

Discover••.

"The Maine Source
of Oriental RU2S"©

.... ....~~... .. ]
)l.US IbM I

We've got gift size rugs, kilims, dhurries
& kilim pillows .. . not expensive!

. .. and great gifts

lO",...
~·!I

Oriental Rugs at unbeatable prices

since\ Y 1\ t.AR (1974AD)

VIDEO RENTALS
• C.D.·S
• POSTERS. TAPESTRIES.
PATCHES • KEYCHAINS • AUDIO
& VIDEO ACCESSORIES •
T-SHIRTS. SPECIAL ORDERS
WELCOME

OFF THE
CLOCK
The AIDS Project Board of Directors is
seeking new members. The Board is a
diverse, spirited and active group, and
people are needed who are wining to
volunteer time, experience, _rgy and
creativity. (A sense of humor is always
welcome.) People who have considered
doing something to help those who are
living with AI DS in Southem Maine, call
the AIDS Project at 77.-6877
Cent., for Voluntary Action is looking
for a volunteer to fill the posilion of
Coordinatorof CaJendarof Events. About
three hours a week are needed to organize and update a calendar of events
and activities planned by Portland
agencies and organization. The calendar Is sent every other month to various
organizations who use it as a planning
11loI. For more information,call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Th. Community Leadership Program
is for people who are or want to be
actively involved in their cornrrunities
and who want their actions to make a
difference. The program runs from JanApril and provides participants the opportunity to develop their leadership
skills, broaden lheir understanding of
community issues, leam from community leaders and meel other individuals
with sirTilar interests. Call the USM Dept.
of Convnunity Programs for more information at 87.-6500.
Cross Country Ski Ben.fIt The American Lung Association in cooperation
with the Maine Nordic Council is o"ering
a limited number of 1990-1991 "Gold
Cards' for only $50. The card allows
holder up to six visits at each participating ski area, which tolals 90 passes. The
card is valid any day of the week. For
more information,call the Amef1can Lund
Association at 1-800-462-LUNG.
Donate Blood The Portland Red Cross Is
looking for donors. Give Ife. For more
Information, call 775-2367 .
....lInll Apprentlc.. are now being accepted for an innovative program creating healing environments. VoIunt_s
wi. gain hands-on experience. For more
information, call Maybe Somedayatn33275.
Holldlly Carro.... Intown Portland Exchange is looking for groups to participate in the Downtown Holiday Carroting
Series to be held Dec 7-23. Carroters
are needed Thur&lay evenings and
weekend afternoons. Interested groups
of carrolers should conlact IPE at 7726828.

eontin""d on pag. 30

(207) 846-4711
Marketplace

Open 10-10 Everydlay

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appoinunents: (207) 775-1600
Maine WATS 1-800.{j6()-RUGS
Hours: 10-5 Tues,-Sat.

,-------------------1 Redeem this coupon for
:~:..:... .

:ASLICE OF PIE . . ·:···· ::~t-:.::?(:·,

WHEN YOU BUY A CUP OF CHOWDER

Open daily 9-5
Saturday 11-6

low

4'
1_______________

~i~f;
Wharf St.
Old Port

~u~n expinlS ~tl9q

THE SPECIAL'S BA

»)

Charles Martin:
New Yorker Artist
Now through January 6, 1991

SMALL COFFEE
& MINI MUFFIN

Witty, original art work and illustrations
by the artist whose signature
initials CEM have appeared on hundreds
of New Yorker magazine covers.

Mariner's
Church

II is. i ii¢tai1l1.kj IIiH.
Open 6 a.m. Mon.-Fri./8 a.m . Sal.
366 Fore Street· Old Port

Ma de possible by a contri bution from Citib.ank.

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART

30

~22,1990

Casco 84y Wee/dy .

.
,,
,I

:

,

, 1

. I
I

Uplltam lounge available
for Chrilltmall banquetll.
Make rellervationll

I 1r •

I

,
1

Fn Nov 23 THE WHIGS
wllh Steel Cow
Sat. Nov. 24 HURRICANE MOUNTAIN

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

.

I
, 1

I

I

OFF THE
CLOCK

WARM UP NOVEMBER DAYSI
Homemade SOUpll, Chowder,
Dellllertll, Burgers, Sandwichell
and Much More!

, '
r

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

CHQI~TMi\8 ~i\LE

I

.,. and Jacia sa on
Change your summer do

Close-Out Prices on
All 1990 Models

For a Ski Do

SUPER
SPECIAL

WITH CUSTOM CUTS,
PERMS, AND SKIN CARE
FOR THE PAST SEVEN YEARS.
~NNING BOOTH AlSO AVAIlABlE

KIDS
BIKES

$99
Holiday
Lay-A-Way

WE CARRY PAUL MITCHELL
FOCUS 21, AND SEBASTIAN SKIN
CARE & MAKEUP PRODUCTS.

ICYCLE

walk· ins welcome

I

,

8 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

I

,;

r ;,

775-2555

8:30 - 7:00 M-F
8:30 - 5:00 SAT

76 Portland Street, Portland, Maine (207) 773-6906

Maine H.ndlcllPped 8kJ1 ... is looking
for students and volunteers lor its ninth
season. MSH is a non-profit organiza'
tion that teaches downhill skiing, costfree. to physicaHy challenged children
and adults with the help of specially
trained volunteer instructors. Students
must be six years of age or older, be
interested in learning to ski and have a
physical disability. AI ski equipment. lift
tickets and instruction are provided free .
Vofunteers need to be intermediate level
or bener skiers and must attend two
days of training dinlcs in Nov or Dec. A
free day of skiing is given for each day of
vofunteering. flnyone interested in becoming invo~l9d with MHS as a VofUnteer or student is urged to contact Betsy
Doyon at Maine Handicapped Skiing,
Sunday River Ski Resort. RFD 2 Box
1971 Bethel, ME 04217, or call 8242440.
Wh8t .... you doing New V..r'. Ev.'
Spend an evening with the Persuasions, Abrams & flnderson, Forces of
Nature, Lazy Mercedes, the Maine ""1Star Fiddler's Jamboree and dozens of
other performers from around the world
and around the comer by volunteering
at New Yea(s/Portland. Site directors,
stage managers, ushers, ticket checkers and parade marshals are needed to
oversee 12 hours of entertainment at
seven performance sites in downtown
Portland. Poster hangers. offICe helpers
and carpenters are also needed. VoIun·
teers receive free admission to all New
Yea(s/Portland activities in exchange
for lour hours of service performed on or
before Dec. 31 . Call Maine Arts at n29012 for more information.
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HELP
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Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

I'

r:

Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of Q,_,S___

<

S Portland Pier

~

772-48%

a

Christmas Specialties
order ahead for
Office Parties & Home Entertaining!

:~
~ ~
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Place your order before Dec. 1 and save 10%.
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1/2 "'''ted
chicken, mashed
potato & gravy
with vegetable

cafe on exchange

TREAT YOUR TASTE BUDS AND GIVE YOUR WALLET AREST!

;.

,

College bowls
Li.fe for me is a series of dog walks on the Eastern Prom ...
<;assle.and ~.Q. at 6:30 a.m., 12:15 p.m., 5:45 p.m. and 11 p.m.
I m not sun: if aU d~s go to heaven, but if they do - my dog will
rep?rt to Saint Peter 10 outstanding physical condition.
I m told by reliable sources that there are many of you out
there who do not own a 6-month-i>ld puppy, one that pees and
poops around the clock. Don't be alanned. To fill this massive
void, .at least through the first of the year, all you have to do is
substitute college bowl games.
It's not important what te4'ms are playing because these
bowls are a col~ssal joke, a three-hour sitcom with pads. Built in
a~ ample ~erClse breaks for long walks to your refrigerator
(With or WIthout dog). Be happy you're indoors in front of a
working television. Chances are you don't personally know any
of the behemoth clowns who are smashing into each other on all
three major networks, Sports Channel, ESPN, WXFf, CNN and
MONTE'S CASCO SATELLITE SYSTEM (free installation if you
buy a full-page ad in CBW).
Keep in mind that college bowls exist so that national
mercenary companies can prostitute themselves and fork over
obscene sums of money to networks and universities. Ain't that
America?
Her,e's the indispensable College Bowl Schedule to bring you
safely mto 1991. The preposterous money-grubbing names of
these i~ne ~wls ~re for real, and were not changed to protect
the gUilty. EnJOY. I m out the door with Cassie, my wonder
dog ...
Name of bowl:

I

;

....

...

Mon-Wed , 110m to 9pm
thurs-Fri'f 110m to 10pm
saturday 'f 7am to 10pm
Sunday 'f Brunch I}> Dinner

"'"' wlllter's Cllfe "' 15 eHchlln

st. "' portlllnd",",

A.R.T .s. Anonymoua is a group of local
artists recovering through the Twelve
Steps. who have come together to form
a support group that rooets every Mon
eve at 7 pm at st. Luke's Cathedral,
Stale St, Portland. For more information,
call 846-6911 .
Blracl.1 Famlll. .' Support Group The
YWCA Racial Justice Comminee has
organized a support group for parents of
children in biracial families. The winter
schedule of rooetings is as follOWS: Nov
28 & Dec 12, from 6 :30-8 pm, at the
YWCA. 87 Spring St, Portland. Participation is free and open to the public. For
more information. call the YWCA at 8741130.
Chronic F8tlgu. Syndrome Support
Group meets the first and third Sun of
every month from 4-5 pm In the Mercy
Hospital basement auditorium. For more
information, call n5-2219 or 625-8412.
I ..."",.m Volunt..... Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call n4-HELP.
Injured Workers M . .tlng for wOl1<ers
having diffICUlty with workman's compo
system. 7 :30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church.
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets,
Sanford.
Maine'. First BI'III" Tumor Support
Group wiM rooeteveryThursday evening
at 7 p.m. at New England Rehabilitation
Hospital of Portland (NERH-PortIand),
13 CharlesSI. This new group has been
designed by NERH-Portland and the
American Cancer Society to rooet the
special needs of adults with brain tumors
and their families. Interested participants
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
first meeting for a brief preliminary interview. People are encouraged to join
any time by calling Wish at n5-4000 ,
ext. 542.
N_Engl.nd Dlaorde... Progr.m F....
Monthly Support Group , Nov27, 7:30
pm. Topic: I. C.O.P.E. Speaker: Pamela
Leone , Ph.D . Open to the public.
Westbrook Comrrunity Hospital , 40 Parit
Rd, Westbrook 04092. For more information, call 854-$464.

California Raisin
Poulan Weed
Eater Independence
Eagle Aloha
Liberty
Blockbuster
All-American
Peach
Freedom
Holiday
John Hancock
Domino's Pizza
Copper
MazdaCator
Hall of Fame
Florida Citrus
Mobil Cotton
Sunkist Fiesta
Jolly John Rose·
Federal Express
Orange
USF& C Sugar

Location:

Date/Time:

Fresno, Calif.
Shreveport, La.

Dec 8/1 p.m.
Dec 15/7 p.m.

Honolulu, Hawaii
Memphis, Tnn.
Miami, Fla.
Binningham, Ala.
Atlanta, Ga.
Anaheim, Calif.
San Diego, Calif.
EI Paso, Texas
Tuscan, Ariz.

Dec 25/10:30 a.m.
Dec 27/7 p.m.
Dec 28/8 p.m.
Dec 28/6 p.m.
Dec 29/12:30 p.m.
Dec 29/5 p.m.
Dec 29/4:30 p.m.
Dec 31/12:30 p.m.
Dec 31/3 p.m.

Jacksonville, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Dallas, Texas
Tempe, Ariz.
Pasadena, Calif.
Miami, Fla.

Jan 1/12:30 p.m.
Jan 1/1 p.m.
Jan 1/1:30 p.m.
Jan 1/1:30 p.m.
Jan 1/2 p.m.
Jan 1/2:30 p.m.
Jan l/7p.m.

New Orleans, La.

Jan 1/8 p.m.

• Look it up!
MiuQuinn

O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on
Tuesdays at 7 pm, Williston West
Church, Portland. Free.
Senior Out....ch 8erYIc. . ln response
to the needs of older people, Southem
Maine Area AgencyonAging is providing
SeniorOutreach Services to the following
locallons : Warren Congregational
Church. 810 Main St, Westbrook, 1st
Mon of each month, lor residents of
Westbrook and Gorham. from 9 am-12
noon : Ross Center. 38 Washington St
Biddeford. 1st Too of each month, f~
residents of Biddeford. Saco & 008,
from 9 am-12 noon. fin Elder Advocate
wil be available to assist residents with
their aglng·related issues and concerns
such as Mec;licare, Insurance, housing :
SOCial secunty, etc. This service is provided free of charge. n5-650J or I ·

~427-741!. ..

:-:.
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The Path of Rec_1Y Portland Sufi
meetings
Order offers a series of
Involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
~haring f~ on bringing spiritualily
Into our lives. Meetings are modeled
after 12-Slepgroups and welcome anyone with a desire to recover from addictions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays, 7 :30-8:30 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church. Open to the
public. Donationsarewelcome. For more
information, call Jan at 878·2263, Robin
at 767·2J15 or Eli at n4-12OJ.
The Singi. Parent.' Hom. Schooling
Support Group meets once a month .
Any single parent interested in home
education Is welcome to attend. For
more information. call n2·7269.
Southem MalneSl... I.. SocI.1 Group
for single, widowed, divorced or sepa·
rated people over 35 meets Friday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings in various locations from Biddeford to Portland.
Call Linda at 9:34-1692. Roberta at 2849322 or Ruth at 892-4407.

sma.

Specl.1 Int.....t AA Meeting for
peopl. living with AIDS meets
weekly on Tuesdaysat8 pm at the PWA
Coalition . 3n Cumberland Ave. Portland. Meeting designed to provide a
safe space in which to clscuss HIV issues, while Hving positively sober. This
meeting is open only to tlose who have
tested HIVlPositive or have been diag·
nosed with AIDS. For more Inlormation
'
call 871-9211.
He.1th I..u r _ AuI.tance Cllnlca
Project Maine Neighbor, a federally
funded partnership between Maine's
Bureau of Elder and Adult Services the
Southem Maine Area Agency on A9ing
and othercommunitygroups. isopening
the first two in a series of Health Insurance IIssistance Clinics for oIderpeopie.
Tr81ned vofunteers will be available to
answer questions about Medicare
Medicaid and Medicare supplementai
health insurance and to assist people
with claim forms. C~nlcs will be held on
thefirstandthirdThursdaysofthemonth
at Mercy Hospital, Portland. To make an
appointment for one of the dinics, callI,
800-427-7411 or n5-6503.
WINOS, a non-profit organization dedicates to providing support for Iow'income single parents announces The
Kids' Place, providing day care lor chil·
dren from infancy to eight years in South
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more information,
call 767-2010. Also, weekly support
group helps set goals that lead to setfsufficiency and to discuss problems
single parents encounler Tuesdays, 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St, S. Portland and
Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 Day St,
Westbrook.

FREE BREAD!
MAINE

BAKERY
SUPPLY
75 DARUNG AVE .• SOUTH POR11.AND· 77!H1100 •
M-W &F 11-4,1hLI IHdat 9·1, Closed s.c. 11124

In addition lo our sumpluous lunches (l5
dinners we offer cat.ering (off premises
(l5 on) parties or business functions. Call
now 6 r all of your holiday party plans!

th'(JALLEy
RESTAURANT

I
215 Foreside Road. Falmouth Foreside. 781·4262
mon-thurs, 11:30·9. fri·sat, 11:30·10. sun 11:30·8

WELL
NESS
Community He.lth Service. will
sponsor an aduh health screening for
diabetes,anemia.coIorectalcanoer. high
blood pressure and cholesterol level.
Two or more tests per person are
available, time pernitting. Donation. Nov
26, 1-3 pm, Scarborough Town Hall:
Nov 28, 9:30-11 :30, Gorham st. Anne's
Church. For more information on any of
the preceding, call n5-72Jl,ext551 . or
1·800-643-4:3J1.
Gym Ac:tlvltlea ProgrMl USM Lifeline
is offering memberships to the general
public. Weight training, sqaush. rac·
quetball, basketball and use of sauna
and locker rooms. For more information
call USM Lifeline at 78!>-4170.
'
HHlthah_ Ale. . at Portland Public
Library has computer programs, Heahh
Risk Appraisal and more to help you
leam about your health. Call 871-1700
for hours.
Innerllght Well_ offers Kripalu yoga
classes, individual yoga therapy ses·
sions and holistic wellness consuttation
setVices. Fall yoga classes are ongoing
In Portland. Introductory offer available
for individual yoga therapy session. Fall

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

worI<shops: Dec 1,9:30 am-4 pm, KripakJ
Yoga and the Chakras - home practice
for the holidays and beyond. $60. Call
874-2341 for information, registration
location.
'
Maine'. Firat BrIIln Tumor Support
GroupwilmeeteveryThursdayevening
at 7 p.m. at New England Rehabilitation
Hospital of Portland (NERH-PortIand),
1J Charles SI. This new group has been
designed by NERH-Portland and the
American Cancer Society to meet the
special needs of adults with brain tumors
and their families. Interested participants
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
first meeting lor a brief preliminary in,
tervlBW. People are encouraged to join
any time by calling WISh at n5-4000,
ext. 542.
Portland
Order Universal Worship
Service will now be offered every month
at 222 SI. John St, suite 132. Service will
be conducted by Satiya Martin on Sun·
days starting at 12 noon on NovJO. 874-

sun

im;m?l?:m:;::nTit:m No other radio
station in Portland offers you
thevarietyof talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

29::18.
USM Lifeline offers a new ten·week session 01 Walk/Jog/Aerobics, which offers
choices in walking, jogging , multilevel
aerobics, stationarycycHng and rowing .
Classes are offered three days a weekMonday, Wednesday and Friday - at a
variety of times and locationS, and start
Dec 3 . Registration deadline is Nov 26.
Contact USM LWeline at 780-4170, for
registration information and free brochure.

ContinlUd on page 32
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Wednesday Trips to Shawnee Peak
(Children are out of school at 12:30 p.m.) An afternoon of
skiing for youth (second graders through high school seniors) at
Shawnee Peak, from 12:30 p.m. tl? 9 p.m., with skiing from 2-7
p.m. The trips are offered February 6 and March 6. Price
includes bus fare but not dinner. Transportation provided by
Maine Line Tours. Children signed up for Ski Programs will
have priority. Rentals $6.00 extra. (Snowboard rental $8.) P /0
points: Reiche, Nathan Clifford and Riverton schools. Cost: $19,
non-residents add $3. Registration deadline: Jan. 4.

""" New in Freeport

GLOBAL
GOODIES
Importer's Outlet
Affordable clothing,
jewelry, and trinkets
from around the world.
Plus ...

Beautiful handknit
sweaters from Equador.

25 Bow St.,
Freeport, ME 04032
207-865-6510
10% Discount to
College Students with l.D.

Continued from "..ge 31
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8ocIphop USM Lifeline is ollering 1Tl9mbership in the Bodyshop. a supervised

weight training program for all ages and
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
orientation and training for participants
whether they simply want to tone up or
get in condition for a particular sport.
Bodyshop is an ongoing program; 1Tl9mberships are offered for 3 months, 6
months or 1 year. Call 780-4170 for
more Information.

Winter ski programs

Mulberry Street
PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
10% Off Everything
'till Christmas
(except Pine Furniture)
47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

LL Be.., is sponsoring a public clinic,
Instant Fun: Waxless Skis - Selection
and Care - Nov 26, from 7:30 -8:30 pm.
Call 865-4761. ext. 7800 or 1-800-3414341, ext 7800 for more information.
Youth ........tball Prog...... The Portland YMCA is now accepting registrations for lis Youth Basketball Program
for boys and girts grades 1-7. For more
information. call Milce LeGage at 8741111.
Wallyb" Join the Casco Bay BIcycle
Club everyThursdayal6:30 pm. People
of all abiHties are welcome. Pizza afterwards. For more Information, contact
Walleyball Rand at 79!HOI3.

....t'niclv a fragrant, freshly
CU[,
, double balsam
fir wreath with nature's
own decorations:
pinecones, berries and
statice set off with a red
velvet bow.
delivered
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Place order before December 5; and don't forget this
festive touch for your own home and business!
We accept checks, Visa and Mastercard. Call or write to place your order.
Mileaway Farm Wreaths

R.F.O. #1 Box 4965
Lincolnville, Maine 04849

207 .. 763 .. 3806

NEW PROMOTION
FREE 35 mrn Camera
When you purchase 100 rolls of fresh Kodak Film
from us for only $49.95
This package has a retail value of over $375.00.

Call us now!! There's no way you can lose!
Makes a great last minute stocking stuffer...
VisalMastercard Accepted

CaD (207) 874 2954 Now!

Holiday Beadwork

Sports quotes
of the week
rr Arthur Ashe went to Disney
World recently to play in Walt's
Annual Pro-Am. Excited about
the event, he told reporters, '1'd
rather play golf than eat." Arthur
may not have enough money to
eat - after he pays his bar bill.
What happened is that Ashe hit a
miraculous shot on the par-3,
152-yard, 13th hole.
"I used an Soiron. The ball took
two bounces and fell in. There
was that thrilling moment of
ecstasy followed by the terrifying
thought of having to buy drinks
for all the people on the course at
the time. Tradition in this
tournament says a hole in one
calls for such generosity. Oh
well."

Arthur Ashe's bar bill:
650 soft drinks @ $3.85
225 mixed drinks@$4.25
350 Scotches @ $4.25
260 gin and tonics @ $4.25
100 wines@$3.25
Tax on total: $370.57
Gratuity: $982.02
Grand total: $7,728.84

For Your

Holiday
Shopping List

d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange Street, Portland • m-S119
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10.6, Sun. 12.5, Thurs. \il8

Freestyle Ski Lessons
This seven-week program, taught by Shawnee Peak's Jerome
Howell, instructs skiers in the basics of freestyle ballet and
mogul skiing. Participants take a lesson (9-11 a.m.), and then ski
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. For 12- to 1Soyear-olds, advanced
intermediate level and up. Each trip starts at 7 a.m. and ends at
4 p.m. Program runs from Jan. 5·Feb. 16. Price includes transportation and rental of short skis. P /0 points: Reiche, Nathan
Clifford and Riverton schools. Cost: $189, non-residents add $5.
Registration deadline: Dec. 14.

Snowboard Lessons
Shawnee Peak now has a half-pipe. This seven-week
program is taught by Shawnee Peak instructors and offers the
best of both worlds: skiing and snowboarding. Participants take
a lesson from 9-11 a.m. They then have the use of a board, if
they are renting, for the remainder of the afternoon; or they
have the option of skiing· rentals are included, but not lessons.
Program is geared for So to lSoyear-olds. Program runs from
Jan. 5-Feb. 16. Price includes ski rentals and transportation. P /0
points: Reiche, Nathan Oifford and Riverton schools. Cost:
$169, includes lesson and boarding; non-residents add $5. Add
$20 if renting a snowboard; add $15 for ski lessons. Registration
deadline: Dec. 14.

Ttd Musgrave

Downhill ski lessons
Lost Valley
This program is designed for the younger skier (second
through eighth grade). Lesson levels range from beginner to
expert. Program is offered Wednesday nights, Jan. 2-Feb. 13,
from 3:30 to 9 p.m. Participants take a one-hour lesson and ski
for 1-1/2 hours. (Lessons are~, 6-7 or 7-7:30 p.m.) Instruction
by Lost Valley Ski School. Ski rentals available. Transportation
provided by Maine Line Tours. P /0 points: King and Lyman
Moore middle schools. Cost is $162 (if not renting, $108). Nonresidents add $5. Registration deadline is Dec. 14.

FOR

KIDS

Shawnee Peak
You can now ski the top at night. This program is designed
for sixth graders through high school seniors and is offered
Friday nights, Jan. 4-Feb. 15, from 3:30-9 p.m. Participants take a
one-hour lesson and ski for 2-1/2 hours. (Lessons are scheduled
for 5:30, 6:30 and 9 p.m.) Lesson levels range from beginner to
expert. Ski rentals available. Instruction by Shawnee Peak Ski
School. Transportation provided by Maine Line Tours. P /0
Points: Reiche, King &. Riverton schools. Cost: $164 (if not
renting, $139). Non-residents add $5. Registration deadline is
Dec. 14.

$18.95

,\ .,. ~

Portland Recreation will once again offer downhill ski
lessons and recreational skiing for youth and teens, crosscountry ski lessons for teens and adults and snowboard and
freestyle ski lessons. It will also sponsor three day-trips and
Shawnee Peak Monday Night Discounts. Participation in the
programs is at the individ ual' s own risk. Registration for
programs may be done through the mail or in person at City
Hall. For registration forms (and more detailed information),
please call 874-8793 or 874-8300 x 8791. Registration begins
Nov. '}h, 1990 and is LIMITED.

Freestyle and snowboarding

You may find this account to
be Goofy, but it's absolutely true.
By the by, Arthur Ashe's cocktail
waitress was Minnie Mouse.

Mike Quinn

Cross<ountry ski lessons
Basic instruction offered at Riverside Golf Course. For
children age 12 and older, and adults. Classes will be held on
three consecutive Saturdays, January 5-19, from 9-11 a.m.
Taught by Eastern Mountain Sports. Ski rentals available
through EMS. Cost: $10.00, $15.00 for non-residents. Registration deadline: Dec. 21.

Recreational ski
Monday Evening Ski at Shawnee Peak
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5-10 p.m., for $35. Night
skiing at the top. Open to youth, ad ults and seniors. Program
options include rentals and 1-1/2 hour lessons, from 7:30-9 p.m.
Individuals must provide their own transportation. Cost: $35
(add $15 for rentals, $15 for lessons). Registration deadline: Dec.
14.
Saturday Morning Ski at Shawnee Peak
This seven-week program is designed for youl)gsters and
teens (second graders through high school seniors) who have
mastered some of the techniques of skiing. Takes place Saturday mornings and afternoons, Jan. 5-Feb 16, from 7 a.m. to 4
p.m. (skiing from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.). Ski rentals available.
Transportation provided by Maine Line Tours. P /0 points:
Reiche, Nathan Clifford and Riverton schools. Cost: $149; nonresidents add $5 (if not renting skis, $134; optional lessons, add
$15). Registration deadline: Dec. 14.
Day Trip to Shawnee Peak
A day of skiing for youth (second graders through high
school seniors) at Shawnee Peak, on March 15 (a teacher
inservice day). The day lasts from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.; skiing is
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Price includes bus fare and lunch. Transportation provided by Maine Line Tours. Children signed up
for Ski Programs will have priority. Rentals $6 extra.
Snowboard rental $8. P /0 points: Reiche, Nathan Oifford and
Riverton schools. Cost: $24, non-residents add $3. Registration
deadline: Jan. 4.

OUT

SIDE

Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
(MOAC) Upcoming trip: Dec 8, Hike in
the White Mts. and cut your own holiday
tree ($5 fee). meet at Gorflam Shop 'n
Save at 10:30 am, call n2-8465; Dec 8
& 9, Hiking in Acadia Nat'l Park, stay at
BlackwoocIs carlll9round. call 657-4418;
Dec 16. Downhill skiing at Sunday River.
call 772-9831 ; Dec 15 & 16, skiing and
snowshoeing in the Mahoosics, ca. 7740074; Dec 29-Jan I, cross-country skiIng in Moosehead Lake area, call n2231 I; Jan 20, cross-country skiing in
Greater Portland area (near Back Cove
Shop 'n Save), 9 am, call n4-3032;
spontaneous day hikes during the week,
883-5984. People interested In ice
climbing this winter should call Carey at
n2-9831 .
MaIne Women Outdoors oilers the following activities: Dec 16, Cross-Country Skiing. call 785-3053; Thanksgiving
Weekend, Day Hike. call 54 7-3919; Feb
9-10, Winter Camping, Skiing &Skating.
If you'd like to be a lrip leader. have a
camp 10 lend for a fall or winterweekend
trip, or have any questions about MWO
at all, call 547-3919.
Nature Center: Wells National Estuarine
Research Reserve welcomes visitors to
its exhibits, open Tue-Fri from 10 am-3
pm; parking lot and trails open Mon-Fri
8am-4pm. through April 30. Free.Tours
may be arranged. 646-1555. 646-4521.

Children will have the opportunity to
catch up on their holldayglftmaklng
at the Portland Museum of Art·s Holiday
Workshops. where they will create objects with a weslem theme:quik-inspired
cards, ornaments and hand-printed
bandana scarves. The workshops will
be offered at three different times for
ages seven through twelve: Dec 1 from
10:30 am to 12:30 pm; and Dec 8 from
10:30 am to 12:30 pm, and from 1:30 to
3:30 pm. Children ages three to six may
anend a special workshop with their
parents to create a bandana scarf while
leaming simple printing techniques. The
parentlchild wor1<shop will be held on
Dec 6, from 11 am to noon. The workshopsare $8 each for rruseum ITl9mbers
and $10 for non-members. Additional
children at the workshops are $5 each.
Theprice indudes supplies. Prepayment
and preregistration are required. For
further information, call n5~148.
TM Children'. Resource Centeroffers
Turkey Pictures for kids ages 3-5 on Nov
27,28& 29. Times: 10:30 am and again
at 1 pm. Cost $llchild.Thorrpson's Point,
Building 1A, Porlland. Register by calling 773-3045. Reservations are necessary.
Children'. Resource Center offers Art
Fun sessions for 3- 10 5-year-01ds on
Tue·s. Wed·sandThu's. Sessions focus
on a crealive activity and cost $1 per
child. Children rrust be accompanied by
an adull and reservations are necessary. Activities lor 6- to 12-year-01ds are
also scheduled. Cost varies according
to activity. Call n3-3045 for mona information.
Dance Oa_ Wor1<shop w~h Michelle
Stuckey and Stephanie Leighton Zip,
Jump and Fly: B rrusical dance workshop
for children 8-11. This event will focus
on the enhancement of each ch ild's
. awareness of creativity, COfT1XlSition and
dance sl<ills. The process and the fun
are the most important components of
this workshop. Dec 8, from 2-4 pm, at
Portland School of Bailet, 34 I
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Fee: $16.
For information and regislration. call 7733345.

Expecting? Sibling class for big brothers
and sisters to be will be offered by Osteopathic Hospital on Jan 13, March 10,
May 12 and July 14. This two-hour activity session, designed for 2 112-10year-olds. will help prepare children for
the arrival of a new baby. Class fee: $1 O.
33S Brighton Ave, Portland. To regisler,
or for more information, call 781-2694.

flicks for KIcIa: The Chocolate Church
and the Panen Free Library present
their 1990 Children's Fall Classic Film
Schedule: The Secret Garden Dec 1. All
films run from 9 :30-11:30 every other
Sat. Popcorn and drinks served. Donations welcome. Kids under 5 rrust be
accompanied by an adull The Center
for the Arts at the Chocolate Church.
Bath. For more information, call 4428455.
A Fun Event for the Big SI.ter or Big
Brother To Be Childbirth Education
Assn. of Gnaater Portland is sponsoring
a two-hour activities session to help
prepare children for the arrival of a new
baby. Too session is designed for 3-11
2-year-olds through 100year-olds, and
children are asl<ad to bring a newborn
tee shirt with them so they can create a
gift for their baby. Activities include
movie. stories. coloring books, articles
for parents and birthday cake for children. Classe held from 3·5 pm Jan 13.
1991. $10 per child. Call 781-2694 to
register. Classes held in the firsl noor
conference room at the Brighton Medical Center.
F....h Paint Art atudlo for children ages
2-11 offers art classes. workshops and
daycare. Fresh Paint is located at One
Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-4983.
Friday F... Movl. . offered by S. Port·
land Public Library from 3:30-4:30 pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 775-1835.
J ..t So Storl. . The Young People's
Theater will perform Rudyard Kipling's
work. Developed in rehearsal by the
cast and arector AI Miller, the production includes The Beginning of the
Armadilloes, How the Whale Got His
Hump and The Elephant's Child. Nov
23-25. al 7:30 pm and 2 pm Sunday
afternoons. The show lasts an hour and
is especially appropriale forchildren and
families. For information and reservations, call 729-8584.
Local Students Asked to Participate
In National Competition As part of
the Great Ideas campaign. WCBB-TV is
asking local schools to participate in "I
Can Change the World.' This is a c0mpetition in which high school and middle
school students are invited to create
their own script and story board for a 30to 8O-second public service announcement. Deadline to enter the competition
is Feb 15. 1991 . No entry fee. Teachers
who are interested in having their students participate are asked to cail France
Shea. Director Communily Relations at
WCBB-TV, 783·9101, before Dec 14.
The Portland Public Library'.
Children'. Room Schedule for the
week of Nov 26 is as follows: Nov 26.
10:30am. Preschool Story Time for 3-to
5-year-olds; Nov 28. 9:30 am, Finger
Fun for Babies; Nov 28, 10:30 am, Preschool Story Time for 3· to 5-year-oids;
Nov 30.10:30 am. Tales for Twos; Dec
1. 10:30 am. Story Hour for children of
all ages. All programs are free and open
to the public. For more informalion. call
871-1700.
Portland Rec ....tlon'. Aquatic Division wiH begin accepling registrations
for the winter session of Saturday
morning swimming lessons at the
Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave. Registration begins Nov 26 al 12:1 S pm, either
in person at the pool or by calling 8748456 or 874-8455 (phone registrations
after 1 :30 use 874-8456 only). Classes
begin on Dec 22 and continue for 10
weeks. Classes are for infants. toddlers.
preschool and beginners through
swimmers. For additional information,
call 874-8456.
....rtI.nd Recreation'. Toddler PIa,
This is a course to help 3- to 5-year-olds
develop hand. eye and motor skills.
Parents will be encouraged to join in Ihe
variety of activities. Mondays through
Dec 3. 10·10:45am, Cummings Center.
Fee: 50 cents. 874-8873.
The Portland Symphony Orch. .tra'.
Klnderkonzertseries for children ages
3-7 will present a brass program entitled
"Different Hats: to be performed in ten
locations throughout Maine in Nov and
Dec. The brass program is part two of a
four-part series in which ensembles from
the orchestra visit differenl locations to
demonstrate the distinctive character isticsofthefamiliesofrrusical instruments
to school children. Tickets for kids and
adults are $2. Kinderkonzerts will be
performed in Portland at the italian
Heritage Center at 9:30 am. 10:30 am
and 1 pm, Dec 17 & 18. Contact Ellen
Soontras. 799-4830 for more information.
Riverton Branch Library offers the following programs for children: Wednesdays - Tales for Twos, 10:30 am;
Thursdays - Afterschool Films, all ages,
3:30pm; Fridays- Finger Fun forBabies,
9:3O-9:45am; Preschool Story Time (3to 5-year-olds) , 10:3Oam. Library hours:
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays. 9 am-12 pm. For
further information. call 797-2915.

Continued on "..gt 34

Nails by Mary
Come to the nail technician with 10 years
experience for your complete nail care.

1/2 PRICE-SALE
(through 12115190)

• Manicures.•.. reg. $15 now $7.50
• Pedicures•.•.reg. $30 now $15
• FillslMaintenances for
Acrylic, Silk or Gel nails.... reg. $25 now $12.50
• New sets of
Acrylic, Silk or Gel nails....reg. $60 now $30

GENTLEMEN!

J:IJ:1J:1J:1J:1

Hassle-free shopping for that
J:I!:lJ:lJ:lJ:l
special lady! Gift
Certtifitcates'"
.
r:T:T:·id:·
'"
.................... J:IJ:1'
J:IJ:1
~A."are always the ~ight size! Call.:.!:~:Ll:~:l:+~:l:::
•• now and we wtll send you a .:.L:.L:.L:.L:.L:.L:.IJ:IJ:I
~~':ai gift-wrapped certificate.
J:IJ:1
....:.~.:+:+:+:+:+:.
;...;...;...;...;...;...J!;lQ
1

88

• Free color analysis with any nail service.
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Try
Bud Dry!
by Frank Gaziano
One of the most unusual baseball
teams of all-time was the 1973 New
York Met> who became the only
team in big league history to win a
pennant without a.300 hiner or a
20-game winner!... Not one Met

regular batter hit over
.300 that season and not
one Met pitcher won 20
games--yet, amazinglYJ

they won the National
League pennant. Did
you know Bud Dry I.
the first premium
priced, cold filtered
draft dry beer In the
entire Industry? Of all
the baseball teams in
major league history,
which one had the most
players that eventually made the Hall
of Fame? .. Answer is the 1928 Philadelphia A's who had seven of the
greatest players of a11-time-· TyCobb,
MickyCochrane, Eddie Collins,jimmy
Foxx, Lefty Grove, Al Simmons, and
Tris Spea.ker, all of whom made the
Hall of Fame ... Andstrangelyenough,

this team did not win the pennant!
Bud Dry Is lighter and less .....eet
than other premium beers. It I.
.mooth, clean and ref...".hlng
with no Ungering aftert... te.
Here's an amazing boxing
record .. .It was set
by the great joe
louis in the 1930's
and 40·s ... louis is
the only fighter in
history ever to
knock out SIX
heavyweight
champions of the
world ... In his career, louis knocked
out Max Baer,jack
Sharkey, Primo
Carnera,
jim
Braddock and joe Walcott-and
each of those men, at one time or
another, was the heavyweight
, champ! The combination of dry
brewing and cold flltering glves
Bud Dry that smooth taste with
no aftertaste. TryBudDry!Beer,
A good part of the good life!

The arrival of
the Ski Season!

"1Io.~o1"e than just a sandWich sh
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NOW SERVING

Opt

Hot and Healthy
Dinners To Go
--- order ahead -_.
_____________ :=_~_..!)ick up ---- on your way home ------------------------------ or back to the office --

BON VIVANT

soups •

SANDWICHES. SALADS • AND MOREl

10 Moulton St. • 774-4342

~5

Where did you
find that?

I
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to visit the Museum Shop.

7 Congress Square·

I

Portland

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART

t"

I i
, f
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• birthstone rings. colored pencils' juggle kit • cards' glow in dark
stars' kazoo • optic top. teenie weenie kaleidoscope' bug box' mini
nationality doll~ • m30ic nadA • ITW'JIc ink • liD ~wif"lOP.f' • nmtty pin and

I

roll on colo

Look What $5 Will Buy! ¥atereolors

up

sa&~_ Over 500 Toys & Gifts for $5 or Less lip,
l~S
peanut butter. stone critters' key chains' wine glasses' potpourri •
plates' bowls' mugs' candle holders' ashtrays· sugar/creamer sets
• weather sticks • working bowls & glasses • pancake mix • honey •
jams • Snow
towel hang~

J!, I

'ttl

IYGEM.]lTY SHOP

tSSOries • jiffy
Ilated mugs·

country blue
195 Commercial SL • Old Port
bags' mug
mats' shoe
871·1427
Tammerlane
Wintenace ornaments • honey dippers • citrus reamers • mug mats

e_
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ACCESUlIES

DIMORA 26 ExcIlange Slreet Portland's Okl Port

Visit

I ·

November 24th
Satyrday
9arff.Y- 8pm

**

Maine
Maritime
Museum

.. .in Bath

Maritime History Building
Open 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Percy & Small Shipyard
Open 9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(1UIIiI/1l25)

443·1316
243 Washington Street. Bath
from Portland, take 1-95 to Exit 22, Coastal Rte. 1, to
Bath Business District Exit, tum right at light and
proceed south on Washington St 1.5 miles.

(CWSED THANKSGNING DAY)

ETC

n ....

:. ~~~ MoviEs'".
NOV 21-25

Going
Places

CYR INDUSTRIES, INCe

W ED-FRI 7, 9:15
SAT-SUN MAT 1

Electrical Contractors
S9.2.-0119 or 1-S00-.2.S7-'WIRE

Tight Little Island

P.o. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

----------------------SAT
4:45; SUN 7; MON 8:4-5 -,

The Promoter

F~~~ICE

The Detective
For Additional
Information Call
Y.M.C.A. or any
Down East Member.

POWDER PACKED VACATION PACKAGES
AS LOW AS $56 PER DAY
Includes: lodging. dinner. break ·

fasl , unlimiled X-C skiing & use
of all the resorl faci/ilies .

NOV 28DEC 2

WED-FRI 7, 9 :15
SAT-SUN 1,7

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.

The Flight

Ad,<ltj Pedi4tric Medicine. Offiu Gynecology
Manipu"'tion • Preventatipe Medicine

Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St.
St., Suite #322

"It's the best
damn beer
I ever drank!"

A holistic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
professional experienced In
conventional medicine.

Jonathan St. Laurent

Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT

Therapeutic Massage

We are a Classic New England Reso rt
ten minutes away from downhill skiing
at SUNDAY RIVER with 28 km of groomed X·C
ski tra ils right out our back door.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAIlABLE

207-846-3306 or 781-5540
T radilionallnn and luxury Townhouse Co ndminium accomodations
available. Recreation facilities include a year-round outdoor healed
pool with ho t tub, fitness center. saunas and game room .

Th e Bethe l Inn offers the best vacu·
lion values available anvwhere .
Coli. o r write.
chen co m pare

n ....

n

., •

Ski Equipmenl Sale

KIDS

Find something special
for just about anyone, ..
At the Museum Shop.
Free admission

* *

Downeast Ski Club Presents the 29th Annual

FOR

. ~'r;,
,

BrIan Boitano and Katarlna Witt: The LlghtMlp '12 Nantucket, an intha-waler dockside maritime museum
SkatIng II The new tour will perform in
and National Historic landmark- and
Porlland on through Nov 25 at 7 pm in
Coast Guard-designated "Attraction
Cumberland County Civic Center.
Vassal; offers guided lours on board.
Tickets are $25, $20 & $18 .50. All seats
• Sal's from 10 am-4 pm& Sun's 12 noonreserved. For more information, call ns4 pm. Adults $3, seniors and children
34B1.
$1.50. Groups by appointment. Maine
Chr18tm. . FaIr The United Society of
Wharf, Portland (near Casco Bay Farry
Shakers willhold fleir annuallairollering
T arminaJ). For more information call nshomemade baked and preearved goods,
Om/mud from page 33
ttB1 .
evergreen wreaths and hert> wreaths,
hand knitted and sewn wear, Shaker MardlofDl.-.RaflleSupportthehome
team and the March of Dimes: win two
yam, Shaker style furniture, toys. Whhe
round-trip tickets on Continental AirWnas,
Elephants, the Sabbathday lakeline of
valid anywhere in the U.S . Tickets will
hert> products, books, stationary and
be sold at Maine Mariners home games
calendars. 10 am-3 pm. Dec t, at the
during the month of November; the
Shaker Store. Sabbathday lake Shaker
drawing wil be Dec. 1. For more inforVillage. Route 26. New Glouoester. For
mation . call 87 HI660 or 874-7243.
further information. call 926-4597.
A ChrI.tmas Made tn Maine, featuring NewVe...'. Portland On Dec 31 , Maine
Arts, Inc. win again present Maine's
handmade craftsofdistinclion. displayed
largest New Year's celebration. featuramong English country pine antiques.
ing a wide array of concerts, perforThe work of 24 artisans will be premances and exhibitions and drawing
sented. 9 am-4 pm, Dec 1 ,in the Bowery
ScholarshIp. to Interlochen Art.
thousands to downtown Portland to celBeach Schoolhouse at the head of Two
Camp Through a grant provided by st.
ebrale the beginning of the new year.
lights Road, Cape Elizabeth.
louis-based Emerson Electric Co .•high Craft Show The Society of Southem
Tickets for the event will go on sale at
school students are eligible to apply for
Shop 'n Save Supermarkets on Dec 1.
Maine Craftsmen will hoid a craft show
a Govamor'sScholarAward to the wortdAdditional funding is still needed to fiwith over 60 exhibitors with free admisfamous Interlochen Arts Camp in northnance the celebration fully . Those
sion and free parking. 10 am-6 pm Nov
ern Michigan. The Governor's Award is
wishing to contribute should contact
23, and 9 am-4 pm Nov 24. Elks Club
a $2,790 scholarship. which provides
Maine Arts,lnc., which isalso looking for
lodge at 1945 Congress St, Portland.
fuK tuition, room and board for the eightvolunteers to put up posters, sail tickets,
For more information, call Maria Muzzy
week summer program. Applicants must
manage stages and act as parade
at 657-2288.
be in grades 9-12 and be profICient on Danforth Street Block Party Meet the
marshals in retum for free admission to
violin. viola, 09110, bass. wind or perthe event and other benefits. For further
movers and shakers in Portland's
cussionlnstrumantsandharp.Theymust
information on any of the above. call
emerging New Port neighborhood and
submit a taped solo performance with
n2-9012.
them
for
a
weekend
of
oelabrating
join
their application. One student from each
the season. Holiday sale and open The Portland Folk Club meets every first
stale, the District of CoIumbiaand Puerto
and third Tue of every month at 7:30
house. Paintings, poroelain, clothing,
Rico will receive on of 52 Governor's
p.m. in the Swedenborgian Church, 302
ceramics. refreshments. All welcome .
Scholar Awards. Winners will be delerStevens Ave. Portland. Pickers and
Ample parking. Dec 1, from t 0 am-5 pm;
mined soley on merit. Applications must
players of every description are enand Dec 2, from t2-5 pm. 53 DanfDrlh
be postmarked by Jan 21, 1991. and
couraged to attend, as wei as storytellers
St. PDrlland. For more informalion, call
wrmers will be announced by March 1 ,
and people who just want to listen. A
nS-6245.
1991. For more information, or to obtain
donation of $1 appreciated. For more
The EnrIched Golden Age Club invites
an application, write the Governor's
Information, call n3-9549.
man and women 60 and over to lunScholar ' Program, Interlochen Arts
cheons and programs as follows : Nov Proce. .lng and CuttIng a Deer CarCamp, P.O. Box 199. Interlochen, MI.
Free publication from the Univer28, "AtHomawith Enargy";Dec5, Project
49643-{)199. or caU (St6) 276-922t .
sity of Maine Cooperative Extension.
Getaway - "How to Beat the Holiday
Seafood for lunch' Join the animals at
Contact the Cumberland County ExBlues": Dec t2, Beau & David (music) ;
Maine Aquarium through the lall and
tension Offica at 780-4205.
Dec 20, Christmas Dinner and Enterwinter for ther daily feedings. Penguins'
tainment; Dec 26, Aller Christmas Party The School Around U. Chris1mas Fair
feeding 10 am. seals' feeding 11 am.
85 booths of crafts - jewelry, pottery.
and Film. 297 CurmertandAve, Portland.
seals' training 1 :30 pm, penguins revisclothing. woodcrafts, flowers and omaReservations must be made in advance
ited 2 pm, seals revisited 3 pm. The
ments. Music, quilt raffle and an eany
by calling the Salvation AImf at
sharks dine on a less regular basis so
visit by Santa Claus. 9 am-5 pm, Nov 24 ,
6974.
plan to join them on Tue·s. Thu'S and
Kennebunk High School. For more inGlobal Holiday Bazaar to benefit
Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw the
formation, call 324-5996.
Maine Audubon Society, 9:30-3:30
moray eef and the Caiman alligator dine
Dac 1, Woodfords Church, 202 SELFHELP Cr8ft. Sale to help
on an irregular. catch-8lH:8n basis. 783
craftspeople from developing countries
Woodfords S~ Portland. Unique gifts.
Portland Rd, Saco.
provide nutritious food, medicine and
$3 non-mambersl$2 members & cou....me Street Live How do you wake
education for their fanilies. Sale features
pons. 781 -2330.
an eight-foot sleeping bird before he is
craft imports from 35 developing counHolldlly Gift Maid ng for SenIor CItIcoveredwhhpurpiepolkadots?It'Saasy;
tries. 7-9 pm Nov30and 9am-1 pm Dec
zen. PDrlland Recreation is offering
you have 100 prinoes and princesses
1 at Church of the Servant, 35lafayene
classes from noon to 2 pm on five conblow him a kiss. Help wake the sleeping
St, Porlland. on Munjoy Hill. For more
secutive Mondays. starting Dec 17, at
bird and anend the WCBB-TVlShop 'n
information , call 76t -477S.
the Cummings Community Center, 134
Save perlormanoes of Sesame Street
CongressSt, Portland. Classas are free Sing'" Travat Club. a singles network
live, Dec 7 at the Cumberland County
of fellow travelers. win meet at 7 pm on
and reg islration isnot required. For more
Civic Cenler in PDrllandat10:30amand
Nov 29 at 485 Main St, Saco. 282-4797 .
information, call 874-8793.
7 pm. A limited number of WCBB-TV
SocIal Group: II you are single, 35-55,
Holiday
Fair
Allen
Avenue
Unitarianmembers wil be given a special opporand would like to socialize with those
Universalist Church w~1 be having a fair
tunity to purchase four tickets for $24 by
who are involved in activities such as
between to am and 3 pm on Dec 1.
calling 783-9101 . General tickets can
sight-seeing ,camping , bowIing, dancing,
Items
for
sale
wil
include
Christmas
be purchased through the Civic Center;
trips, etc.. call 856-1174, from 5~ pm
decorations. homemade foods, mugs.
$2 discount coupons available at paronly.
books, homemade Needham candy, knit
tid paling Shop 'n Save Supermarkets.
items and a white elephant table . A raffia Song Swap The Folk Club of River Tree
For more information. cal 783-9101,
Arts will host a Song Swap on Dec 28 at
wUI be held. and a chowder/sandwich
ext. 168.
7:30 pm at the Community House in
luncheon will be available. For more
Kennebunkport. For more information,
information, call 4-2500.
call 985-4343.
Int_ted In .-to hI.tory or Klenee'
Then visit YorI< Institute Museum whose UNICEP.11H1O HolIday Card and Gift
Collection has arrived. The colorful
collections include 18th- and t9th-cengreeting cards, nole cards and stationtury paintings, fumiture. period rooms,
ary are a way to send a message about
stulledbirds, rocks, minaralsandfossils.
children in need. The proceeds from the
Hours: Tue and Wed 1-4 pm, Thu 1-8
sale of UNICEF cards translate into lifepm. 283-3861 .
saving and health-giving programs for
La . .r LIght Show. This fall the
children In 128 developing countries.
Southworth Planetarium Is presenting a
ForinformationonwharetobuyUNICEF,
choice of3laser light evening shows for
call State Street Church in Portland at
the general public on Fri and Sat eves at
6396.
7 and 8:30 pm. II is also continuing its
Annual LIghting oftM Copper Beech
midweek, hour-long programs, "After World AIDS OIlY The AIDS Project and
Tree The Portland Museum of Art
other local nonprofh organizations will
School Thursdays" at 3:30 pm, at the
sponsors this celebration from 3-5:30
be honoring Franny Peabody and her
spacial price of$2.5OIshow. TeleSCOpe
pm, Nov 29. which will include the folfamily on Wond Aids Day at3 pm, Dec
viewing of sunspots foHows the show.
lowing: prinCipal dancers from the
1, at First Parish Unitarian Church, 425
For information about all planetarium
Portland Ballet performing selections
Congress St, Porlland. Scheduled
shows including spacial Sunday prefrom The Nutcracker in the PMA audispeakers will honor the Peabodys and
sentations, call 780-4249. 24 hrslday.
torium; The Pilgrim Ringers, a bell choir
there will also be an "open mike" when
Also good to know: Sky Watch Hot line,
from the First Parish Church of
people will be invited to make their own
780-4719, features a new message
Brunswick. will ring in the season with
statements on how this family has
everyweekaboutwhal's going on in the
holiday songs; visitors will join the
touched their Ives, both because of
heavens.
Portland Conmunity Chorus in carrols
AIDSworkandthemanyotherarenasin
beneath the Copper Beach Tree; the
which the Peabody's have made a
Centennial Brass Band will perform
contribution to the quality of life in the
festive holiday music in the Great Hall;
region. For more Information. call n4refreshments wil be S81Ved. Free mu3865.
seum admis8ion begins at 3 pm. For
more information, call nS-6148.
Annual Monument Square Tree
LIghting Ceremony. Music, CanoKng
and Good Ch_ and hosted by WCSHTV's Diane Alwood and Santa Claus.
Nov 23 at 5 :30 pm, PDrlland.
.,.,..In IIymphonr T1ckeb The Portland Symphony Orchestra is offering
discount tickets to students. Full-time
students can purchase Classical Series
tickets lor $2.... SS1forslx concerts, three
concert Pop Series tickets for $1S-$32;
and four concert Candlelight Sarias
tickets for $27.50. Groups of1 0 or more
senior citizens can receive a 15 percent
discount for series conoerts as wei as
the M!I9ic of Chrisbnas concert. For
more infomation, call nUt91 .

Jonathan St. Laurent, owner of
Uncle Billy's South Side BBQ,
Soulh Portland.

"O.K.,
tn Maine: 800-367·8884
Coni. U.S. 800·654-0125
(207) 824 -2175
Bethel. Ma ine 04217

::,

In Maine's White Mountaln5
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elcome to casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
. in our end~avor to provide you
With an alternative to the daily news.

JJ. McManus Furniture - South Portland •
Mad Horse Theater - Portland • WHOM FM
95 - Portland • WCLZ/The Breeze - Portland
• New England Telephone • SugarloafCarabassett Valley • Sugarloaf Mountain
Hotel- Carabassett Valley • Shawnee Peak
- Bridgton • linden Thigpen Therapeutic
Massage - Old Port • Feathered Friends Portland • Scratch - Portland • Eyes of the
Condor - old Port • Young TravelPortland • Moosehead Resort &: Ski Area Greenville, ME • Lost Valley - Auburn, ME
• Downeast Ski Sale - Portland • Coyote
Graphics - Portland • Options - Maralyce
Ferree - Portland • House of India - Old
Port • Maine Maritime Museum - Bath •
Moose River Moccasin Co. - Freeport •
Walter's Cafe - Portland • Mariner's
Church Bakery - Portland • Burnell's
Custom Framing - Portland • TAOPortland • Nancy Margolis - Portla.od • TGI
Fridays - Portland • Atelier FramingPortland • Emily K's - Portland • Cannery
- Yarmouth • Global Goodies - Freeport •
Mileaway Farm Wreath - Lincolnville •
Arlberg - Scarborough, Brunswick &: North
Windham • Ski-a-Bit - West Buxton •
Skier's Choice - Freeport • Global VllIage Portland • Zeit Geist - Portland • Crazy
Ed's - Portland • Sisters - Portland •
Enterprise Records - Portland • Low TIde
cafe - Portland • Silver Yarn Co. - Portland

SO a few years ago I
invented Death by
Chocolate, and now I own
Uncle Billy's, but by God ,
I never tasted a beer this

i""P
~-foolo OFF-IiRi CLEANiNG:

,

W,th thIS ad. Expires 1211/90 I

I 'Spruce up your autumn and winter wardrobes I
• Free Pick-up & .Delivery • Same Day Service jf dropp d off I
Alterations' Reweaving· Shirt Service
,
I
I
10% Off on BULK Dry Cleaning tool
'. ,,(1;3.

good."

I 'EJmStreet

Discover Portland Lager
yourself. It's smooth and
delicious. Full-bodied and
very satislying.

1~2JI.m !!'J..P.2.rtJ!l~ !.1o!l,2.ct,ll],m_L!!!I'!.rt! 774-722!

'Dry C{eaners

"..
_

11 you can't find Portland
Lager where you drink your
beer, go to Uncle Bllly's and
ask Jonathan for the best
damn beer in the house!
- But before you goLook for special Uncle Billy's
coupons in Portland Lager
6-packs .

Maine Coast Brewing Company
Portland, Maine

Recycle
this
paper!

Again this
year,
we're
suffering
from
•
exceSS1ve
plaque
buildup.
•
•
•
•

Station of the Year
Best Same-day Newscast
Best Election Coverage
Best Sports Special

[!·3',i'3~' ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Slation

\-, ~,-J I ,,\ "., .1\..1 I' .'1".11'1. /,11 ·""I11<.'\> 'i' "'" ~11<l -f"
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
aptslrent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775·6601.
personals

DWM, age 49, sensitive and caring,
seeks same. Likes hi king, walk on
the beach, bird watching, camping,
biking, movies, casual dothes.
Answer all. P.O. Box 57, Old Orchard
Beach, 04064-0057.
GWM LEATHERMAN, late 40's,
serious, experienced, ciscreel, seeks
younger, trim, masculine gay males
for new experiences, good times and
new friends. Roger, P.O. Box 1169,
Sanford, ME 04073.
Promiscuous, well to do, very good
looking, SWM, 25, 5ft. lOin., 190
musaJlar pounds. Hazel green eyes,
short light brown hair. Seeking good
looking females 18 to ... ? (Nationality
not important.) Will spoil you rotten;
anything goesl Will send private car
to pick you up. Want to go for a
ride?!!? If interested write and send
photo. P.S. I love lingerie I CBW Box
458.

Tall, handsome, SWM, looking to
meet a dark haired, dark featured
pretty, SWF, age 26-32. Height 5 ft. 4
in. to 5 ft. 8 in. for a committed
relationship. I am a thoughtful,
generous, intelligent man, who likes
the beach, movies, sports, reading,
children and animals. CBW Box 456.

TIS a f~ SWM, 31 from Portland, With
a life and job both grand, In his
search for an ideal date, HI! decided
to endeavor his fate, And let CBW
give him a hand. He seeks an attractive SWF, 25-31. Who likes both adventure and fun. She should be looking to enhance, Her life with a
friendly romance, With the man who
wrote this one. CBW Box 450.
Trim, fit. late 30's male, submissive
'bad boy' seeks strong-willed women
for new experiences. You must be
ciscreet, sensual and imaginative.
Will satisfy your desires. P.O. Box
54, Fryburg, ME 04037.
Uncommon single businessman, 40,
6 ft. 1 in., 185 Ibs, warm, sensitive,
honest, introspactive, successful,
seeks physically and emotionally fk
Portland
area
woman,
28-40,
capable of committment. Your
children are welcome. Photo appreciated. P.O. Box 6090, Falmouth,
ME 04105.

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments 01 the Maine Mall Cinemal
You've had it with apes, baboons and wolves. Why
not try this noble beast of 41? He hunts not for meat
but for Beauty, Well tamed, may prowl but rarely
bites. Complete with one wonderful cub_ Your mirror
image and paw prints welcomed_ CBW 457_

Unique, eC09ntric, 33 yr. old artist.
Tall, brown hair, grey eyes, seeks
female who is looking for companionship/relationship and maybe a
barefoot walk in November. Age and
race is not an issue. CBW 455, TPL
'22252.
You've had it with apes, baboons
and wolves. Why not try this Noble
Beast of 41.? He hunts not for meat
but for Beauty. Well temed, may
prowl but rarely bites. Complete with
one wonderful cub. Your minor image and pew prints welcomed. caw
Box 457.

UVE-ONE-ON-ONEI
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to telk
to, irs the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.

CBWBoxXXX

Do It
Like

This!

Correspondence is
forwarded bcfore
the publication of
the next issuc.

Where Are The

REAL GIRLS
IN YOUR AREA!
1-900-860-3377

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!!! !
$3/mln.

18 yrs old

If you·re a single woman who hasn't
met the righ! man, perhaps he's
waiting for you here.

You see, we're not juSt another
dating service. We're Compatibles.
CaU Today/or a Personal lntmview

YOUR JUNK COULD BE

CAli 775-6601

883-1066 - Portland
783-1500 - Lewiston

MWtM<W~

Compatibles
··The Dating Service That Cares"

,
~,

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

ERSONAL
j

r

'.

..c.
I

With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you C2J1 not only read the personals,You can also listen
to them and leave a message of your own!
TalIdng Personals are a quick and easy way to fmd out more
about the person placing the ad, to share more about yourself,
or just to see who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be asSigned a
Talking Personal number ("I"PL), free!
You C2J1 leave an outgoing message so that others C2J1 hear
and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:

1·900·646·4646
u.ten to thouNnds of Voice Aile recorded
by SEX\, Men & Won.n who w.m to
meet YOU - CALL US NOWI It's fun - _y
and Includes Voicemall for a_a privacy.
$l.45/mln. More info: (305) 565-4455, Ext. 5713

1. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any toucbtone phone.
Each call costs 954 per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial access code 22.

3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the ,,[PL' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message', and leave
your response if you wish.
All calb ""' ocreened. Obscene mess_ wiD be de~
·...,roon-to-Po:non advertl..,..,. may choose not 10
Ieave an outgoing meoo __

Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

Betsy
Hood, M-A-

Licensed Substance Abuse Counse/cr
[

Addialons • AOOA 155~
Co-Dependency • Individwils

Women's CcrDependencc Groups
Now Fenning

I

Groupo • Couplc:o

Lucy C. Chudzik, ISAC

,

• Co-depc:ndence
• Groups

• Addictions

• In<tividual

LIcensed Substance Abuoe Counselor

• Couplcs

207-761-9096

829-3221
1 Middle Road
Cumberland

477 Con~ss St.• Suite 410.
Portland. ME 04101

COUNSELING

DREAM GROUP FORMING in
Portland, evening to be arranged.
Jungian orientation: Use of dreams
to explore the problems and potential
for growth within the individual. For
more information, please call Glenn
Morazzini,
LCSW,
Licensed
Psychotherapist, insurance reimbursible, 774-9382.

Donna Godfrey, M.M.
AssisUmce in recognizing destructive patterns in your life,
overcoming fear and living life joyfully.
361 Rt. I, Falmouth, Me. 04105

INTEGRATIVE
HEALING
AND
WELLNESS: Explore the joy of healing from the inside out. from spirit to
the body. Professional alternative
health care prectitioner draws upon
Christian, Eastem, and New Age
methods to assist in the restoration
of whole-person wellness. Practice
indudes: education, counselling,
translormative energy work -MariEI
and Healing touch- and guided
mecitationslvisualizations for healing
Love,
and
relaxation.
Lisa
B.S.N.,R.N. 892-5878 M-F, 9-5.

Phychotherapist
• Life Tra1lSitioll • C"itkd lU-Pllrrtltillg

(207) 781-4842

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW
• Self Estum/Empowermnot
Insurance ReImbursable

871-9256

THINI(ING ABOUT
JUMPING SHIP?

MEN'S GROUP- Openings in Wednesday evening group. Men with
previous group experience or "firsttimers- welcome. Issues will indude:
genuine personal power instead of
machismo, relationship difficulties,
job dissatisfaction, stuck feelings.
Work done in a safe, supportive environment. Facilitated by Rick Lynch,
marriage, family, child therapist, who .
works with men in mid-life crisis and
life transitions & who has stucied
with Robert Bly & James Hillman.
874-0681, for information.

Tall aggressive redhead kinky with
years of experience, or Nancy/Jell a
totally cillerent type of woman than
you have ever known, Alana soft
sweet but strong all the things that a
lesbian switch could be. MCNISA
call 1-818-377-9847.

advertise it in

••

Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St.
Portland, ME, 04102

o

dating services

SOMEONE ELSE'S
TREASURE

r

Responding to
a CBW Box #?

tf

INfOWN COUNSELING
CENTER

body & soul

Attractive, MWM, 35, sensuous.
kind, dean excellent masseuse.
Seeks thin or heavy SF 25-40 for intimate relationship. Free weekdays.
Discretion requested. POB 10811
Portland, ME 04104.

roommates

body & soul

I

Maybe

\

you just
need
to try
another
tack.

,L

METAPHYSICAL READING from a
spiritual perspactive oller insight and
practical application regarding your
current energy field, life lessons,
personal symbols and challenges.
Call Regina at 729-{)241.

-

NEED A POSITIVE INFLUENCE??
New High-tech audio tapes can help.
Call 854-1365 or write: Picture Yourself- Image & Relaxation Center, 12
Westbrook Common, Westbrook, ME
04092.

CoscoBov
~EEKLV

Weather the Storms
With Classified Mvertising

ONGOING
JUNGIAN
DREAM
GROUP in third year seeks members
for the long haul to selfhood. For further information please contact Dr.
Gary Astrachan, 772~31 or Dr.
Carole Burstein, 883-4989.
SHIATSU- Experience the Japanese
interpretation of acupuncture, without
needles. AN EXQUISITELY GENTLE
YET POWERFUL APPROACH TO
HEALTH CARE, Shiatsu can help
you better understand and work with
your body. A typical session combines gentle body manipulation,
massage (fully dothed) and pressure
on an individualized combination of
acupuncture points. Shiatsu is an
excellent complement to other
eastern and western curative techniques. Ann Foster Tabbutt, Shiatsu
Practioner - AOBTA. 799-9~58.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Ease
tension and relieve stress through
the benefits of massage. Nourish
your health and well-being . Gift Certificates available. Pam Richards.
C.M.T. 775-6636 .

Losing it?
Check
Casco Bay Weekly's
Lost & Found
classifieds.

I

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY
roommate sought for large Westend
2 bedroom with shared fumished
kitchen, livingroom, shared office
space & the WOI1d's longest hallway.
Lowered rent $260+. No smokey. A
place to call home during World War
III. 773-1782.
FlRoommate wanted on West End.
$3oo.lmonth indudes all. 2 bedrooms, full bath, beautiful kitchen,
carpeted living room. Free parking
and laundry. 761-0170 after 4:30 or
anytime weekends.
Female Roommate needed to share
3 bedroom apertment with one
woman. Spacious, sunny, hardwood
floors. Frontlback porch. USM area.
$300. plus 1/2 utilities. 828-0625,
please leave message.
Female preferred to share house in
South Portland with professional
female, sense of humor required.
$25O/month includes all. 799-8391
Female- non-smoker wanted, for
sunny, spacious, 3 bedroom apartEastem
ment. Hardwood
Prom, $215.1month indudes heat.
Available January 1. 774-6519.

noors,

GM seeks same to share country
apartment. Quiet, 2 bedroom 1 112
baths,
10
minutes
to
BrunswicklLewiston. $285. includes
heat! Call 353-2334.
Housemate, MlF to share 2 bedroom
house in Rosemont. WID, dishwasher, large screened porch. Large
yard, quiet neighborhood. Very close
to Capisic Pond. $35OJmonth indudes all. 772-0976.

I need a roommate as of December
15, 1990, possibly for December 1.
Three bedroom apartment with
livingroom, kitchen and bedroom.
Rent is $15O./month plus utilities.
Your own bedroom. A security
deposit required. Call 761-4696. Ask
for Ashley or Dan. Leave a message.
Thank you.
MlF ROOMMATE NEEDED for
1211/90 to share nice 3 bedroom
apartment on Stevens Ave. $208.50
+ security deposit. No pets. 7612141 after 5PM.
MlF Roommate. WEST END apartment. Quiet, light. smokeless, spacious. Plenty of storage, workspace.
Includes parking telec. Gas heat +
stove not indueled. Recycling, cyding, mostly vegetarian, creativity a
plus. $290. Reggie at 774-2718.
MlF roommate needed for 3 bedroom apartment near Wash Ave.Baxter Blvd. 1/3 rent + utilities, 011
street parking, must like cats, 7614058 available 1211.

775-6601

rates and fine print
RATES
All charges are per week,
Up to 30 words
SUO
31-45 words
11.00
4&-60 words
15.00
Each additional word
after 60
.15
DEADUNES

MlF-NIS Responsible needed, 1
bedroom available in three bedroom
house. Close to USM. No pets. $285
indudes utilities and heat Security
deposit Call 828-1319.

Willard Beach Area- 35 year old
male seeks roommate. $35O/month
+ 112 utilities. 767-5069, evening,
87"-9099, worK.

Non-smoking, open-minded female

apts/rent

seeks same to share spacious home
with FIREPLACE and OCEAN VIEW
in OOB. No cats, $350.00 per month
HEATED, other utilities shared 1/2.

free,

Business Route One, Damariscotta .
Large, sunny room with kitchen and
laundry priviledges. AN utilities indueled except toll calls. Call 5826491 after 5 PM.

Room with a view. Available immeciately at specious, beachfront
house in Cape Elizabeth. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, washer/dryer, 2
woodstoves, oil heat. Must see to
appreciate. 799-9607, evenings or
leave message.

MEADOWBROOK APARTMENTSSpacious, modem, 2 bedroom
apartments available. WIW carpet.
cisposal, di6hwasher, ample parking,
extra storage. Rent $5OO.lmonth plus
utilities. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lese now, receive one month
free
rentl
Call
79H1223,
SPECTRUM, INC.

934-0081.
ROOM FOR RENT- Quiet. chemsmoke-free home. Shared
kitchen & bath. West End location.
M-F $65.00 weekly. 775-1202.

Roommate needed to share sacond
floor apertment in quiet Westbrook
neighborhood with one other person
and two cats. $25O.lmonth includes
utilities, yard, parking. Call evenings,
856-0066 or 854-1624.
Roommate(s) wanted for large
farmhouse
in
Bridgton,
near
Shawnee Peak Skiing. Large room
with small changing room, phone in
room, new bathroom, large shared
kitchen,
living
room
and
washer/dryer. $250. for one, $350.
for two, indudes heat and utilities
except phone. 647-2166. Jason.
SOUTH FREEPORT- Male/Female
Professional 25+ to share house
near harbor. Perfect for boat lovers.
Porch,
fireplace,
garden,
washer/dryer. No smokers or pets,
please. $3OO.lmonth. Call 865-4558,
leave message.
SOUTH FREEPORT- Male/Female
Professional 25+ to share house
near harbor. Perfect for boat lovers.
Porch,
fireplace,
garden,
washer/dryer. No smokers or pets,
please. $300 Jmonth. Call 865-4558,
leave message.
South Portland, Female non-smoker
wanted to share with teacher, large,
sunny apartment near Willard Beach.
Hugh
yard,
washer/dryer.
$265.1month + utilities. 799-4876.
Third roommate needed for three
bedroom
apartment.
Available
December 1. $180 plus. One block
from Eastern Prom. Gas heat. easy
going roommates and you get the
biggest room. Call 775-4753.
USM AREA- Roommate needed,
immediately to share 2 bedroom
apartment, 5 blocks from Portland
campus with Male musician. Looking
for responsible, neat non-smoker.
$24O.lmonth + 112 utilities. 874-{)399,
leave message.

MUNJOY HILL- Two bedroom, third
floor, remodeled, sunny, good views,
gas heat, porch, $5OO.lmonth, plus
utilities. Call Oliver 772-4739.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH- year
round
3
room
apartment,
$3OOJmonth + utilities, short walk to
beach, No Pets. 1-934-4933.
OWner occupied, convienient location, secure building, 3rd floor,
recenUy painted, 3 bedrooms,
gas heat. parking,
hardwood
Grant Street, appliances. Security
references.
No
pets.
deposit,
$495.1month + utilities. 772"{;o78.

noors,

SCARBOROUGHAvailable
Jan.l,I991. 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
condo with basement and deck,
washer/dryer hook-up, dishwasher,
new carpet and fresh peint. No pets.
$575. + utilities. Call 883-5447.
SPRING
STREETSpecious,
modem 1 bedroom apartments
available. Within walking distance of
MMC and Mercy Hospital. $425. and
$5OO.lmonth plus utilities. Uniqua
style, hardwood floors, on-site
laundry. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lease, references, security
deposit required. Lease now, and
receive one month free rent! Call
797-{)223.
STREETSpecious,
SPRING
modem 1 bedroom apartments
available. Within walking distance of
MMC and Mercy Hospital. $425. and
$5OOJmonth plus utilities. Unique
style, hardwood floors,
on-site
laundry. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lease, references, security
deposit required. Lease now and
receive one month free rent. Call
797-{)223.

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775·6601
Meaag~

________________________________________________

Name

Category ________

Line ads: Monday noon_ Display ads: Friday 5 p.m.

Address

Total Number of Words ________

PDUCY

City, Zip

Basic Rate ________

caw will not print ads that lilt to buy or sell sexual services for mon.y or
goods, or ads with purely sexual content. caw will not print full names,

street addresses, or phon. numblrl in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertiserl must either provide aPost Office Box
number in their ad or usa the caw BOI Service. All information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON adYlrtiSlrl is klpt strictly confidential. caw reserves
the right to caiagoriZll, refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content. etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?
Aword is considered. word whln it has I spaci on both sides. Aphon.
number is Dnl word. Punctuation is frel.
ERRORS
caw shall not blliable for Iny typographical Irrarl, omissions, or changes
in thl ad which do no lIffect the valul or content of the ad or substantially
change thl meaning.
REFUNDS
alssifild Ids Irl nan-refundable, CredH will ba issued when. viable Irror
has bltn determined.

Phone (days) _________ (eves) ________ + Extra Words at

_e Each _________

CBW Box $5_00/Wk _ _ __
WOWI I WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay Weekly & Maine Times One·St~p Shopping S,~clal.
No
Please call
to give me advertISing
Talking Personal Line _-=C::..::ha:.:.rg:a::e:......._
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this week!
Check One yaO l1li0
COST PER WEEK ________
Complete payment must accompany
Mu Hiply cost by number
all advertising. 110 REFUIIDS. Thera is
of weeks ad will run ______
a $10 charge for all returned checks.
TOTAL DUE _______
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One-Stop Shopping Info 0
551A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MasterCard
5at12-3
Card , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. date _ __
or call 775-6601
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bulletin board

wanted
by Lynda Barry

I am looking lor a job I'm not sure exists.
French-language
specialist
whose writing and other skills have
won several awards is looking lor a
way to use those skills. Would enjoy
working
with
French-speaking
people, tutoring, translation, historical research or whatever the job entails. Not certilied as a teacher, 871-

1480.

employment
$40,OOOIYR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple ·like/don't like·
form. EASYI Fun, relaxing at home,
beach,
vacations.
Guaranl£led
paycheck. 24 Hour Recording
Reveals. 801-379-2955 Ext.ME115B.
CREATIVE CIRCLE needs part-time
workers. Must be interested in
needleaafts such as crewel and
counted cross stitch. Will train. Call
1-800-258-4706.
I'm looking for a job in film making. I
have very little experience but am
willing to work lor FREE for some
hands on training . If you have any
work or know someone who does,
call Brian at 775-1365.

Qu.stlon: Where can you
buy woven 1apestries from
South America, hand-<:arved
wooden elephants from Africa
brass jewelry from India and
woven baskets from the Philippines. all in one "lace. all in
your community? And where
00 all the proceeds directly
benefit craftspeople in more
than 35 develOping countries?

Ans_r: The seventh annual
SELFHELP Crafts Sal ••

held Frida¥,. Nov. 30 from 7 to
9 p.m., ana Saturday. Dec. 1
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Church
of the Servant at 35 Lafayette
St., Portland, becomes an international marketplace of
distinctive and reasonablypriced handcrafts.
Please call 761-4776.

Don't let good space
go to waste.
Occupy it with an ad in
Casco Bay Weekly.
775-6601,

biz services
ACE Special Services - prival£l
house cleaning, general dean-up,
painting and wall papering . Free estimates. Call n2-2n8
AT YOUR SERVICE II What does a
aeative, organized, rewonsible,
literate teacher do after 3:00? I'll
tudor your kids, type your papers.
cook, babysit. cat-, dog-, plant-,
house-sit. Write business-personal
coorespondence, run kids parties, do
translations ...anything else? Give me
a tryl 282-8646.
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. n4-2159 anytime.
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French
translatingltutorinl¥lessons
offered by specialist in the language
whose writing and general skills
have won several awards. 871-1480.

,

I

houses/rent

~

WEST CUMBERLAND- one bedroom home, partially fumished, nice
quiet location. Available lor winter.
Rent negotiable. Want responsible
person. 8~936 after 6PM.

real estate

,
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PROFESSIONAL RETAIL SPACE-,
buy or lease option. Historic Hallowell disbict, 144 Water Street on
Kennebec River. 1200 square feet, 2
lloors. Circa 181 0 brick & granite
building. remarllably wetl preserved
and restored. Front and rear parking.
Interior consists of: waitinl¥reception
area, sea-etary work area, river view
office, walk-in safe, restroom on lirst
floor. Second floor: large conference
library,
river view office and
restroom.
Amenities:
hardwood
floors,
working
woodstoves,
fireplace, thermal pane windows,
handicapped accessible area on first
floor and much, much, much morel
Available immediately. $129,000.
Call Davis Agency, 933-4900.

, real estate
SCARBOROUGH- Minutes from
Prouts Neck area overlooking Higgings Creek, near beaches, 15
minutes from Portland. One year old
custom-built, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath
colonial on 2.3 acres. Priced at
$398,500 . Call Liz Carey, owner,
broker, (207) 883-6440.
TAKE OVER PAYMENTSI Totally
rennovated 3 bedroom home on
Peaks Island. Appraised at $110,000.
Balance owed, $89,000, with no
down payment. Gas heat, new
kitchen, new appliances, and new
bath. A number of payment options
available. Basic one is approximately
$760 per month. 760-2227.

seasonal/rent
SUGARLOAF. One bedroom condo
next to main lift, shops and base
lodge. Sleeps 2-5. Also four-bedroom chalet on mountain. Below
mountain rates. Call evenings,
(508)887-8422.

ARTISTS' STUDIOS

theater arts
PRIVATE ACTING COACH- for
auditions or long-term training for
rehearsals. Experienced professional
able to quide you in: audition prep,
character
developement,
scene
analysis, Shakesperian text and distinctivespeech. 781-7101.

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? Let me
write lyrical. lucid, letter-perfect personaVbusiness letters lor you . The
right words for many occasions. Call
LETTER BY LETTER, 773-4772.
TRANSCRIPTION!
WORD
PROCESSING.- Works in progress,
academic manusaipts, interviews.
All size tapes. Laser Printer. Quick
turn around. Please call 775-1817.

BALLROOM DANCING
Experience the romance of
partner dancing. Gasses for
beginners starting soon.
Call Wayne 775-1892.

learning
SELF ESTEEM AND EMPOWERMENT FOR CHILDREN- Wholistic
dasses include awareness activities:
movement, relaxation and art expression . Age appropriate activities
provide positive affirmation. Offered
at CHILDUGHT CENTER, 87 High
Street, Portland. Beginning Jan. I,
for Children 4-10 years. Marilee Musters, 871-7444 or 646-2511.

%ICHAE.L

~

CLASSICAL CU ITARI ST

773-1133

NASTY~NEAT
CO MP ULSIVE

CL EAN I N G

and Ott'let life suppon se""tces

If you've ever cleaned up for the
cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your lile.
Katheri ne Clark
772-8784
commercial
residential

Tie the knot on a good deal NOW!
Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732
THE AFFORDABLE CHOICE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

College Student with Truck
available to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move you for less.
774-2159 anytime.

A.I.A. Award Winning Design 1990

1988 Honda Accord LXI Coupe.
Automatic. low miles. excellent condition. $10,000 or best offer. n56621 week-days, 967-4900, week-

BLACK
&
WHITE
CUSTOM
PORTRAITS- just belore Christmas.
Not free but NOT EXPENSIVE.
FAST tum around!1I CHRiSTY- n46651.
BOOK YOUR CHRISTMAS PARTY
TODAY!!I The Original Digital D.J.
"when you wanna rock·. Simply the
best for less. $50 off our alreedy excenent rates. CALL the Party
Une ...839-8434.
Dried flower arrangers and wreath
makers, SEWARD NURSERIES. has
a wide selection and large inventory
of Maine grown everlastings . Come
and select your own or call lor an order to be shipped. Call (207) 7675660, Cape Elizabeth, ME.
SHOP IN PEACE- Beautiful, socially
conscious books and gifts from all
around the wood. Birds and baskets
from Archangel, Chinese temple
gongs, Russian peace posters,
Stockman beeswax a-ayons and
watercolors. Jatake Tales from India... Ina-edible savings on overstocked books and the amazing
·New Leaf Catalog·. Ask about it!!
Maybe Someday bookstore, 195
Congress st. between Levinskys &
the Whole Grooer. n3-3275.

ends.
1989 Dodge Colt, GT automatic, 3
door hatch-back AM-FM cassette,
great economical car, 25,000 miles.
Dealer maintained, as new, $6,100.
O.N.O. Call 829-4430, anytime.
1989 Ford Ranger, 30,000 miles.
Sliding rear window, AMlFM stereo.
excellent condition, $6,000. 8749751, leave message.
CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
84VW... $50. 87 Mercedes ... $2OO ..
85 Miercedes .. .$I00. 65 Mustang ... $50. Choose from thousands
starting at $25. 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-379-2929 Ext
MJ115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright.
FREE! FREE! FREEl Junk car
removal . Any condition , car carriers
available. Call 774~268.
'-VW"""--"'V-an---19"'7::-:3-,-"'in-g-ood--con-dj-""IIO' -n,
86,000 miles, AM-FM cassette, new
gas heater. $1,200. 878-8155,
(da'
772-6418
.
)
ytlme),
, (evenings.
Park your car here for a week lor
$9.00. Cheapest parking in town! Be
carelul though, quite possibly you'll
sell it before the week is over. Casco
Bay Weekly Classifieds SPEED
YOUR SALESI CALL 775-6601.

Do you make things with a special
Holiday Flair?? Use this space!! Irs
an easy way to let 45,000 Holiday
Shoppers know what you do and
how well you do it. Call n5-6601
and ask about our Holiday section
and the Special One-Stop-Special
with Maine Times.

KNOW SOMEONE WHO'S
HARDT<> BUYFOR1

SELL YOUR
WHEELS
TODAY

The result of a 5 month study has
revealed the 16 most unique and
well liked Christmas gifts. This list
includes the best ideas in 3 age
groups, children, teens and adults.
These gifts are praaical
and affor<bble
to the average income.
Send $3.00
and SASE for your

04104
Same day retum shipment
'MERRY CHRiSTMAS"

stuff for sale
BRAND NEW BARELY USED
WEIGHT SET: Fit For Life Gympac
500. Wall and Bendh Unit. Un~ is
500 Ibs., with leg attachments etc.
$160.00 ALSO!!! Hand Weight Set
(Bar Bells) 50 lb. total weight.
$25.00. Buy both lor $175.00. Call
865-6722, leave message.
I have TWO one-way tickets, one
male, one female, from Portland to
Uttle Rock, Arkansas lor January 10,
1991. $400.lor BOTH, or best offer.
After 5PM, 856-1073.
Moving to Califomia. Must sell furnishings. Livingroom set, computer
desk, microwave, (brand new- never
used), stereo speakers, etc. Best oIler on all . Call 761 ~575 after 5.

Motivate
down to

,
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Each of the advertising
coupons at the right was
clipped from a source
below. See if you can match
them up.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Hanes UnderaJls
American Film magazine
Cruises
History museum
Financial analysts
Change of address
Telephone warranty
Travel agents
Student loans
Data-recovery services
Facial tissues
Wheaties

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's
for the first prize winner.
The second prize winner
receives a $15 gift certificate
from Lola's Kitchen.
Drawings are done at
random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is
allowed per person per
week.
All entries for this
week's puzzle must be
received by Wed., Nov. 28,
The solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the
Dec. 6 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly_ Send your best
guess to:

casco Bay weekly
187 Clift Street

PortIMd. MaIne 04102
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Solution to Real Puzzle #45
Knowing "backward" (5)
gave you "backfire" (10) and
"greenback" (2); these,
respectively, gave you
"fireman" (11) and "greenroom" (1), which led to
"manhole" (8) and "ballroom" (12), which triggered
"superman" (6) and "handball" (3), which prompted
"shorthand" (7) and
"shortcake" (9) and eventually "cakewalk."

5 backward
3 handball
6 superman
4 cakewalk
1 greenroom
8 manhole
11 fireman
2 greenback
9 shortcake
12 ballroom
10 backfire
7 shorthand

This week Cecile Tougas of Portland can sashay into
Alberta's backwards or any other way he'd like_ Carol
Morgan of Waterboro do a cakewalk in Lola's,

Casco~/

""EEKLY'

Call 775-6601 for
more information

childcare
Afterschool Arts and Crafts, designed lor the young child. Class time
will be 3:00-5:30, Monday - Friday,
with flexible scheduleing. Class size
limited to 12 children and will focus
on seasonal themes . Cost $7.00 per
dass. Call 799-2400 for more information. Also available- afternoon
program in Casco Bay Montessori
Pre-School .
I have one opening in my home for
part-time childcare. I have a fenced
yard, located on a dead-end street
between Morrill's and Allen's Comer.
Experienced and relerences available. Call 878-5127.

During November "lJ~
your Casco Bay Weekly
classified ad can appear in 43,000 papers
and reach 100,000 readers!

~

~

Ask about our One-Stop Shopping for Casco Bay Weekly
and Maine Times when you place your classified
advertisement in November.

Built by Sunrise Builders Inc,
Custom Building & Remodeling
Portland, Maine 799-4477

Cut it out!

Real Puzzle M7

list today to:

Great Gift Ideas
P.O. Box 10964.
Portland, Maine

SKI PASSES- 20 Sunday River Ski
credits, exchangeable for one
season pass or day tickets through
1994. $580. Compare cument
$75OV$36.772-7138.

LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR!I . Kathleen Austin, B.M. Berklee College of
Music, offers patient, experienced instruction and specializes in beginning and intermediate levels. All
ages welcome. 878-3618.

high ceiling. Ideal for Art Gallery, Frame shop, Boutiques, etc. Very reasonable rent
TURNKEY - ready to occupy. 799-7890.

Astrological birth chan and interpretation. Great stocking stufferl
Date, time, place of birth required.
$19.95. 929-8175.

GETTING MARRIED?

music lessons

Downtown Storelront - Completely renovated. Join busy bookstore in this hiohty
visible, high foot-traffic area on Congress Street. 2000 sq It, 165 It sheetrock wall,

wheels

holidays

Joyous Music for
Holiday Festivities

photography
Surprise that special someone with
the gift he'll never forget. An elegant
and seductive boudoir portra~ capturing the unforgetable you. Truly, a gilt
that will take his breath away I Be
pampered by our prolessional makeup artist and photographer in a safe.
comfortable environment. Call Jenniler at Silk Images about our lim~ed
time offer, n2-8180.

."

Creative types look for studio space in
Casco Bay We-ekly's classlfieds.

(Sorry, tllis special does not apply to Personal or Meeting Place advertisers.)
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"ACK~'"

MARKET

Pizza

Cohen Konrad,
Jane McCarty, LCSW
Susan Partridge, LCSW, Ph.D.
Steve Young, LCSW

Give an
Original

Are Pleased to Announce
the Opening
of a Group Practice
Spedalizing in

One-oJ-a-kind pottery
hand-made in Maine

COUNSELING

& Pizza slices to go

•
•
Party Platters
Available
•

Macintosh.

for
• Pre-Schoolers
• Youth, K-12
• Parents

Hot&: Cold
Sandwiches

LESSONS

AINE

POTTERS

• Families

583 Forest
Avenue
Portland

Take-Out, call ahead

772-2427

open 7 days a week

MAR

E

()

60

376 Fore St.
Portland's Old Port
Dally 9 -9

_ute I'rMIfe Lesson

$49

e

F'L£XIBl£ SCHEDUUMCi

T

l1~tffIV~~Lfj

04101

daily: 8:30am to II pm
Sunday: Sam to Ilpm

K

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

Dennis G. Ouellefte
772·0550

- -,
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....PAGEMAKER
..... .....• . FREEHANO
.... ~• WORKS
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! A FULLYDR.ESSEDlDRKEY!
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92 Exchange Street
Portland, Malne 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

S'llli.-e

..d.OrgaJ.~
.I
~~
• -~ I
cr.

(Q

R estllurn ni

46 Market Street
Portland

774-5246

REMEMBER
YOUR LAST
LUNCH AT
SQUIRE
MORGAN'S?

FACTORY
WAREHOUSE
SALE!

~
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I THE A T R E COM PAN Y
I
presents
~
I
If>TI~1r~m,
I "THE COLLECTION"
I "THE DUMBWAITER"
I by Harold Pinter
Nov 23

closeouts ... 10•••ol.sell.

I
I
I
I
I
I

MARC BELLIVEAU
designer women's sportswear

HARDENBROOK
painted /urnilure eft accessories

PALLIAN & CO.
Fre/'lCh eft English ew!riastings

to Dec 16

HOPE TO
SEE YOU AGAIN!

In Biddeford, off Rte. 1

at Dunkin' Donuts,
on Pearl StreCt in the
dTA~""~

117 CUmber-

Mill

BUi;;:::8~
R;i

land Av ••

Portland
. ., USA
.. ~

: ."

Red Ribbons)

282-0399

THOMAS A. STEGEMANN
D.M.D.
ORTHODONTIC SPECIALIST
Announces the Opening of
His Private Practice
Dr. Stegemann attended the University of Pennsylvania
Dental School and graduated with honors in 1984. He
practiced dentistry in the U.S. Navy for three years prior to
attending West Virginia University for Orthodontic
Speciality Training.
Dr. Stegemann offers comprehensive quality orthodontic
care for children and adults. His office offers evening
appointments and is conveniently located at:

"-

Northgate Plaza
117 Auburn Street, Suite C
Portland, ME
797·5577

8 Cottage Road
South Portland, ME
767-1850

Windham Crossing
744 Roosevelt Trail, Suite 102
Windham,ME
892-0027

